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CURRENCY EQUIVALENTS

Currency Unit: East Caribbean Dollar

Since its creation in 1965 the East Caribbean dollar has been
tied to sterling at the rate 61.00 = EC$4.8. Changes in the
exchange rate between the EC dollar and the US doIlar have
been governed by movements in sterling.

Exchange Rate Prior to December 1971:

EC$1.00 US$0.500 or
US$1.00 EC$2.00

From December 1971 until June 1972:

EC$1.00 = US$0.543 or
US$1.00 = EC$1.84

Since June 1972 the EC$ has floated in line with sterline.

As of necember 1975:

EC$1.00 = TJR$0.A21 or
US$1.00 = EC$2.375
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COUNTRY DATA - RENDA

AREA POPULATION DENSITY

344 km2 0.106 million (mid-1973) 312 per km2

Rate of Growth: 0.8% (from 1960 to 1970) 448 per km2 of arable land

POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS (1973) HEALTH (1973)
Crude Birth Rate (per 1,000) 27.4 Population per physician 3,419
Crude Death Rate (per 1,000) 6.8 Population per hospital bed 145
infant Mortalitv (ner 1,000 live births) 18.h

DISTRIBUTION OF LAND OWftERSHIP (1961) EDUCATIoN (1968)
% owned by top 10% of owners 75 Adult literacy rate % 85.
% owned by smallest 10% of owners 1 Primary school enrollmnut % 89.

ACCESS TO PIPED WATER (1967) ACCESS TO ELECTRICITY (1971)

% of population 34 % of population 39

GNP PER CAPITA IN 1974: 1/ US$300

GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT IN 1974 ANNUAL RATE OF GROWTH (%. coastant prices)

US$ Mln , 1971-74 1974

GNP at Market Prices 32.4 100.0 -9.5 .16.8
Gross Domestic Investment 5.7 17.6 -27.7 -31.3
Gross National Savi-ng 1.0 3.1
Current Account Balance -4.1 -12.7 19.2 10.2
Exports of Goods, NFS 11.5 36.1 -27.1 -38.7
Inports of Goods, NFS 17.1 52.8 -26.5 -28.9

OUTPUT. LABOR FORCE AND
PRODUCTIVITY IN 1971

VUl.uo Added Labor Force V. A. Per Worker
US$ Mln . % Mln . % US$ 5L

Agriculture 6.2 21.5 0.008 30.8 775 69.7
Industry 5.9 20.4 0.006 23.1 983 88.4
Services 16.8 58.1 0.012 1.6.1 L400 .9
Unallocated _. .

Total/Average 28.9 100.0 0.026 100.0 1112 100.0

tOTVE WT FWTATNCE

Consolidated Public Sector 2/ 31 Central Government Y 
(EC$ M.) % of (CP oln.) S of MP

V27I 1975 1975 1975

Current Receipts 18.3 20.5 18.1 20.3
Current Expenditure 22.3 2; 22.1
Current Surplus -4.0 -4.0 -4.0 -4.0
Capital Expenditures 1.7 1.9 1.7 1.9
External Aaaistance (net) -0.3 -0.3 -0.3 -0.3

1/ The Per Capita GNP estimate is at 1972-74 market prices, calculated by the same conversion
technique as the 1975 World Atlas. A11 other conversions to dollars in this table are
at the average exchange rate prevailing during the period covered.

2/ Relates to fiscal year.
3/ Eytimate.
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COUNTRY DATA - GRENADA

MONEY, CREDIT AND PRICES 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975
(Million EC$ outstanding end period)

Money send "--si Money 49-4 5700 F.1l 60.4 77.9
Bank Credit to Public Sector 7.8 12.3 10.7 13.4 19.8
Bank Credit to Private Sector 38.5 44.7 47.6 44.2 42.7

(Percentages or Index Numbers)

Money and Quasi Money as % of GUDP I 82.7 83.0 87.1 78.5 87.6
Bank Credit to Public Sector (Annual %) - 57.7 -13.0 25.2 47.7
Bank Credit to Private Sector (ChAange) - 16.1 5.3 -7.1 _3.1l

BALANCE OF PAYMENTS MERCHANDISE EXPORTS (AVERAGE 1970-74)

1972 1973 1974 1975 US$ Mln. t
(Millions US$)

Exports of Goods, NFS .u4.1 A.z .. 7 - rmL-ar Goo U. I ua4
Imports of Goods, NFS 22.9 22.6 19.5 24.4 Manufactured Goods 0.4 6.1
Resource Gap (deficit - -) -8 - 4 -7.5 Re-exports 0.5 7- 5

All Other Commodities - -
Other Factor Payments (net) -0.9 -0.5 -0.2 -1.3 Total 100.0
Net Trar,fes-s 2n 2n0 1_6 1 4
Balance on Current Account -7.1 -T-.0 -7-4 EXTERNAL DEBT. DECEKBER 31. 1974

Direct Foreign Investment 0.9 3.8 1.9 1.8 '0$ MUm.
Net MLT Borrowing -0.3 -0.1 0.6 -0.1
CaDital Grants 2.0 2.7 1.5 1.3 Public Debt, incl. guaranteed 7.1
Other Capital (net) 5.5 0.2 0.4 2.5 Non-Guaranteed Prvate Debt-

Increase in Reserves (+) +1.0 +1.2 -0.6 -1.5 Total Outstanding and Disbursed 7.1

Gross Reserves (end year) 6.4 7.6 7.0 5.5 DEBT SERVICE RATIO FOR 1974 .

Net Reserves (end year) 6.4 7.6 7.0 5-5 D

PATE OF EXCHYANGE Public Debt, incl. guaranteed 5.0
Non-Guaranteed Private Debt _

Through Dec. 1971 Since June 1972 Total Outstanding and Disbursed 5.0

US$1.00 - EC$2.00 The EC$ has floated in line
EC$1.00 = US$05.0 with sterling. As of Dec. 1975,

TTqS (Y0 = ECs _47[

Dec. 1971-June 1972 EC$1.00 - US$0.421
US$1.00 = EC$1.84
EC$1.00 = US$o-543

1/ GDP at Market Prices.

2/ Ratio of Debt Service to Exports of Goods and Non-Factor Services.



Summary and Conclusions

i. Grenada, the most southerly of the Windward Islands, is the smallest
country in the Western Hemisphere in terms of both size and population. The
total national territory of 133 square miles includes a number of islands in
the Grenadines which constitute dependencies of the main island. The popula-
tion of 106.000 (1973) is mostly of African descent- and a high level of
emigration has kept down the net demographic growth rate to little more than
0.5% ner annuim for the last half centttry This rate of growth may change sig-
nificantly in the future, however, because of stricter immigration controls
on thp nart of those rountripe which traditionally have absorbed migrants from
the West Indies.

ii. In relation to its size, Grenada has a good resource endowment which
affords exceptional opportunitnie- for the development of agriculture and tour-
ism. Fertile soils and plentiful rainfall are to be found in much of the
interior, and the ,n.otatinou terrain has not imno.-d the devl-omnnt of a
significant export agriculture based on nutmeg, cocoa and banana. Rainfall
isc much more moderate on the constal region where, to the south of St. George's
town, a small but prosperous tourist industry developed in the late sixties.
The excellent beaches and natural beauty of the island, as well, as the charm
of St. George's town itself, have made Grenada one of the most attractive loca-
tions in the CaribCbean for high-incom..e tourism. The Grenadine A are repute
to have an unparalleled yachting potential.

iii. Following a long period of British colonial rule, Grenada was
grantea autonomy over its internal affairs in 1967 at which time it became
an Associated State of the United Kingdom. Full independence was achieved
in February 1974.

Economic Position and Prospects

iv. The overriding task of economic management in Grenada today is
to arrest and reverse the serious decline in real GNP that has taken place
in the recent past. Even in nominal terms GNP has grown very little over
the past five years. When viewed within the context of worldwide inflation,
the implication is that GNP declined by a factor of 40% between 1970 and
1974. The decline was particularly precipitous in the second half of this
period. In 1972 the per GNP was estimated to have been US$330. By 1974, it
was estimated to have fallen to US$220 (in 1972 prices).

v. Economic dislocation became particularly acute at the time of
independence in early 1974 when a confrontation between government and oppo-
sition erupted into civil violence. This had a devastating effect upon the
tourist industry. Hotel occupancy rates averaged less than 15% during 1974
as compared with 70% during the early seventies. Although hoteliers feel
assured of an improvement during the 1976 season, they fear that problems of
air transport may impede the recovery of the industry. Other sectors of the
economy were also severely affected by the political crisis of 1974 and by
the complete closure of the port of St. George's by strike action during the
first three months of that year. The virtual suspension of foreign trade
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during this period totally disrupted commerce and industry and had repercus-
sions upon the public finances which are heavily dependent upon import duties.

vi. In its efforts to ameliorate the consequences of the 1974 economic
crisis the government sought and received bilateral assistance from a number
of countries. In late 1975 after joining the World Bank and the International
Monetary Fund Grenada entered into a standby arrangement with the IMF which
provided further relief. It is understandable that at this point in time
Grenada should be preoccupied with the need to implement a policy of economic
stabilization. On the other hand it cannot afford to delay a plan of action
to secure the longer-term development prospects of Grenada. A number of fun-
damental structural problems need to be resolved before Grenada is able to
consolidate a sound basis for growth. In this respect the following areas
of economic management are particularly relevant.

Fiscal Policy

vii. The key issues of fiscal policy relate essentially to the Central
Government finances which dominate the public sector accounts. After a
period of quite rapid growth during the 1960's (albeit from a very low base)
central government revenues have stagnated in nominal terms during recent
years. In 1970, British grant assistance to the current budget was with-
drawn and since then the deficit on current account has average 6% of GDP.
Public sector investment is now completely dependent upon external financing--
mostly in the form of grants from the UK or from CIDA.

viii. The fiscal situation became particularly critical in 1974 when

current revenues fell by 20% as a result of the political and economic crisis
which beset the country at that time. The current account deficit rose to
8% of GDP and would have been even higher had the government not postponed
pavment of oiitstanding bills to nphlic iitilitip's locrl merehants and finan-
cial creditors. The situation continued to be critical in 1975 although
rplipf was fnrthcomina in the form of financinl aRsistancp from hilateral

and multilateral sources.

ix. In 1975 and 1976, the government adopted a number of measures which,
taken together, constitute the elements of a strategy for fiscal consolidation.

First, with respect to current expenditures the government declared its
1ntention to cut back the public -aro,ll by a proce[s of attrition. Seond,[ a

5% stamp duty on all imports was introduced in the 1976 budget and a program

Of im,proUvemrents in tax administration was announced. IrL, fllowIing upon

Grenada's adherence to the Lome Convention a single line tariff will be
introduced (thereby abolish.ing the oIA ''Comlmonweal "h D-Preeec" -wc -could--1

result in a 15% increase in import duties. In total these innovations will
have a signiiicant impact upon tne riscal situarion DUt tney may not be
sufficient to eliminate the deficit on current account.



x. The introduction of policies geared towards the attainment of a
reasonable level of public savings and stimulation of private savings, part
of which could be tapped by the public sector through domestic borrowing,
will need to constitute key elements in the formulation of a development
strategy.

xi. Without a determined effort by the government to increase the level
of public sector savings, it is unlikely that the rate of gross domestic
savings can be raised. In this respect a priority aim of fiscal policy
should be for the central government to close its deficit on current account
and attain a current account surplus equivalent to 2% of GDP by 1980. Signi-
ficant tax changes will be unavoidable for the achievement of any reasonable
objective concerning public sector savings. Broadening of the scope of income
tax and a more widely based and differentiated consumption tax could make a
substantial contribution to revenues. A more effective land tax will also be
needed for rai6ing revenues as well as encouraging thp utilization of idle
land. In addition to new revenue measures, however, it will be necessary to
exPrcisp strict control of centrnl government current expenditures if a
positive level of public savings is to be achieved. Whereas central govern-
ment current expenditures averaged over 30% of GDP in the early spvpn-

ties the aim should be to reduce this proportion to 25% by 1980.

Money, Trade and Payments

xii. Grenada has no national currency of its own but participates in the
East Caribbean C-urrency Authori-ty (ECCrAN -oete wit the si othe states_

of the Windward and Leeward Islands. Although the legislation establishing
U rrA en ow l 't. wit reaDv l w.. poes th a.A 1 . ._ A.A_A 4-_AA.aIS_ ..t A A
I.b'..1 eIIGULWCU .LL W L Lll £ Aiau Lvcay w j c LtIx 1ULIIUL ±LJ LILCI LULIILlLI1=U _LL

activities by and large to the minimal role of a traditional currency board.
Recent'ly thLere hIave bUeen [IL,oves to strengthen the role oe 0£ ttIeC CUUf in certain
areas of monetary management, particularly exchange control, but the Autho-
rity still pursues a passive policy with respect to the overali volume o0
money and credit. In the absence of deliberate action by ECCA with respect to
resource mobilization and allocation the supply of money and credit is a
function of the external account of Grenada reflecting the net activities of
trade in goods and ser-vices, capital flows and the autonomous credit activi-
ties of the commercial banks. It is appropriate, therefore, to view money
and credit within the context of Grenada's balance of payments.

xiii. A fundamental cause of Grenada's deteriorating economic situation
in recent years has been the development of an increasingly onerous foreign
exchange constraint. Because of the nature of its monetary arrangements,
however, what would otherwise be manifest as a severe balance of payments
deficit appears in the form of a fall in real incomes. Nothing demonstrates
the dimensions of the foreign exchange constraint more dramatically than
the declining volume of imports, the estimated 1975 import level being no
higher in nominal terms than the 1971 level. When placed within the context
of a 56% rise in international prices between these two years the degree to
which imports have fallen in real terms can be readily appreciated. To some
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extent the declining volume of imports can be associated with the collapse
of tourism and the much lower demand for imported goods by tourists There
can be no doubt, however, that the volume of imports also applies a signifi-
cant squeeze upon the national economy.

xlv. Thle recent experce o Greada illustrates t vulnerabilt of a
small open economy which relies heavily upon capital inflows to finance im-
ports, a situation shared by all of t1e smaller larlblbean islands. Te re-

gional integration movement provides a framework within which these small
_ _____ _ __ __ _1 1:: LI -1 _S _ _ ILL 1: 

ecUnlUllilfb CdIi pUU LiICIL CpI I -Cb Lii d CUIIIUnilCU eL LULoL LU UVr CoUIIIC Lte U iLb-

advantages of fragmentation and isolation. Grenada has already benefitted
signiificantly from technical and financial assistance which has been tlobll-
ized within the framework of Caribbean integration. The deepening and widen-
ing of this movement to provide commn-on services and to idCilitadte LIe l10W O1

development assistance from the MDCs must be a key element in Grenada's
development strategy.

xv. On the other hand, the Caribbean market does not provide much scope
for the expansion of Grenada's trade. In order to secure a sound financial
basis for growth it is of the utmost importance that the current account or
the balance of payments be strengthened. A priority objective of any develop-
ment strategy should be, therefore, to increase exports -- of both goods and
services. Grenada has already demonstrated that it posseses a good export
potential in tourism and in the three traditional agricultural crops (nutmeg,
cocoa and bananas) which account for over 90% of its merchandise exports.
The potential in these areas is quite sufficient to permit the achievement of
a sustained growth in exports providing appropriate sector policies are
adopted in tourism and agriculture. It is no exaggeration to say that the
long-term growth of the economy will depend upon mobilizing the potential
of the export sectors more than upon any other single factor.

Tourism

xvi. Official sources estimate the number of hotel rooms in Grenada at
1,800 but it appears that this figure includes a large number of cottages
and other tourist accommodation that would not normally be classified as
hotels. The great majority of tourist accommodation is clustered in the
southwest of the island close to St. George's. This is where the best
beaches are to be found, including the Grand Anse beach (which ranks as one
of the most magnificent stretches of white sand in the Caribbean). Other
parts of the island also have appeal for tourists, particularly Sauteurs in
the north, so that there is a considerable potential for an expansion of
tourism in the long run.

xvii. The peak year for tourism in Grenada was in 1972 when 36,000
visitors were recorded. It would not be unreasonable to think in terms of
150,000 visitors as a longer term obiective over a ten-year period. The
achievement of this target would necessitate a much more active policy of
tourism nromotion and planning than has hitherto been the oractice- however-
Substantial investment would also be necessary to increase tourist accomo-
datinn to a target of 5,0o0 heds=



xviii. Capacity limitations are not an issue in Grenada today, however,
since the hotel industry has not yet recovered from the collapse of tourism
in 1974. The Grenadian experience in this matter clearly demonstrates how easy
it is to shatter an island's reputation for peace and security and how diffi-
cult it is to reconstruct that reputation once shattered. A prerequisite for
the recuperation and longer term development of tourism must be the preser-
vation of civil order and stability.

xix. Apart from the recent crisis of client confidence, the tourist
industrv is faced with a number of transDort problems which imnede its deve-
lopment by reducing the accessibilty of the island to tourists. A major
problem in this respect is the present airport which is unable to accommodate
jets and which, because of its physical location near high ground, is un-
safe for night landing. As a result of its latter shortroming North American
and European tourists making a connection in Barbados or Trinidad are unable
to comnlptp thpir inirnpv to Grenaa in 2 singlp div-y Having to nuprniaht
in Barbados many tourists perfer to stay there rather than pack their bags
anain and move on to Grenada the following dayv Surveys of tourists in Bar-
bados indicate that many tourists are lost to Grenada this way, and hoteliers
stress the need to relocate the present airport to a sita wheor its present
deficiencies may be remedied. Point Saline on the southwest of the island
has been proposed asapossible site for relocation, but this would be an
expensive proposition since it requires cutting through headlands and
filling in coastal inlets Peina esi-4m-f-e 4indict- total cot of

some US$15 million for a 5,800 foot runway together with ancillary facilities.

xx. Air services is another problem area for Grenada. The only air-
line srvicig the island on a regular basis iLIT, andi has cut back±JI~ ~ V.L i~, LI~£J.~LU~L_L Li U.LaL UOL~ LO ..L1. OU .L L m~O~ L UL '

flights significantly since the fuel crisis of 1974. The financial plight
of LIA1Tl in 197 4 was wel]-kno-wLn andIU has bUeen a cause ofL understanUdable con-
cern to the tourist industry. The financial viability of the company was

pLOgtlSlVEl Ctu lGEiLU LILUgLIZL 1/, IUWtVeL, dllU L11t L11LCdL UL dprougressive'Ly consolidated throughout 19/,LIwvr riutetra ' 
major financial crisis interrupting air services has receded. Of equal
concern, however, are organizational problems within LIAT wnich impair tne
efficiency of its service. Most frequently cited is the lack of a compu-
terized reservation system w'nich makes it very difficuit for the tourist to
get a confirmed reservation even during the slack season. There is firm
evidence that many hotel reservations have been cancelled by North American
and European travel agents because LIAT was unable to confirm a flight
reservation even though space was available. Tourists who travel at the
peak season may have no choice but to try their luck on "standby" and most
family tourists will not risk disrupting their vacation in that manner.

xxi. However, although these problems of air transport are no doubt
serious, they need not constitute an insuperable obstacle to the recuperation
of tourism from its present low levels. It would appear that the Grenadian
tourist authorities and hoteliers could take much more initiative in market-
ing their products. The booming demand for Caribbean vacations in the six-
ties enabled the Grenadian tourist industry to flourish despite a very
passive marketing policy. Market conditions today necessitate a much more
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active posture with respect to promotion and sales and the Grenadian industry
has not yet come to terms with th-e changing situation. Local operators could
do much to alleviate the present state of the tourist industry by arranging
charter flights from Barbados and by more aggressive marketing. On the other
hand, the longer term expansion of tourism to fulfill Grenada's great tourist
potential may not be possibie witnout a resolution of tne proDiem or access.

Agricultural Policy

xxii. Production of Grenada's three major export crops has been disap-
pointing in recent years. The erratic year-to-year harvests of nutmeg and
cocoa have followed at best a horizontal trend while the production of
bananas has declined dramatically from 18,800 tons in 1970 to 8,300 tons in
1974. A major goal of development policy should be to increase the produc-
tion of these traditional export crops without w-hich it will not be possible
to generate sufficient foreign exchange earnings to underpin even a modest
rate of growth in GDP.

xxiii. Of the three major crops, nutmeg is a special case insomuch as
Grenada supplies about 25% of the world market. i/ Experience shows that
variations in the Grenadian harvest have profound repercussions on world
prices and it may be difficult to market any significant expansion of pro-
duction. This does not apply to either cocoa or bananas, however, and there
would appear to be good opportunities to increase exports of these commodities.
Productivity is low in both these crops and there has also been a noticeable
deterioration of quality in recent years. In seeking to reverse these short-
comings, price incentives may prove to be a powerful policy instrument. In
this respect the present export tax on traditional crops would appear to be
inconsistent with the objective of expanding exports at a rapid pace. Fiscal
constraints preclude the early abolition of the export tax. In the longer
run, however, it is a matter of importance for the growth prospects of agri-
culture that the present system of export taxes be replaced by some form of
direct taxation that is more consistent with the overall developmental goals
of the economy.

xxiv. Export price incentives will be effective only to the extent that
the government's overall agricultural policy is conducive to increasing
productivity and efficiency. There are a number of areas in which government
policy is crucially important, and among these the issue of land and land
tenure is germane to agriculture. Programs to modify the land tenure pattern
have existed since the beginning of the century, but in 1971 the government
launched a "Land for the Landless" program which significantly altered the
pace of land redistribution. It appears that this program could be modified
and streamlined to better serve the dual goals of social equity on the one
hand and increasing agricultural production on the other hand. It is

1/ fhe remaining 75% of the world market is supplied by a small group of
islands in the Celebes. Grenada has attempted to reach an understanding
with Indonesia concerning the regulation of world prices, but has not met
with success so far. The effort is worth pursuing, however.
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recommended that the administration of the program be placed in the hands of
the Ministry of Agriculture. It is also recommended that the lots distri-
buted to the beneficiaries of land reform for purposes of agriculture be
sufficiently large to support a farm family and that the beneficiaries
should have access to such services as will enable them to cultivate their
land effectively.

xxv. In common with many other Caribbean countries, there has been consi-
derable debate in Grenada concerning the extent to which agricultural policy
should place emphasis upon the diversification of agriculture into food crops
for purposes of import substitution. It would appear, however, that the tra-
ditional export crops still yield the highest rate of return to productive
resources at the margin. The price outlook for traditional crops is better
now than at any time in the past and these crops can provide farmers with a
level of income significantly higher than that which can be generated by food
crops. Moreover, the balance of payments will be much less vulnerable to
fluctuations in the price of traditional export crops because of the export
stabilization scheme (STABEX) of the EEC to which Grenada has full access.
The diversification of agriculture into food crops--commendable in itself--
should not be pushed at the cost of hindering the development of traditional
export crops. In the present circumstances of Grenada a vigorous expansion
of export agriculture is needed to provide the foreign exchange earnings
required to sustain a positive rate of economic growth.

xxvi. A final point that merits urgent attention in the context of
raising agricultural production is the deteriorating condition of the road
system. In recent years road maintenance has been cut back in response to
fiscal pressures and as a result the export of agricultural produce has
become prone to damage in transit to the port. The deleterious effect is
particularly notable in the case of bananas. Road rehabiliation would con-
tribute directly, therefore, to bolstering a major source of export earnings
and would have indirpct effects linon ot-her sectors

A Stratepv for Developnmnt

xxvii. The develoment Droblems facing Grenada at this iuncture are formi-
dable, and the achievement of sustained growth will be possible only with a
great effort= Tn an Peonomv as tiny ns that of Grpnadn the nrinrinnl focusi

of attention in any development strategy must be the ability to earn
suifficient foreign exchanag to finnnrp its imnort rpuiirpmpnts Sne inrthesepqp

import requirements are directly linked to the rate of overall growth, it
follows that the growth of the economy will be determined largely by its

ability to earn foreign exchange. For this reason first priority should be
Ogiven t-n expand4ng t-he evprtc of bot-h, -ooc n-d sorv-4 c. Tf- 4

i fortunate

that Grenada possesses a good potential in both tourism and export agricul-
ture. It. is fortunate, too, that both these sectors have a goodJ emplh-..pttf
potential so that the goal of increasing exports should be quite compatible
withl thLe goa'l ofc increas10ing eemIp10oy,uent. The- air, of ------ i rungm-trls
beL LU L LI~ Ut LIII. £ ~ a L I= ClIii Ut epUILUIIIiL the Ipotetia Cf Ie L arectoi Lt tLh LUm

be to exploit the potential of these export sectors to the maximum.
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xxviii. The pace at which the potential of tourism and export agriculture
can be more fully exploited will depend on many factors. As a framework for
analyzing the implications of alternative growth assumptions, two sets of
projections have been prepared: a low growth case and a high growth case.
The choice between these two possible growth paths depends largely on the
extent to which capital can be mobilized and deployed effectively towards
the goal of higher growth.

xxix. The low growth case aims at sustained growth of 3.5% in real terms,
and although this appears modest by the standards of many countries it would
entail a considerable effort for Grenada in terms of the mobilization of re-
sources. On the other hand, given the prospect that population growth may
average anywhere between 1.5 and 2% per annum over the coming ten year period,
a growth in real incomes of 3.5% repnresents only a minimal improvement in ave-
rage living standards. The higher 5% growth case implies an even greater
invPetmPnt effort which m2y incllidip the hbuilding of a new airnort and other

strategic infrastructure investment aimed at a rapid increase in tourism.

xxx. Quantitative information regarding the efficiency of capital utili-
zation l,n Grenandan i- scaQnt n ,, but nan examination of av edata over the

past 15-year period points to an incremental capital output ratio (ICOR)
of about 6. This is: quite hicgh when duei, considrart-inn is giveon ton t-he low

income level of Grenada and to the prominence of agriculture and tourism --
two sectors uhich normally exhibit a much lower ICOR. To a large extent a
high ICOR may be explained by the diseconomies of small scale and by the
high overhead cost - of lnvestment n, lnfrastructure th-t must be spread over

a small population. A high ICOR may also reflect a relatively low efficiency

ments may go some way towards increasing efficiency, but the inherent dis-
eCO-.-mr[ies of s.mall scale suggest that the TIO wil t ont inue Lo 1be high I_y

international standards.

The "Low" Growth Case

xxxi. In order to attain even the lower of the two growth targets it
would be necessar-y to sustain an annual inCr-ease ln exports of some 6-7%
in real terms. In the light of Grenada's past export performance this
target would appear to require an exceptionai erfort rrom tne point or view
of administration and from the point of view of investment. This, in turn,
would necessitate an increase in both public and private savings considerably
above the level prevailing in recent years. During the four years prior to
1974 national savings averaged no more than 4% of national income. In i974,
savings were actually negative--indicating that consumption was financed
in part by borrowing from abroad. Some recovery may have taken place in
1975 but the level of savings was still low. As a minimum target for growth
the government should aim at increasing savings to 11% of national income by
1980 as compared with approximately 3% at present.
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xxxii. A higher level of savings necessarily implies restricting consump-
tion expenditures and this will be a particularly difficult task in view of
the recent decline in real incomes which has already forced a significant
cutback of consumption. Nevertheless, it is clear that within a context of
3.5% growth, consumption may be permitted to rise at no more than 2.5% per
annum if savings are to reach 11% of national income by 1980. It would be
necessary for the government to exercise firm leadership in this endeavor, in
the first place by instituting an incomes policy with a view to checking the
growth in consumer expenditure, and secondly by strictly controlling its own
current expenditures.

xxxiii. Efforts to increase savings to 11% of national income by 1980 nre
unlikely to succeed if the public sector itself does not contribute to the
qnvinoR Pffcrrt ThiR wouild invnlvp n rndicnl rettrutuirina nf gnovrnment
finances in order to escape from the entrenched pattern of deficits on current
account that has npl2guid the niiblic sector in the past and that still persists
today. A strict control of current expenditures should be instituted with
the aim of preventing any increase in real terms over current levels. At the
same time vigorous efforts should be made to increase revenues, particularly
ftoV_ ro AnF- Fevot4jnrm T, tla; c 1re-1iol -I om cmhould be toA clo- thNAel def c4 F

on current account and attain a positive level of government savings equiva-
lent to 2Y of GDP by 1980l. TTnless this goal -is achieved the -----rnme

finances will continue to undermine the national saving effort. Even if the
-overnme-nt finances do attain a modest surplus on current account by the end

of the decade, however, the brunt of the savings effort will fall inevitably
upon the private sector.

XXXiV. A_ 4- -i-c-easein national svnswudotin 'tefslete

financing problems of Grenada. Given the high incremental capital output
ratio wich prevaiLs in 'GrenadUa, f'ull' y U0% of national WUUIU w dhv LU be

devoted to investment in order to achieve a 3.5% rate of growth in GDP. With
national savings at 11% uo natLn01al income, iL wouIG oe necessary to seek
external financing for investment to the tune of 9% of national income.
The debt service implied by such a scale of borrowing is considerably higher
than current levels. It is estimated that debt servicing would rise to 6.5%
of exports earnings by 1980 even when full account is taken of the fact that a
large proportion of lending would be on concessionary terms. A 6.5% debt
service ratio cannot be considered low for Grenada, given the high ratio of
imports to GDP and the relatively modest savings performance of the national
economy. Debt service as a proportion of national savings is projected to be
about 25% in 1980 while total debt outstanding and disbursed would amount to
nearly 30% of national income. Taken together these indicators point to a
debt burden that is substantial, although by no means unmanageable.

The "High" Growth Alternative

xxxv. In the light of the considerable effort that would be needed to
achieve even a 3.5% sustained growth in income, it can be readily appreciated



that quite heroic efforts would be required to increase the growth rate yet
further to 5%. A strategy for high growth would have to focus upon an even
higher investment in the export and export related sectors so as to enable
foreign exchange earnings to expand at an even more rapid pace. Projections
include provision for building a new airport facility in the late 1970's to
preDare the ground for a maior exDansion in tourism.

xxxvi. It is difficult to envisage how Grenada could achieve the higher
investment goals needed for 5% growth without an improvement in the incremen-
tal ranital-outnut ratio. This, in turn, would hinge upon adminiqtraqHve

improvements across the board and would probably require a shift in the
emphasis of investment from social infrastrurtcture towards investmenPts t-hat-

bear more directly upon commodity production and upon the generation of
toiirism earnings. Proniections of the 5% growth alternative are hied on t-he

assumption that organizational improvements of this nature could be effected
so as to reduce the long-run IGOR to 4.5 as compared with 5.5 in the lower
growth case.

xxxvii. Even with an improvement in the efficiency of capital utilization,
however, it would be necessary to increase the savlings effort still further
in order to be able to finance the higher level of investment implied by
5% growth. It is estimated that national savings would have to be raised to
14-15% of national income by 1980. This could be achieved only by the stric-
test control of cons- C.ption expendltures ln bothCL CLIC publl -nd pvate

sectors.

xxxviii. Notwithstanding a higher savings effort, external borrowing would
a s 1- v loA 1- AAA ..- A_ @1 LA/ cv- _ -tA.A\.._AA_ |
(ll ;OL lltlV C L. U L}C tLL L CaO CU ULLUCL CLLC _JlT 6£ LU W .LL 000 UIL,LLJL I U1 W. [C w L L t I L

facilities, for example, would be largely financed by borrowing from abroad.
It is estir,ated thlat the externaL L brrDow-wL 1ig neCesbsa ry to susi L[ d -I a5

growth rate would push up the debt service ratio to 15% in the early
1980's, and this would require extremely careful rauagerLutt Of the exter al
account. In the case of both high and low growth paths, external assistance
shtouiu 'De cotracteU largely on soft terms if Lile ebDL servIce is to be
manageable.



I. INTRODUCTION

1. Grenada, the most southerly of the Windward Islands, is the smallest
country in the Western Hemisphere in terms of both size and population. The
population of 106,000 (1973) is mostly of African descent although there is
a substantial minority of East Indian origin. The total national territory
of 133 square miles includes a number of smaller islands in the Grenadines
which lie scattered between Grenada and St. Vincent to the north. Two of the
larger islands of the Grenadines, Carriacou and Petit Martinique, constitute
dependencies of the main island.

Geography and Resource Endowment

2. Most of Grenada is of comparatively recent volcanic origin. Of the
three massifs which make up the central highland area, Mt. St. Catherine,
which rises 2750 feet above sea level, is the highest peak. The central moun-
tainous region has been deeply dissected by river erosion into steep-sided
ridges and valleys which radiate out from the central ridges. Volcanic acti-
vity has produced a number of craters some of which now harbor small lakes.
The best known of these lakes, Grand Etang, is considered to have some poten-
tial as a tourist attraction. No volcanic activity has been recorded since
around 1500 although earth tremors are still felt from time to time. There
are no mineral deposits of sufficient quantity to justify commercial exploi-
tation.

3. The most favorable reeion for agricultural development is the east
coastal plain where the slopes are seldom more than 10 and frequently 5 or
less. As a result the erosion hazard. which is one of the most serious
problems of agriculture on the island, is much reduced. The soil in this
area is of high natura1 fertilityv RBhind the Pst- coastal plain there is

an area of subdued relief where the slopes of 10 - 20 seldom rise above
500 feet- This area also has an Pwcellent agricultural potential although
it is more demanding in terms of its soil conservation needs. Outside these
two eastern regions agriculture is limited by the extremely rugged nature of
the terrain in the interior of the island. The cultivation of tree crops is
nossih1 e however- wit-h carefi1 nlrlcr l tuiral nrart-irces nimpd at control I ing

erosion.

4. Grenada has a tropical maritime type of climate. The temperatures
are stead- but var- with altitude and a-vrarnco 83 FV i in t-he- 1 owea-r 1lying anreas

This is considered to be a little above the optimal level from the point of
vuew nf tonuricm devlpnnment Rinfnll sc heavy in the interinr (15 inc-hec

at Grand Etang) but much more moderate in the coastal region. At Point Saline
on the southwest t4- of the 4island rainfall monmt- s to ,, Ao 40 ic-heo and

falls almost exclusively in the rainy season from June to December. Grenada
lies south of the u,s-al hurricane belt and is seldom afflicted by high winds.

In 1955, however, the island was ravaged by hurricane Janet which caused
extensivenn dam.age too the s-is-AlSand' t-bree crops sand necessitated a long per4od of

reconstruction in agriculture.



5. The population of Grenada is, relatively speaking, widely dispersed
throughout the island. The main town and capital, St. George's, accounts for
less than 10% of the population, and the remaining four urban areas of Gren-
ville, Sauteurs, Victoria and Charlotte Town account for a further 15%. The
remainder of the population is dispersed along the main road system and in a
series of small fishing villages along the west coast. Tourism has developed
primarily in the southwest of the island close to St. George's. The excel-
lent beaches and natural beauty of this region, as well as the charm of
St. George's itself, has made Grenada one of the most attractive locations in
the Caribben for high-income tourism.

History and Political Development

6. Columbus first sighted Grenada in 1498 and named the island
Concepcion. Following its discovery, more than a century elapsed before
attempts were made to colonize the island, first by the British and then by
the French. For a long period Grenada was caught in the struggle between the
French and the British for domination of the East Caribbean and control of the
island see-sawed between the one and the other. It was not until the close of
the eighteenth century that the British repulsed the final French challenge
and thereby established their permanent control of the island.

7. During the nineteenth century a tradition of estate agriculture was
developed. first on the basis of African slave labor and later, after the 1834
Emancipation Act, upon indentured labor from the East Indies. An important
turning point in the economic history of the island came in 1843 when nutmegs
were introduced from the east Indies. This laid the foundation for spice
cultivation which was to dominate the island economy for the next hundred
years, and which still plays a major role in the economy of today.

8. In 1877 Grenada was proclaimed a Crown Colony governed by a Legis-
Intivp Cruinril whirch rnmnrispd hnth nominated and Plelecd nfficers The

colonial system of government continued into the twentieth century with the
national popunil nt-ion making Pveir mTore xyvcal clai m for uitonnmy. T Tt was not

until 1951, however, that the Constitution was rewritten to establish the
elected members as a maioritn in the TaJeilti-e Corn-nil. The 1951 Consti-
tution heralded a series of further constitutional changes which progressive-
ly strengthened the control of the national population over tie al of

state. In 1967 Grenada became an Associated State of Great Britain with full
intenalse fgovernm.enlt, although responsibility fLor defense an' external

.LiL LidL L.,~I Vc iiii , a .L LIJ~ i L 0IUi LU JL UL Uccio dtU -AL L t

affairs were retained by London. Finally, in February of 1974, Grenada be-
camiie the ir stL U1 tLIL AssULcaLtU OLdLt b LU dLaIchiVe LUll ilnUepenLUence.

9. Post-independent Grenada is led by the Prime Minister, Mr. E. M. Gairy,
whose Grenada United Labour Party won 13 of the 15 seats in the House of Repre-
sentatives in 1972. The remaining two seats were won by the Grenada Nationai
Party whose leader, Mr. H. Blaize, became Leader of the Opposition. In
addition to the House of Representatives which is elected by universal
adult suffrage, Grenada has a Senate consisting of nine members appointed by
the Governor.
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10= The transitionn tn the stitus nf a qsvereign nation was not accom-
plished without problems, however. Independence was accompanied by a
political crisis which resulted in civil conflict between government and
opposition forces. These events in early 1974 precipitated a collapse of
the tourist industry which has r.ot yet recuperated its fo er st. rer.gth.
Furthermore, the port at St. Georges was closed by strike action during the
first three m.Jonths of 19 74 and this brought about a virtual suspension of

foreign trade which totally disrupted commerce and industry and which also
had severe repercussions upon pubDlic .. ; fianes

II. ECONOMIC STRUCTURE AND GROWTH

Manpower Resources

11. The outstanding demographic characteristics of the Grenadian popu-
lation duriLng the past halfi century have been a high rate of natural increase
and a high net rate of emigration which together have resulted in a low rate
of actual population growth averaging about 0.5% annualiy. Another notable
demographic characteristic is the surplus of females over males which reflects
the fact that the latter group has been dominant in the emigration process.
At the time of the 1970 census, some 53% of the population was female (see
Table 1.1 of Statistical Appendix).

12. More recent trends revealed by a comparison of the 1960 and 1970
census data would seem to indicate a marked improvement in the welfare of the
population in the recent past. Between the two census years, the death rate
per thousand fell from 11.4 to 7.9 while the birth rate per thousand also
declined from 44.5 to 29.0. The net effect of these trends has been to re-
duce the rate of natural increase from over 3.3% to 2.1%. This reduction in
the rate of natural increase is a particularly fortunate development at this
point in time because it appears that emigration may be lower in the future
than in the past and it would be difficult for the Grenadian economy to find
employment for any major expansion of the labor force.

13. It is difficult to document emigration trends with a high degree
of quantitative precision because official emigration statistics capture
only a part of the picture. The 1970 census showed that net emigration
during the previous decade had been much higher than shown by official sta-
tistics. Nevertheless, assuming the statistical bias to be more or less
constant over time, trends in official statistics should be indicative of
actual developments. It is notable that in the years 1971-73 the offical
statistics show a reversal of previous out-migration trends towards very sub-
stantial in-migration (see Table 1.2 of Statistical Appendix). This accords
with known facts regarding stricter immigration controls by those countries
which had previously absorbed Grenadian migrants. It appears that the offi-
cial statistics may overstate the seriousness of the situation, however.
It seems unlikely that there would have been a complete reversal of previous
trends resulting in substantial net immigration, but it is quite probable that
net emigration ceased in the seventies. A continuation of this trend could
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have ser.ous implicatlons for Grenada ln ter',,s of exacerbating the already~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~4:or renAa ;n~ers o exce
Llv O kLU U0 iWj).Lk ± L .L LUiIJU£ U ciu L Lt£IL U L Ua L_tr LI Lt LI - y

serious unemployment situation.

14. The level of unemployment recorded at the time of the 1970 census
was 10%. Uneuploy-wenLt is KnolLL to[hav iiLav'ncreasedU s'ignificantly since then,
however, and is now estimated to be at least 15%. The primary cause of higher
unemployment is the economic crisis which beset the country in -197. The
decline in tourism was particularly important not only in respect to hotel
employment but also in respect to empioyment in tne many anciiiary services
which relate to tourism.

15. The employment outlook in the medium-term gives cause for concern.
The prospective reduction in emigration could mean a growth in the labor force
of some 2% per annum over the next ten years. Taking into account both the
existing level ot unemployment and the prospective growth in the labor torce,
it would be necessary to create about 10,000 jobs in the coning decade in order
to establish a situation of near full employment. This is a formidable task
for Grenada and could only be achieved within the context of sustained real
growth in the order of 5% per annum. The prospects for achieving such a
target are examined later in this report.

16. On the positive side of the manpower balance sheet is the very
large proportion of the population that has been exposed to formal education.
The following table shows that the great bulk of the population has had at
last 5 years of primary school education--a situation which compares very
favorably with other developing countries of a similar income level. A
reasonable proportion of the population has the advantage of higher education,
although large numbers of this latter group are believed to have emigrated in
search of better opportunities for professional advancement. The flight of
professional talent to more remunerative jobs in metropolitan countries is a
problem shared by many of the Caribbean nations, and is particularly difficult
to combat. Since government cannot hope to compete with North American or
European salaries the only way in which it can retain competent professional
staff is to create a working environment of high morale in which the profes-
sional staff is able to fully deploy its talents for the benefit of its
country.
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Table II.1: EDUCATION OF WORK FORCE, 1970
1.L& ------ &%L(iLn percent).- 

Employee efepod

Government Non-Government

Less than 5 years primary school 6.9 9.1 9.9
J or more years pr'mLary scolu U67j 82.J U82U

Passes in GCE subjects 12.5 2.7 1.2
Diploma or Degree 5.9 1.1 4

Unclassified 7.4 4.8 4.7

TOTAL 100.0 100.0 100.0

Source: V. Agnihotri, Manpower Assessment and Planning in Grenada, 1975
(for ILO).

17. Because of the low rate of overall population growtn in tuie 1960's
the total labor force grew by no more than 5% from 27,300 in 1960 to 28,700 in
1970. Employment increased at an even slower rate, nowever, so tnat only nalf
of the increase in the labor force was absorbed in gainful employment. It can
be seen from the table below that by 1970 some 2i% of the work force worked
for the government and the proportion has probably risen further since then.
It appears that the public administration has been a major growth sector in
terms of employment in the recent past, and without this the overall rate of
unemployment would be considerably higher.

Table II.2: EMPLOYMENT OF WORKING POPULATION, 1970
(Thousands)

Male Female Total

Total working population 16,086 9,715 25,801

Worked for others

Government 3,314 2,091 5,405
Non-Government 9,611 5,728 15,339
Unpaid 238 252 490

Own Business

With paid help 826 270 1,096
Without paid help 1,983 1,308 3,291

Other (including unclassified) 114 66 180

Source: V. Agnihotri, Manpower Assessment and Planning in Grenada, 1975
(for ILO).
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Economic Structure and Growth, 1960-70

18. Grenada does not publish any official national accounts, but a
number of international agencies have made attempts to assemble sufficient
data to document the economic growth throughout the 1960's. The IBRD assem-
bled estimates of national accounts from 1961-71 for its Caribbean Regional
Study. 1/ Although more detailed estimates by the present mission have
revealed some errors of magnitude and sector composition in the earlier esti-
mates, they still give a reasonably good picture of the broad outlines of
economic development in the 1960's.

19. In the ten year period 1960-70, GDP grew at an average annual rate
of 8% in nominal terms. This implies a real growth rate of some 4%--a satis-
factory performance for a small economy such as Grenada. Growth was concen-
trated in the two principal export sectors, agriculture and tourism. In the
former case there was a determined effort to reestablish the production of
traditional export crops which had been severely damaged by hurricane Janet in
1955. To a large extent, therefore, the growth in agriculture reflects a
recuperation of previous production rather than the achievement of new and
higher levels of production. Tourism, on the other hand, exhibited a genuine
growth during the 1960's with the visitor arrivals increasing from very small
numbers at the beginning of the decade to 30,000 in 1970. Yet another sector
which demonstrated strong growth in the 1960's was public administration.
Value added by this sector (principally the salaries of government employees)
increased from 14% of GDP in 1960 to nearly 20% of GDP in 1970.

20. Concomitant with quite a strong growth performance, however, there
developed within the balance of payments and within the fiscal accounts
severe structural imbalances which were to become the soturce of economic diffi-
culties in the 1970's. The balance of merchandise trade is a telling indicator
of trends in this resnpet as can be seen from the tahle hplnw- Imnnrts grew
very rapidly and exhibited an income elasticity which average a high 1.2
nver the whole period. To some extent this was related to the growth of
tourism and was offset by an inflow of foreign exchange from tourism. On the
other hand, the demand for imported goods by tourists cannot by any mea.ns
account for all the growth in imports. 2/ Substantial deficits on the current
account were financed through externn AlrsSst-n c V 1 .andspr-lw - 1

1/ IBRD Caribbean Regional Study (Report No. 566a), June 9, 1975. See
Vll II, table1 U …TT

LI Meritchnis;1Uje LUPUL Lb UUUbJleU Uetweeni 1966 adIU 19/0 irom EC$22 million to
EC$44 million. Over this same period, tourist expenditures are esti-
mated to have increased from EC$7 million to EC$21 million. It has
also been estimated that about one-half of tourist expenditures are for
imported goods. On this basis it may be inferred that approximately
one-third of the EC$22 million rise in imports between 1966 and 1970
was directly related to the increase in tourist demand for imported
goods.
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Table 11.3: BALANCE OF TRADE 1960-70
1(EC$ millXon)

;D _ _J_ 1965 17/I 167 D 1960 1907 1970_)

Merchandise imports 14.8 19.1 21.7 24.1 26.4 34.2 44.1

Merchandise Exports
(inc. reexports) 7.0 10.9 10.2 8.6 10.2 15.4 12.1

Balance of Trade -7.8 -8.2 -11.5 -15.5 -16.2 -18.8 -32.0

21. The expansion of the public sector throughout the 1960s came about
at a time when tax revenues were growing rapidly (albeit from a rather low
base). Despite buoyant tax revenues, however, current expenditures grew at
an even greater pace so that the public finances had to cope with a persis-
tent deficit on current account. The continued expansion of current expen-
ditures, despite persistently negative public savings, was made possible by
grant assistance from external sources to the current account budget of the
central government. The capital budget was financed mostly by grant assis-
tance although there was also some external borrowing and, later on in the
decade, borrowing from domestic sources.

Recent Economic Development

22. Since 1970 GDP has stagnated in nominal terms, as can be seen from
table II.4. When viewed within the context of world-wide inflation, the impli-
cation is that GDP declined by a factor of one-third between 1970 and 1974.
Economic dislocation became particularly acute at the time of independence in
1974 when a confrontation between government and opposition erupted into civil
violence. This had a devastating effect upon the tourist industry, and hotel
occupancy rates average less than 15% during 1974 as compared with 70% during
the early seventies. Other sectors of the economy were also affected by the
crisis of 1974 and by the complete closure of the port of St. George's by strike
action during the first three months of that year. The virtual suspension of
foreign trade during this period totally disrupted commerce and industry and
also had repercussions upon the public finances which are heavily dependent
upon taxes on external trade.

23. The present difficulties of the Grenadian economy cannot be attri-
buted exclusively to the problems of 1974, however. The symptoms of serious
economic collapse were clearly in evidence during 1973 and can be traced back
to the beginning of the decade when GDP began to level off in nominal terms.
The roots of this problem may be associated with structural deficiencies in
the three maior sectors, namely; agriculture, tourism and government. In the
case of agriculture, there was a steady decline in the export volume of all
malor crops in the period 1970-73. A rise in unit values masked the effect
upon export receipts but the underlying volume figures point to fundamental
weaknesses in the aaricultural sector- Tn the rner nf tnttriqm visitnr

arrivals peaked in 1972 and the subsequent decline reflected a general slack-
ening nf demand for Garihhpnn tnirism. On the othor hanrd, there was nn

active tourism promotion policy to bolster demand and the 1974 domestic crisis
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was simply the final blow which deepened the slump. Problems in the public
sector can be traced back to the structural imbalance which had been built
in to the government finances during the 1960's. When British support to the
current account budget was withdrawn in 1970, tne basic weakness of the public
finances was exposed and a process of retrenchment began to take place.

Table II.4: GDP AT FACTOR COST 1970-74
(EC$ million)

1971 1972 1973 1974

Export Agriculture (6.3) (6.2) (8.4) (10.4)
Domestic Agricuture (6.4) (6.8) (6.8) (7.5)
Manufacturing & Construction (8.7) (8.7) (9.6) (8.6)
Government (12.8) (12.8) (12.0) (14.4)
Hotels (1.9) (1-9) (2.3) (2.0)
Other Services (23.1) (24.7) (25.6) (29.1)
Total GDP (current prices) 59.2 61.1 64.7 72.0

GDP Deflator 81.4 86.4 100.0 135.8

Total GDP (constant 1973 prices) 72.6 70.7 64.7 53.0

Source: Statistical Apendix table 2.1.

24. As a result of the above mentioned factors, Grenada's external ac-
count became subject to an increasingly onerous foreign exchange constraint
during the period 1970-74. Because of the nature of its monetary arrangements,
however, what would otherwise be manifest as a severe balance of payments de-
ficit appears in the form of a fall in real incomes. 1/ Nothing demonstrates
the dimensions of the foreign exchange constraint more dramatically than the
declining volume of imports; the estimated 1975 import level being no higher
in nominal terms than the 1971 level. When placed within the context of a
56% rise in international prices between these two years, the degree to which
imports have fallen in real terms can be readily appreciated. To some ex-
tent the declining volume of imports can be associated with the collapse of
tourism and the much lower demand for imported goods by tourists. There can
be no doubt, however, that the lower volume of imports also implies a signi-
ficant squeeze upon the national economy.

1/ Grenada has no national currency of its own but participates in the East
Caribbean Currency Authority (ECCA) together with the six other states
of the Windward and Leeward Islands. Although the legislation establish-
ino ECCA Pndowpd it with rP1AtivP1v widp nnwTprR thP Alithnritv hqq rnn-

fined its activities by and large to the minimal role of a traditional
current board. In the absence of deliberate action by ECCA with respect

to resource mobilization and allocation, the supply of money and credit
is a function of the external account of Grenada reflecting the net ac-
tivities of trade in goods and services, capital flows and the autonomous
credi .t ac.tvie . n 
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Tnhlo TTI.5 RAT.ANCF OF PAYMFNTR 1971-75

(EC$ million)

1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

Merchadise eports .o.b.10. 11. 14. IA. 25.0

Tourism receipts 18.0 17.1 16.2 8.8 12.0
Mercilandi-Ose imports c.i.f. =46.0 = .5 =38.1 =45.0

Other service payments and
transf.ers (net)-- 1. 1. 1.1 0.3 0.2

C.urrent A'ccount Balance _I6 -1. -1 _A.- -11.0 _7-Q

7 j 1I7 A 7 i/ 

UILIcial grants 3.1 3.9 5.3 3.1 4.

Net official borrowing 0.1 -0.5 -0.1 1.3 -0.3
C 0 I A A I. 1 - 7 7)

Net coumlmercial bank- operatiCons J.80 0L.6 0.4 0.1 i.J.

Direct investment 5.1 3.8 4.8 4.9)
Other (including errors anu ) .2

Omissions) 0.7 -2.8 2.5 0.4)

Net international reserves 0.9 -2.1 -2.2 -1.2 2.1
(increase -)

Source: Statistical Appendix Table 3.1

25. Contributing to the poor savings performance of the economy as a
whole, the pattern of negative public savings which was established in the
1960's continued throughout the early 1970's. After the withdrawal of
British grant assistance to the current budget, however, the financing of
the current account deficit became increasingly problematic and the rapid
expansion of current expenditures which had taken place throughout the pre-
vious decade was brought to an abrupt halt. Unfortunately, tax revenues also
ceased to expand at the same time because of the onset of economic contrac-
tion and there was no improvement in the current account deficit. Fiscal
problems became particularly acute in 1974 when, with the suspension of in-
ternational trade during the three month period, current revenues declined
by some 25%. The situation was saved during 1974 and 1975 by external finan-
cial assistance from bilateral and multilateral sources.
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Table II.6: CENTRAL GOVERNMENT FINANCES 1971-75
(EC$ million)

1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

Current revenues 17.9 18.4 18.0 14.5 20.7
Income taxes (4.0) (4.3) (4.0) (3.3) (3.5)
Taxes on imports /1 (8.5) (7.7) (9.8) (4.6) (6.1)
Other tax & non-tax revenue (5.5) (6.5) (4.3) (6.3) (8.5)
Grants from abroad - - - 0.3 2.6

Current expenditures 21.3 20.8 21.1 20.0 22.1
Current deficit (-) -3.4 -2.4 -3.1 5.5 -1.4
Capital grants from abroad /2 3.8 4.0 5.4 3.3 0.3
Capital expenditure /3 3.8 3.2 5.2 3.6 1.8
Overall deficit (-) -3.4 -1.6 -2.9 5.8 -2.9

Financing of deficit
Npt intprnnl hnrrnwing 2-5 3 -S -n0. 909 '3

Net external borrowing /4 1.4 -1.0 0.3 3.8 2.6 /5
Other (-overfinancing) -0.4 -1.2 3.1 -0.2 -

/1 Includes consumption tax (which falls principally upon imported goods).

/2 Includes small amounts of non-grant capital revenues.

/3 Includes net lending for policy purposes.

/4 Includes ECCA and change in foreign assets.

/5 Includes EC$2.0 from IMF.

Source: Statistical Appendix, table 5.1.

26. The savings performance of the economy during the period of economic
contraction which uegan in 197/0 has bueen dismal. it can De seen from the

following table that gross domestic savings were close to zero throughout the
period and in some years were actually negative--implying tnat consumption
was higher than production. There has been a fairly consistent inflow of
current transfers form abroad, however, which enabled gross national savings
to average 5.3% of gross national income. Investment has continued to be
financed by external capital, either in the form of grant assistance to the
public sector or in the form of direct foreign investment. This latter
inflow fell back considerably with the completion of a number of hotels in
1970 and 1971. Lacking the domestic savings with which to sustain an invest-
ment effort from internal resources, Crenada had no choice but to cut back its
overall investment effort when the supply of capital from external sources
slackened. There can be no doubt that a major development goal must be to
increase domestic savings in order to place the investment program on a secure
financial footing.
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Table II T7: GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT AND NATIONAL CAVITMGC 1971=74

(EC$ million, current prices)

1971 1972 1973 1974

GDP at market prices 59.7 66.8 68.3 77.0

Consumption 61.0 64.8 65.9 76.8
LLIV~~~LIUet ~1/.0 11.1 LO.0 11.).In-vestmuent 17.8 17. 16.0 1.J 4

Imports of goods and NFS 47.3 44.0 44.3 40.0

Exports oL goods anrd NFS 28.2 28.3 30.7 26.8

Gross Domestic Savings -1.3 2.0 2.4 0.2

Net Factor Income -0.1 -1.3 -1.2 -1.1

GNP at market prices 59.6 65.5 66.9 75.9

Net Current transfers 3.8 3.8 3.9 3.2

Gross National Savings 2.4 4.5 5.1 2.3

GNS as percent of GNP (4.0) (6.9) (7.6) (3.0)

Source: Statistical Appendix, table 2.2.

III. SECTOR ISSUES AND PROSPECTS

27. The overriding task of economic management in Grenada today is to

arrest and reverse the serious decline in the production of goods and services

that has taken place since 1970. In this respect the success or failure of a

development strategy will hinge upon the country's ability to earn sufficient

foreign exchange to finance the import requirements of sustained growth. For

this reason first priority should be given to expanding the exports of both

goods and services. It is fortunate that Grenada possesses a good potential

in both tourism and export agriculture. It is fortunate too, that both these

sectors have a good employment potential so that the goal of increasing exports

should be quite compatible with the goal of increasing employment. The over-

riding task of economic management must be to exploit the potential of these

export sectors to the maximum.

A. Agriculture

28. The Grenadian economy is fundamentally agricultural. In recent years

agriculture has provided Grenada with its principal source of foreign exchange

earnings and the value added by the sector has amounted to some 20-25% of GDP.

In this context the recent stagnation of agricultural output, particularly in

the export sector. gives cause for concern. A maior aim of the government's

development policy should be to achieve a sustained growth in agricultural
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agricultural production, especially export crops. It is no exaggeration to say
that the overall development of the island's economy will depend upon the suc-
cess of this endeavor without which it will be impossible to increase foreign
exchange earnings at a pace sufficient to achieve even a modest rate of eco-
nomic growth. It would appear that agriculture has the potential to become a
leading growth sector of the economy if appropriate policies are pursued.

29. In the past it has been the practice to import the bulk of the
country's food supply and to export a few staple crops. As recently as the
mid-1960's the value of agricultural exports exceeded two- or three-fold the
value of food imports. Since then, however, the value of food imports has
grown rapidly (due, in large measure, to the expansion of tourism) while the
value of agricultural exports has stagnated in nominal money terms and dec-
lined sharDlv in real terms. It can be seen from Table III.1 below that in the
1970's agricultural trade has barely been in balance.

Table III.1: TRADE IN FOOD AND AGRICULTURAL COMMODITIES, 1950-75 /I
(Rr*A m1il linn

issn 1959 196in i,6q 1q7n 1979 (est )

Imports (food and beverage) 2.5 3.2 2.9 3.4 11.0 18.5

Exports (principal export crops) 6.4 R.2 6.8 10.3 10.A 17.6

Nl1futmeg and mace (4.) (. ( (5 J 1 .6 * ) (. ( to a9

Cocoa ( 2~.4j J) \4.2.2) \2.3 ) \( ) (4 .7)

Bananas (- 01 15 23 25 40

/1 Columns may not add to totals because of rounding.

Source: Trade returns and Colonial Office Reports on Grenada.

30. To the extent that higher food imports are associated with an expan-
sion of tourism, they are offset by an inflow of foreign exchange and do not
necessarily imply a deterioration in the current account balance of payments.
Efforts to increase the locally retained portion of the tourist dollar by
coaxing the tourist to sample domestic foodstuffs are certainly worth pursuing
but the experience of other countries suggests that these efforts are likely
to succeed only at the margin. It appears, moreover, that even the national
population is accustomed to a diet in which grain and other imported foods
figure prominently.
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31. An issue that has received much attention in Grenada is the extent
to which the country may be able to cut back its import bill by pd-:
food domestically. At this juncture, however, Grenada can ill afford to for-
sake tChe naturall advantage it enjoys in traditi-4onal export agr-iculture by

O~~~~C fl~~~~~~~~ ~~~~ L.UJ. ~~~~~~~~~~~~.L .J..1~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~LLJ SJ
7
0 ALL LA. 0U.I. L.A AJLIa.A. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Ay~~~~~JL L ±LU.A.. LUL ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ % U)'LJ_%

diverting a significant part of its resources to a policy of import substitu-
* 4oAn_ 1^ J A _4 ; .__ - _t AP- -4 AC_ _A = AwO _u.4 . .I L.AAJ U) U±VCeL. LJJIL ret.U±LULC .IILV ateeU LLnav. u11r . x cLLUrvuuL will

be slow, difficult and costly whereas the basic technology of traditional
export agr'cuLture 's aLreaUy well established anU could responu reLat'LveLy
quickly to a development strategy designed to improve production and quality.
The financial and administrative resources available for agricuiturai develop-
ment are extremely limited and it is a matter of critical importance that they
be employed in those areas which promise the highest yieid at tne margin.
Building upon an ecology which is eminently suited to the production of tree
crops and upon the experience derived from a iong tradition or export agri-
culture, there can be little doubt that further investment in nutmegs, cocoa
and bananas would yield the highest economic rate of return to productive
resources at the margin. It is in this direction that the main thrust of
agricultural policy should be placed, T-nis does not preclude the encourage-
ment of food crop production as a secondary aim of agricultural policy. It is
merely to stress the need in Grenada's present circumstances to apply to main
effort and to devote the bulk of available resources to securing an increase in
the output of those crops which constitute the main source of foreign exchange
earnings.

Nutmeg

32. Of Grenada's three major crops, nutmeg (including mace) is a special
case insomuch as Grenada supplies about 25 percent of the world market. The
remaining 75% comes largely from the Molucca Ilands of Indonesia. Grenada has
attempted to reach an understanding with Indonesia concerning the regulation
of world nutmeg prices (which are subject to sharp variations as a result of
short-term speculative forces) but thba initiative has not been fruitful so
far. The endeavor is nevertheless worth pursuing.

33. Nutmeg orchards were ravaged by hurricane Janet in 1955, and although
production was gradually rebuilt, exports never reached the pre-hurricane peak
of 6.9 million lbs. 1/ Exports in recent years have averaged about 3.5 million
lbs. although the yields of annual harvests tend to be erratic. It should be
possible to increase production with improved horticultural practices. Tradi-
tionally nutmegs have been treated more as a forest by-product than as a
horticultural pursuit. Trees are generally neglected and even such elementary
practises as pruning and the application of fertilizers are uncommon. Tree
densities are frequently too high and this, together with inadequate pruning,
results in low yields averaging no more than 20 lbs. per tree. Improved agro-
nomic practises could increase yields to 50 lbs. per tree within a few years.

1/ This Deak was reached in 1950 at which time the suDplv of nutmeg from
Indonesia had not yet recovered from the disrupting effect of the war
of indepnndence in that country.
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Bananas

35. It was only after the 1955 hurricane that bananas were produced on
a large scale as part of the agricultural rehabilitation program. Pure stands
of bananas are uncommon in Grenada, and the greater part of banana cultivation
consists of inter-planting with cocoa and nutmeg where banana is used as a
temporary shade for the young plants until such time as they "canopy." It is
not surprising, therefore, that the production of bananas has declined consi-
derably in recent years since cocoa and nutmeg became reestablished. Compared
with a peak export performance of 60 million lbs. in 1968, exports fell to
25-30 million lbs. in the 1970's.

36. On the other hand, bananas still constitute a major export crop
of Grenada, accounting for some 15 percent of merchandise exports, and it
would be a major setback to the country's development effort if production
were allowed to decline any further. A major aim of agricultural policy
should be to reverse the decline and revive the importance of the banana as
an export crop for three reasons. First, it makes an important contribution
to export earnings which Grenada can ill afford to lose. Second, the banana
is somewhat more demanding in terms of agronomic expertise on the part of
the farmer than is cocoa or nutmeg. The cultivation of banana may have a
salutory effect upon the general level of agricultural practices and may be
instrumental in raising the overall standard of agriculture. Third, the
banana has diversified the base of Grenada's agricultural exports from two
to three crops and has thereby made the Grenadian economy less vulnerable to
the vagaries of any one particular commodity market. The value of the banana
as a stabilizing force upon the balance of payments is enhanced. moreover, by
the STABEX plan of the EEC to which Grenada has full access.

37. In order to expand the production of bananas above present levels,
it will he necessary for the government to encourage the cultivation of
pure stands and thereby establish the crop in its own right rather than as a
comnanion cron. The advantages of cultivation in pure stands would be to
facilitate the application of appropriate agronomic practices, to reduce the
bruising of stems ann to incrrase thp yield npr acrep To this Pnd it is

recommended that the government deploy its limited extension services to the
maxlimum possible and m.ake full use of both fertilizer subsidies and technical
assistance available from international sources. Resolute action along these
llnee shouAd enable the export achievement- of the lnate 1960's t e attalned

and surpassed in the medium term future.

Cocoa

38. Cocoa also was devastated by hurricane Janet in 1955, but the pro-
ces o _ rehb l t to -wa ac o pl se ritc' mor _ .. _ - 11 __ .t -- -t _ _ L _ 
c C55 U .l £ ClidU I± 1Ld LJUI[I Wd D a vu cILLU .Lc.Leu IIIUL 11 IIIUL e L Mu N.XLy LL1idl 11 LL L : d3et

of nutmeg. Although exports regained their pre-hurricane levels by the mid-
1960's, the erratic year-to-year hIarvests since thLen hIlave follo-wed at Uest a
horizontal trend. As with nutmeg, productivity in cocoa is low and this
reilects a tendency to treat the crop as a forest by-product rather than a
horticultural pursuit. A relatively modest improvement in horticultural
practices could easily double present yields which are now frequently less
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than two bags per acre. A realistic target would be to increase the exports
of cocoa to 9 million lbs. by 1985 compared with an average of 6 million lbs.
in recent years. In seeking to reverse present shortcomings, price incentives
may prove to be a powerful policy instrument. In this respect the export tax

on traditional crops would appear to be inconsistent with the objective of
expanding exports at a rapid pace. The current pressing fiscal difficulties
clearly would not permit the export tax to be abolished in the near future.
It is a matter of impQrtance, however, that the government's longer term
fiscal policy should provide for the replacement of the present system of
export taxes by some form of direct taxation that is more consistent with
the overall development goals of the economy.

Sugar

39. Sugar has never been a major crop for Grenada, but in the 1950s
sufficient was produced to satisfy the island's domestic needs. Sugar produc-
tion declined notably during the 1960's and today the island imports almost
all of its needs. Two cane processing plants are still in operation but are
now used only for rum production.

40. The resuscitation of the cane industry has become a focus of atten-
tion in recent years and explicit programs have been devised to this end.
This is perhaps the one area in which import substitution could be achieved
by reviving and fortifying a lapsed traditional agricultural pursuit. Although
the ecology of Grenada is suited to the production of sugar on a modest scale,
the decline of the industry was due in large measure to the same intractible
labor problems which afflict cane cultivation in many other parts of the
Caribbean. There is no reason to suppose that the problems which undermined
the industry just a few years ago could be superseded in Grenada today. on
these grounds it would appear that the chances for resuscitating the sugar
industry are slim at the present time.

Other Crops

41. Coconuts, limes and cotton have in the past constituted signifi-
cant, albeit minor. export crops. All three have suffered setbacks in recent
years, however. In the case of coconut Grenada has fallen victim to the Red
Ring disease which has afflicted so many of the islands of the Caribbean.
The island's sole copra factory was reduced to working a five-day month
during 1975 for lack of raw material. It is nossible that th nnperatinn of
the factory may be revived by processing copra from St. Lucia, but the pros-
nprts for resulsritating Grenada's own coconut nroduction are slim in t-hp
absence of a major breakthrough in arboreal virology.

42. Limes and cotton are two minor crops which merit attention, not
so much for their exnort potential, but because they could be of consider-
able importance for the economy of Carriacou. Inasmuch as the government
sceks t-n nrnmnte bala nr.Ace regionanl dev'elopment w_tA-hini the nation, these t

crops will be of special significance. It is noteworthy that the government
h oo -- 4resnn'oA arnal AAotl nnnnnt nann 4

no T- sh a x , 4-n assis. -As4

ance for the resuscitation of lime cultivation.
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Government Policy

43. The achievement of production targets with respect to any parti-
ciular cron will depend, however, upon government nnliry with respect toa

number of issues affecting the broader agricultural perspective. Among
tiiap iq_iip the followino are of snerinl Rsinificance

T anrd TTUe nd T_and Tenure

44. The most recent agririiltl ral sample survey (19A65/66) f -hic db ata

is available shows that land in farms accounts for about 67,000 acres out of
a t-tal lnnA nrea of 85,nnn arrpe in GrnannAnn Crao A combina ton

of census data and soil survey data indicates that some 75% of farm-
landu is suitable for culti_vati0n and, although inform.ation and lan utilaza-

tion is sketchy and subject to error, it seems that the great bulk of this
land is now under cultivation- It WoUld appe ar, therefore, that tLhLie scope for
extending the area under cultivation is strictly limited in Grenada and the key
to increasing agriLultural production must lie in higher yields. In this res-
pect land-holding policies can be crucial in guiding the pattern of land owner-
ship towarus a distribution which satisfied the government's equity objectives
while at the same time consolidating the basis of agricultural production.

45. Programs to change the pattern of land tenure have existed since
the beginning of the century. Betweeni 1904 and 1940 some 3,400 acres (more
than half of which were in Carriacou) were allocated in 2- and 3-acre family
plots. Redistribution continued throughout the 1950's and 1960's on a modest
scale, but the distribution of land was still highly skewed at the time of
the 1961 Survey of Agriculture as can be seen from the table below. The out-
standing characteristics of land distribution revealed by the 1961 survey was
an extreme fragmentation of land at the lower end of the scale with 46% of
holdings having less than one acre each while at the upper end of the scale a
handful of farms (64 in all) owned 40% of total farmland in holdings which
averaged 380 acres each. This highly skewed land distribution, together with
evidence that cultivable land was lying idle in larger farms, prompted a de-

velopment mission from the University of the West Indies in 1968 to recommend
an accelerated program of land reform.
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Table TTT-2: DISTRIBITTON OF HOLDITNGS AND FARM LAND ACCORDTNC TO

SIZE GROUPS 1961

No. of % of Total % of Total
Size_rin Groups Holdingldin__ Acreage Acreage

0 - 6,458 45.8 2,476 4.1
1 - 6,052 42.9 11,907 19.8
5 -934 6.6 5,998 1.

10 - 418 2.9 5,867 9.8
inn n 2 Q.7

50 - 42 0.3 2,814 4.7
100 - r. 0. .,,uI 6.0

200 - 52 0.4 15,098 25.0

500 and over 12 0.1 9,052 15.0

Total 14,09I6 100 UV,19l7 100

Source: 1961 Survey of Agriculture.

46. In 1971 the government launched a program entitled "Land for the
Landless" which significantly altered the pace of land redistribution. During
the decade 1965-75 the government acquired some 3,500 acres of land for redis-
tribution--most of it in the second haif or the period. The process of re-
distribution has lagged behind land acquisition in recent years, however, and
by the end of 1975 only some 1,400 acres of the totai 3,500 acres acquired
since 1965 had been handed over to the beneficiaries of the program. Of this
acreage, roughly 50% has been divided into lots averaging one-half an acre and
designated for housing while the remainder has been apportioned in average
lots of slightly more than one acre tor purposes ot agriculture.

47. An assessment of the present land reform efforts suggests a number
of ways in which the program might be modified and streamlined in order to
better reconcile the goal of social equity with that ot increased agricul-
tural production. First, it appears that the average size of lot distributed
to beneficiaries of the program is too small to be organized as a rational
productive unit such as can provide a reasonable income from agriculture to a
farm family. The experience of many countries shows that excessive land frag-
mentation can be detrimental both to agricultural production and to the welfare
of the agricultural population in the long run. It would be a pity if efforts
towards land reform in Grenada were to exacerbate the already serious problem
of excessive land fragmentation and thereby impair the prospect of increasing
agricultural production. In order to avoid such an eventuality, it is recom-
mended that the size of plot distributed for purposes of agriculture be suffi-
cient to provide a farm family with the prospect of a reasonable income from
agriculture if sound agricultural practices are pursued. This would seem to
imply a minimum of 3 or 4 acres in the best of cases.
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48. A second aspect of land reform that merits careful attention in
ena ia th- proision of fc ilit-is tha-t wiiIldri asist hPnPficriaripe of t-hP

program to establish a viable agriculture on their newly acquired land. Al-
though beneficiaries have access to the extension services nf t hp Ministry of
Agriculture, these services are understaffed and are lacking in specialized
personnel that can address the particular needs of the newly established
farmer. It is difficult to see how staff shortages can be relieved, however,
in the present circumtances of severe fiscal constraint. These same fiscal
constraints also constitute the main obstacle to providing better infrastruc-
ture and supporting QQ 4 ; t rlt-iroo Tt wnilt nnonnr thnt qivnnort t-n

the beneficiaries of land reform in the medium term must be structured in such
a way as to min.-ize the cost to the central governrmoet b- udgAet.

Agricultural Credit
k. ince 'sits founda"on in 1967 the Grenada Agr4cultural Bank has played

-+ 7. iJki-. L L~ I iL LLC - Ci Li I L AVi C'L L1SiS L~tt.1.C ---- ~
a relatively modest role in financing agriculture. The Bank received EC$2.5
r,illon see' capital from the go-vernzuent %waiich rai4sed4 a loan for this purpose

from a consortium of local commercial banks. Since then it has received addi-
ti-onal L'und's ,'rori- th'e Caribbear. ueJveL-lop,,e:nt BDa n k a nd4 fromu the Winwar IslandsT 1 4 tiOui L ILU £1 W LIU UL iueai UCeLUjILLIiL IdLN dtU L ULULII b¶JLUW'ILU _LOLLdtUO

Banana Association (WINBAN). The main line of credit to agriculture managed
b y the Bank is a 'arr. ItuprovmLent Credit SchemLe for wi.lL.only EC$500,0 UU -s

been disbursed since 1971. Lack of credit still remains a major obstacle to
thLe Ueve'lopmteit oLU GIrer,ada's agricultural potential, especially lfor tie small

farmer. There is considerable scope for expanding the activities of the
Grenada Agricultural Bank anu fLor broadening tLe scope of its activities
beyond the traditional export crops where most of its lending is concentrated.

50. The Grenada Agricultural Bank is one vehicle that could be much more
effectively mobilized to service the beneficiaries of land reform. The Bank
already has an active program of supervised credit to small- and medium-sized
farmers. The beneficiaries of land reform do not have access to this line of
credit, however, because they lack adequate collateral. This problem could
be resolved if the beneficiaries were given secure title to their land at the
time of resettlement. At present they receive title only when payment for the
land has been completed and, in principle, this may take as long as 50 years.
It is recommended, therefore, that the beneficiary of land reform be given
title to his land at an early stage of resettlement. This would not only
enable him to obtain credit, but would also motivate him to improve and
develop the land in the knowledge that he is secure in his rights of owner-
ship.

51. There are other aspects of the collateral issue that merit careful
consideration within the context of the Agricultural Bank's lending policy.
It appears, for example, that the Bank may place an excessive reliance upon
real estate as security for credit. This not only excludes the tenant farmer
from obtaining credit but may also be an impediment to those landowners who
are reluctant to pledge their land. Nor is land necessarily the most advan-
tageous form of collateral from the point of view of the Agricultural Bank.
It is possible to envisage circumstances in which the Bank, faced with a

number of defaults, may become the owner of forfeited property which it can
only sell at a loss.
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52. The Agricultural Bank should give careful consideration to accepting
forms of collateral other than land, especially for short-term loans. Life
insurance policies or savings accounts at commercial banks may be suitable
forms of security in this context. If the Bank is ever to serve the very
low income farmer, however, and particularly if it is to serve the benefi-
ciaries of land reform, then it should seek ways of accepting a crop lien as
collateral. This would necessitate making some judgment of borrower's ability
as a farmer and of the potential cash flow that may be generated by this enter-
prise. On the other hand, this sort of assessment is germane to the Bank's
function as a development institution.

53. In those cases where the Grenada Agricultural Bank lends for the
development of specific export crops, there may be some advantage in channel-
ling the credit through the appropriate Commodity Association. At the present
time the Associations do have some limited role as credit agencies, parti-
cularly the Grenada Banana Co-operative Society which supplies fertilizer to
its members on credit. The Co-operatives have a potential for technical assist-
ance to the producer that is not fully utilized at the present time. They
would be well suited to act as agents to the Agricultural Bank for crop-spe-
cific development credits.

Co-operatives

54. Commodity Associations for each of the three major export crops
(nutmeg; banana and ro^oa) have been in existence since the 1950fs. The
associations are statutory bodies which have been concerned traditionally
with the marketing of export rronp Their actiuities have extended beyond
strictly marketing functions, however, to research, extension, and the
provision of farm inputs. The Grenada Banana Co-operative Society has gone

furthest in developing a wide spectrum of activities and has come to fill
many of the fu nctions of a nrodiucer or' z co-onprative for i ts annroximately

2,500 members. The Grenada Cocoa Association, with about 6,500 members, and
the Grenada Co-operative Nutmeg Acsociation, with some 3,000 members, confine
their activities more to the marketing function although they also undertake
some wTork in research. All three of the AQsociations have nlanyed in imnnrtant

role in the development of traditional agriculture during the last several
years.

55. Membership of the Asci4a -4
,- 4 open to a1l grower -n man-ment

is responsible to a board which, in the past, has been composed of both repre-
se_ A4_ve elecle A A. A 1h gro_wAers an A go Avernjnen_noina AS rpent-ve A- _A_d __A*FthA.
::CtL t L~ LVA. L L U L LLL V 6 W iU LVV-LLUCtIL LLVIILICL L . LCJ CllLO -V O W LLL

the former having the majority. Recently, the government has stepped in and,
citing irregularities in Lioard AeLections, ias UisUanUeU LILhe elected oards 

set in their place "Interim Nominated Boards". It is a matter of urgency,
huowever, thLat thie i9ssue o'L rregularities Ln bUoaru elections Dbe resoLvedU as

soon as possible so that control of the Associations can be placed once again
in the nands of the growers. If the Associations are to continue exercising
their functions effectively, they must have the full confidence of the growers
and this will be assured only if the growers themselves participate actively
in governing the Associations. In the past the growers have demonstrated that
they are capable of running the Associations efficiently, and they should be
given the opportunity to do so again.
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Food Marketing

56. One of the few positive results of the 1974 economic crisis in
Grenada was the stimulation of food production. In response to the shortage
of food which develop after the closure of the port at St. George's, many farmers
and part-time farmers planted more food crops than previously. This has given
rise to an increase in the marketable surplus of food crops in the island and,
if the momentum of food production is to be maintained, it is essential that
improved marketing arrangements be made soon.

57. Grenada is the only one of the Windward Islands that does not have
an institution for the central marketing of maior foodstuffs. There are
plans, however, to establish a Food Marketing Board, and a director and a
manager nro temnore have been apDointed. Advice and expertise have been asked
for from various sources such as the CDB, FAO and ODM, and government has
assioned a former librarv as the main marketing buiilding T'he cost of nronper
facilities, including a cold storage room, has been estimated at US$0.5

58. The establishment of a Food Marketing Board in Grenada would be an
important step forward in the promotion of food crops. If this initiative
is to succeed, however, care shouild he tnken not to overburden tihp Board with

too wide a range of responsibilities in the early stages of its formation.
Oprtin f s'A uld stat see -#-4, ,p; ,-on a ndacF conla wit-h eTwn nr tlhroa An oc

tic food crops and one or two imported foods. Attention should be focussed
exclusively on the domestic market at first. T te-r, wh-n the. - -ornizatin hao

gained experience, it might turn its attention to the more complex problems
of exporting.

59. t WoUIA greatly complicate the task of a Food t. r..tii Boa i

it were to get involved in the administration of subsidies or priceŽ guarantees.
TInany .ase, it appears that the public 4inan-cs wl nt b in a position
support such schemes for many years to come. It is recommended, therefore,
th'at th'e B'oardu should liruit its~elf tWo simpplle ma-rketingr- functilons. w-it- the

objective of bringing together buyers and sellers of food crops. It is also
reco-mmeul'eu that tLe l[rg1 -_u aim shuoull le 'or tie Board tU L -p-a te as a
financially independent and autonomous body, perhaps adopting the form of a
food producer's co-operative.

B. Tourism

60. Grenada has many assets that make for an excellent tourist poten-
tial. The island scenery is varied, interesting and even exotic. The beaches,
while limited in number, are of excellent quality and in some cases they have
a combination of sand and surf which is quite uncommon in the Caribbean. St.
Georges with its magnificent harbor may rank as the most attractive town in
the region. It certainly possesses an unusual charm with very strong tourist
appeal. The harbor is an important anchorage for yachting in the Grenadine
islands which has an unparalleled reputation. Not the least of Grenada's
assets from the point of view of tourism is the friendly and positive attitude
of the national population towards tourists.
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61. Tourism in Grenada grew rapidly in the late sixties and early
seventies with an emphasis on the hIgh iTfnm.a tourivs4 z Ti th tnat'e fnr tha

exclusive. The number of visitors increased from 14,000 in 1965 to a peak of
38,000 in 1972 and there -as an even greater increase in cruise-ship visitors
from 16,000 in 1965 to a peak of 132,000 in 1973. Despite the impressive
n),mbers of cruise-ship nassenoers, howmever, they- are not asn4 important asn stay-

over visitors in generating foreign-exchange earnings for Grenada. Many cruise
ships stay for only a few hours. Ty-picly, the passengers dine onr.board and
spend only small amounts on-shore by way of taxi fares and the purchase of
soiuvenirs. lven in th-Ae peak- year ro 19731 A. it. is 4-a ei d at cruise=ship

passengers accounted for only 12% of all tourist expenditures.

62. It can be seen from Table III.3 that the USA has been the largest
: _ 1 .. _ A ^.._4 A_ T- - T_A _^.. _ A_ 4 - A1 - tr _A._.__vT

±sLngLe suu rce o. f tour L sm. L.. rwaL LLU LaLLL LJU L OUXLO .. L MU Vou vIL 7 ,LUy IJL A.Z LLIL. L.

appears, however, that significant numbers of West Indian tourists may be
vasit'flig thileLr families or friLerdUs on thLe isLandU. Expenditure on food an
accomodation in these cases may be much less than with other tourists.



7h'' III.3 TOUtIlST ARRIIALS 1965-74

(thousands)

Number of Visitors 19t6, > /(7---=67 196F 1-69 1970 1971 _ 19? 19 j27

B Mode of' Arrival
Air l?.1 . i. 20.6 26.7 27.4 32.6 ,35.1 30).6 ILU 7
Sea 1.7 2.1 2.4 2.5 2.9 3.0 3.1 2.8 .9,
Cruise Ship 16.. lti.5 16.5 26.5 39.1 41.3 48.6 ,c4.1 132.3 57.6

Total 29.8 31.6 37.0 h9.6 68.7 71.7 84.3 132.0 165.9 -7.

Nationalit 
(excluding cruise passengers)

USA 4..2 6.1 7.5 9.6 10.9 11.2 12.4 13.2 11.7 L.o
Canada 1.4h :L.9 2.1 2.9 3.4 3.8 4.7 5.4 Li. 1.5
British 2.6 ,3.5 3.9 3.6 1.3 14.8 14.59 14.4 3.6 1.9
Venezuelan 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.14 0.3 0.6 0.14 0.C4 0.2
West Indian, 4.8 5.1 5.7 5.2 9.5 8.9 10.8 11.2 10.5 4.8
Other 0,6 1.0 1.1 1.6 1.1 1.5 2.3, 3.3 3. 2.3

Total 13.8 18.1 :20.5 23.2 29.6 30.14 35.7 37.9 331.5 i14.7

Source:: Grena(ia Tourist Board
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63. The growth of tourism was abruptly cut snort, however, by the civil
disturbances which accompanied independence in early 1974. The number of
tourist arrivals tell drastically in that year and hotel occupancy rates
averaged no more than 10% in many cases. Although there was some im-
provement in the situation during 1975, occupancy rates continued to be very
low. The Grenadian experience is this matter clearly demonstrates how easy it
is to shatter an islandCs reputation tor peace and security and how difficult
it is to reconstruct that reputation once shattered. There can be no doubt
that a prerequisite for the recuperation and longer term development of tour-
ism must be the preservation of civil order and stability.

64. Apart from the recent crisis of client confidence, the tourist in-
dustry is faced with a number of structural problems which impede the deve-
lopment of its longer-term potential. Prominent among the shortcomings
of the present situation is the lack of any serious tourist development pro-
gram. The growth of tourism in the late sixties and early seventies was
accomplished without any great effort on the part of the Grenadian authori-
ties. This was a time when tourism was growing rapidly throughout the
Caribbean and Grenada benefitted from the general trend. It appears, however,
that this particular phase of tourist growth in the Caribbean is finished,
and that a much more positive policy towards promotion and sales will be
necessary in the future. This is particularly true for Grenada at this point
in time. Although the period of civil strife in 1974 was quite brief, the
image of social unrest still persists in some parts of Europe and North
America. An active publicity campaign could do much to dispel this negative
image and to reassure tourists that Grenada today enjoys the same peace and
tranquility for which it was known in the past.

65. The Grenada Tourist Board would be an appropriate agency to under-
take advertising, but at the present time it is Rreatly underfinanced. The
strengthening of this institution both in terms of finance and in terms of
professional assistance should be a matter of priority for the government.
Inasmuch as the hotel industry would be a major beneficiary of such a move,
a substantial part of the financing should come from this source in the long
run. At the present time, however, the hotels are in dire financial straits
after two years of low occupancy levels. Nor is the government in any better
position to finance an initial expansion of tourist board services. It
appears, however, that tourism may improve during 1976 and 1977 and this
should ease the financial position of the industry. There can be no doubt
that a reconstituted Tourist Board should have priority rlaim on the indus-
try's resources in the coming years. An annual budget of EC$1 million
would hp needed if it were to nerform its funrtion nronprlyv

66= Anart from its fiinct-ion of publiritv thp Tourist Roard should also
be active in a number of fields which have been neglected in Grenada hitherto.
There is need for a physucal plan to govern the developmoent of tourism which
would include zoning and controls. Some of the prime tourist areas are
already quite densely developed, and further development could have a
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detrimental influence if uncontrolled. 1/ The Board might also become active
in developing tourist sites in parts of the island other than the southwest
where the great bulk of tourism development has taken place in the past. In
this connection the development of Sauteurs at the north of the island could
lead to a second focal point for tourism.

The Problem of Air Access

67. Air passenger traffic at Pearls Airport reached a peak of 63,000
in 1972. By 1974 traffic had dropped to 40.000 and this undoubtedly reflects
the collapse of tourism as a result of political unrest in the island. Com-
poulnded upon the collanse of tourism, however, were a nurmber of prnh1pms which
seriously affected the service provided by LIAT. In 1973 and 1974, LIAT found
irself in a crisis prrcinitated by the bankruntcy of its TU K= parent company
(Court Line). The crisis deepened even further with the precipitous rise in
the price of fuel in late 1Q73 and early 19714 which fell particularly heavxily
upon small short-haul airlines. As a result of these events air services to
Grenada were cut back sharply. Whereas LIAT ha-d previously,, ntr t 90-,

seat BAC-]11 aircraft these were withdrawn and service reverted Lu he /.8-seat
HS-748. The nusm.ber n f flg:Ls was also curtailed.

68. ,1 tJi-h faLrar flightsa toL Grr.adna the± orgnnization -shrtcmng f T TAT

which impair the efficiency of its service have become a matter of increasing
cor.cern. Most fre quoently c i ted is the lac.k of computeize reerat ion

system which makes it difficult for the tourist to get a confirmed reserva-
tion even during the slack season. There is evidence that reser-
vations have been cancelled by North American and European travel agents be-
c auso C Im 1 Wa s UIICLJ I C XV coJnL i LI a, 0 E I LL L C1oc L oV a .I 11 1i1 LL(11C C4 V C tL Lo IUgS

space was available. Tourists who travel at the peak winter season may have
nio .holeI uut to try Lteir luclk on "stand-by ad [most LarIily LtUL isbL Will

not risk disrupting their vacation in that manner.

69. Another major problem affecting tourist traffic is the physical
Location of Pearls Airport near high ground which makes it impossible to
handle the larger aircraft such as are used for direct inter-continental
traffic. The present runway is only 5,200 feet long and is built up co the
edge of the sea. Although it would be possible to extend the runway into the
sea, this would not alleviate the problem since the approanh to landing
requires a very tight turn to avoid thlle surnis ,,iLs su -uruUnding ,-ills.
Larue aircrafLt cannot negotiate the approach, and even in tho cise of smaller

planes the landing is considered too dangerous to Uttenpt at night so night
fl-ing is not permitted.

70. In terms of tourism development the lack of night landing facilities
is probably a greater drawback than the inability to handle larger jets. A
World Bank study of the Commonwealth Caribbean in 1974 counselled against
large jet strips in each of the smaller islands of the Eastern Caribbean.
The study recommended a more integrated regional approach to air transport

1/ The magnificent crescent beach of Grand Anse is a case in point.



in which islands such as Grenada would have a "feeder" service linking them
to UaiJor LUteUnatio'a.1 airports such.L as I hatL of Jrba V.dos. TL.hLeUIJ v. LoLW of.

Grenada's tourist traffic is in fact channeled through Barbados which lies
150 flhiC5LU LL~ UU LLLOGL GI~A &A.Li1Lp.: AJ ±~ LILV LUUOL. GJL 2L.LL.GJ.L- LLLL .=..uLtaLngr1.O m-il.es to thle n.ortbh-aOst -L-and whi'Ch pproovides the Uos prcia -trhrg

point. At present, however, of 58 weekly flights to Barbados carrying poten-.
tLaL to-ur .Lsts JiLor G enadUa, LIALT con.nects wi t LiL on'ly seven. Thle principal

reason for this is that the flights arrive in Barbados too late in the day
lor LIAT Lo malKe a connectiLon tUIat -wuUld arrive at GLrena'da before dusk-U a
necessity because Pearls does not have night landing facilities. Because
of this shilortcoming, tourists from North ALMerica an± d ELUurope are un abLle to

complete their journey to Grenada in a single day. Having to overnight in
Barbados many tourists prefer to stay there rather than pack tneir bags
again and move on to Grenada the next day. Surveys of tourists in Barbados
indicate that many tourists are lost to Grenada in this manner.

71. Many studies have been made of the airport situation in Grenada
and a number of solutions to the present shortcomings have been proposed.
One suggestion has been that the existing runway at Pearls may be able to
accommodate downwind landings at night if suitable lighting is installed.
If the aeronautical feasibility of this particular proposal couid be demons-
trated, it would appear to offer the simplest and cheapest solution to the
problem. As yet, however, the feasibility of this alternative has not been
demonstrated. A second proposal has been to construct a cross-wind runway
at right angles to the existing alignment at Pearls. Misgivings have been
voiced, however, that the wind may be too strong to permit cross-wind landing
by all but the heaviest aircraft and the evidence from wind-readings has not
been sufficiently decisive to resolve this issue one way or another. A
third proposal is to relocate the present airport at Point Saline at the
southwest tip of the island where the topography would not impede night
landings.

72. Despite several detailed studies on the airport situation, there is
still considerable controversy as to the most appropriate solution to the
problem. It is clear, however, that any solution involving the construction
of a new runway would be an expensive proposition for Grenada. An airport
with a 5,800-foot runway at Point Saline is tentatively estimated to cost
US$15 million in 1976 prices. Cost estimates for a similar length cross-
wind runway at Pearls with ancillary facilities amount to some US$13 million.
Further airport development at Pearls, however, would probably have to be
linked to an upgrading of the road across the island to St. George's. If
road access were to be included as an integral part of the airport project
cost, the overall cost difference between the Pearls alternative and Point
Saline (where road connections to the main tourist areas are much easier)
may be minimal.

73. These tentative cost estimates indicate that the construction of a
new airport facility would be a massive financial undertaking for Grenada,
equivalent to four or five times the annual capital budget of the government.
For that reason alone, a new facility would have to be designed to conform to
the fiscal realities of the island as much as to its transport needs. This
would seem to indicate a shorter runway, at least in the first instance, and
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a total cost of no more than US$10 million in 1976 prices. It is clear that
an investment of this magnitude would be justified onlv i f it could be
demonstrated that a new airport facility would have a decisive impact upon
the course and the pace of the country's development. Tho financiail and de-
velopment implications of an airport project are examined in detail elsewhere
in t-- e t A nrert 1/

'The Fruture of" T-ourism,

74. ~ 11 Tere can le no denying the latent potential of Grenada ans a-,
t 4 * LLIC t.2i UC LL C I.15 IC W I CIC p AL LC LC tC ttCLCLC 13 C

outstanding tourist attraction. The pace at which this latent potential can
ue dUeve'lopedU, U [oUwever, UepenlUs upon thLIe efforts oLfU the government and of the
tourist industry itself more than upon any other factor. A 1969 study of
tour lsm Iln the Eastern CUar iubean proJecteUJ thC at the nunnuer of visitors may
grow to 150,000 by 1977. 2/ From the present perspective, it is clear that
this was an overly ambiLiouS estimaLe wHuiCu would probably niot Lhave bUeen

achieved even without the major setback of 1974. The figure of 150,000 may
be kept in mind, nevertLheless, as a longer term objective. The achlievement
of this objective would depend upon a tourism development strategy encompas-
sin1g the Lollowing three points: first, a much m.ore active policy of tourismS
promotion and planning than has hitherto been the case; second, a resolution
of the problem of access to this island; and third, substantial investment in
the medium term to increase hotel capacity from the present level of 1,800
beds to a targeL of 4 ,uuU beds. An expanision of touribitt CdpdCiLy to these

levels would have to be accomplished within the context of careful sector
planning, however, in order to avert the danger of undermining the sociai
and cultural integrity of the island.

C. Manufacturing Industry

75. The manufacturing sector of Grenada is characterized by a handful
of small production units mainly engaged in the processing of local agricul-
tural produce (such as coconut and limes) and/or elaborating imported raw
materials (such as meat, milk, malt, poultry, tobacco, flour, sugar and

fabrics). These operations have a relatively low labor content and only a
marginal value-added contribution. The manufacturing sector's share of total
GDP remained fairly stable at about 3% over the period 1970-73. Over this
same period, manufacturing employed about 10% of the country's working force
with a wage bill fluctuating around 48% of total value-added.

1/ See Chapter IV - Possible Strategies for Development.

2/ See H. Zinder and Associates, Inc. - The Future of Tourism in the East-
ern Caribbean. Washington, D.C., May 1969 (prepared for USAID).
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- -... V1 ,1t_AThlL'T% UV T1FLTIVTOCrV, 1 A'7,-_,Table iiI4;. VLUE-ADDED" BY -NDU-RY L197-7

(EC$ 1,000)

industry 19i7 11972. 19/3

TOTAL 2,317 2,467 2,508 3,191

Electricity 706 847 1,047 1,132

Food and Beverages 1,138 1,123 924 1,481

Cement Products 103 121 122 128

Mechanical Repairs 72 85 53 88

Other 298 291 362 362

Source: IBRD mission estimates.

76. Most manufacturing production is essentially inward oriented and
given the prevailing limited purchasing power of the population and the small
size of the domestic market, these industries find the possibilities for ex-
pansion severely limited. Industrial development is also hampered by a
dearth of entrepreneurial and labor skills, as well as by insufficient credit.

Industrial Incentives

77. The Fiscal Incentives Act of 1974 essentially embodies the stipula-
tions of the Common Market Agreement on the Harmonization of Fiscal Incentives
to Industry which have been closely examined in the IBRD's Caribbean Regional
study. 1/ A classification of "approved enterprises" is made on the criteria
of local value-added and the tax holiday period is biased in favor of the en-
terprises with the highest proportion of local value-added to total value-added.
The classification also includes "enclave enterprises" meaning enterprises
producinR exclusively for export to countries outside the Common Market, and
"highly capital intensive industries" in which the capital investment is not
less than EC$25 million.

Classification Proportion of Tax Holiday
of Enterprises Local Value-Added Period

(Years)

(rrn,,n T Rntprnri R At least 5n nereent 15

Group II Enterprise At least 25 percent, but less
than 90 nprcpnt 19

Group III Enterprise At least 10 percent, but less
than 20 percent 10

Enclave Enterprise 15

1/ ITDF: Caribbean Regional Study, No. 566a, June 9, 1975, Vol. !V.
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78. During the tax holiday period the assets of an approved enterprise
may be depreciated by such amounts as are normally allowed under the Tncome
Tax Ordinance for wear and tear. Upon the expiration of the tax holiday
period, the net losses incurred during that period may be carried forwnrd
and deducted from the taxable profits of an approved enterprise for the five-
year period following the tax holiday period. In addition- relief frnm
income tax liability on export profits may be granted to an approved enter-
prise in the form of a tax credit which cannot exceed the percentage of in-
come tax liability on the full amount of export profits of the approved
enternrise. 1/ Moreover, dividends and other distribiitins out of nrofitc

or gains accruing to an approved enterprise from the manufacture of the
approved product during the neriod of relief from income tax are not subject
to any limitation with respect to the time within which the distribution is
to be made.

Armount of Profit1 F-vnrc esezor

as a Percentage of Total
P r,o f flt SfLr om t he S CL 0..n PercetageC

an Approved Product of Income Tax Relief

10% or more but less than 12% 25
91%/ r r but lss than 4-l-o. 1%/AL i/ V. L 11 103CC L C 1 _.LLLPC1I.1 1 L/0 J)

42% or more but less than 61% 45
61% / or more a

7. Lack of infor..ation precludes a falr evalua tlUon oU the efects oU

the above incentives on the manufacturing activities in the island. The high
local value-added criterion o eligblbility for tax incentive benefits is ex-
pected to stimulate linkage-creation among various productive sectors, but
this concesslon has beeU c Lticized on the grounds thaL it favors the creation
of sectoral linkages at the expense of efficiency. An enterprise whose value-
added is less than- 50% may be efficient, while those adding 50% or more may do
so under the umbrella of high levels of effective protection given to their
products by the tariff schedule.

A Strategy for Manufacturing Industry

80. Aside from the possibility of attracting one or two enclave-type
industries, it is clear that the prospects for the development of manufactur-
ing industry are strictly limited. It would appear, however, that there is
some scope for the creation of domestic linkages between the primary and in-
dustrial sectors by emphasizing the development of food processing (particu-
larly with respect to the country's main crops--spices, bananas, and cocoa--
and sea foods such as lambe crab and lobster). In this field there may be

1/ The following expression is employed to ascertain export profits for the
purpose of tax relief: (E x P)/S; where E represents proceeds from
export sales for the year; P stands for the profits of the approved
enterprise from all sales of the approved product for the year; and S
is the proceeds of all sales for the year.
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opport _nif-4es for expot- inadAition ton nproducing for Ao.aet-io conelrmntionn

Other possibilities include development of the handicraft and leather goods
industries and the fabrication of concrete brick- and blocsre from I oca
materials. The relatively low wage levels in Grenada suggest good prospects
In the gartm.ent and textiles industries. It is conceivable that some of these
alternatives may lead to specialization. However, there is a basic problem
in obai- n a sufcin suppl of- input from Aomestisure of the

quality and price necessary to meet the stringent conditions of foreign
mar], -.

81. The Caribbean Developm,ent Bank appears LU Ut L theIL Lit L. s L Ltep

towards implementation of some of the above recommendations by providing
loans Lu Ltle Grenaua Developrmtent ULoULpaLion in oruer to sLtIIIUdLte thll exten-

sion of credit to small industry. It is hoped that this credit program will
encourage domestic production of certain goods and services (e.g., Furniture,
bakery products, iron work and yacht repairing) which are now imported.
Handicraft shops are expected to manufacture products made of iocaily avaii-
able materials such as straw, coconut shells and wood. It is also hoped that
the program will open development possibilities for light assembly industries.
The success of these so-called transformation industries, which transform
imported materials into finished products for export, will mainly depend upon
product selection, cost competitiveness, marketing ability, and above all,
the possibility of attracting investors. Mloreover, whatever shortage Grenada
may have of skilled labor must be compensated by expatriate labor. Measures
should therefore be taken to assure the training of local personnel in manage-
rial and labor skills from the earliest stages of project implementation.

82. The ECCM Council of Ministers recently released a tentative list of
35 industries with high development potential which have been allocated among
the member states. The four resource-oriented industries earmarked for
Grenada are: spice-processing, confectionery, banana flour, and salt-iodine-
brine. A fifth is to be decided upon in consultation with the country's
government. It is possible that these ventures may mobilize domestic private
savings and entrepreneurial skills. Another proposal in the same direction
is contained in an economic assessment of an alternative marketing strategy
for Grenada nutmegs prepared by the University of the West Indies which
suggests that Grenada should begin production of nutmeg oil for export to
traditional markets and should also seek new export markets in North, Central
and South America.

D. Transportation

83. The principal road system of Grenada was constructed before the
Second World War at a time when the development of the cocoa industry required
extensive all year round transport facilities. Although there has been rela-
tively little new road construction since that time, the 610-mile road system
of today gives excellent access to all parts of the island. Nearly 500 miles
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of this system are all-weather roads including a road which is circumferen-
tia o t he isaland a- sc well1 as cross lsland inL hbetween St. George's in the

southwest with Grenville and Pearls Airport on the east coast.

84. In recent years, however, road maintenance has been cut back because
of fis.al pressures and this has led to serious aeteiortio, paticulat

in the central areas of the island where a combination of mountainous topo-
graphy andu theavy raiinftatll suUlJ ec's tLhe road s to exceptional wear and "ear.

Once deterioration sets in, the road system became particularly vulnerable to
_ _ _ = _ __ S1 _ _ _ _ _ _ S1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2 \ ' s - - - l_- A _- he v (a- ] 7 r "Tov mie

LI dioi L(J L III UcIIId8C , a d[U AL -Lb 1 CpUL LCU LlId L llutCVy V aC.1 -L LNuvCIIIUCL 1 7 1 J UiU

indeed result in major damage. The poor condition of main roads has a direct
efL'Ct upon the producti-ve po0tetlL Ui t[IIe euCuuLy in at 'Least two sectors.
Export crops, particularly bananas, have become prone to damage in transit
to the port at St. George's. Thils has a demonstrable effect upon Lthe price
which Grenadian produce can fetch on the UK market. If Grenada is to benefit
from the premium prices which high quality bananas can fetch, the condition
of the roads must be improved among other things. A second sector which may
be directly affected by any further deterioration of the road system is
tourism. The journey from Pearls Airport to St. George's and the tourist
area of southwest Grenada is already an arduous undertaking. If the cross-
island communication were to be cut or deteriorate further, the effect upon
tourism would be very serious indeed. Road rehabilitation is, therefore, a
matter of some priority. It should be carried out, however, in conjunction
with fiscal reforms that can secure the financial basis for an adequate
program of maintenance in the longer run.

85. Port facilities in Grenada are good but will need expansion if the
island is to develop its potential as a port-of-call for cruise ships while
at the same time being able to cope with its normal commercial traffic. The
dock in the main harbor at St. George&s has two deep-water berths and it has
been recommended that the number be increased to four, including one espe-
cially for cruise ships with related passenger facilities. At the present
time cruise passengers must disembark at the commercial dock area. There is
a need for additional warehouse space at the deep-water harbor so as to
relieve existing congestion.

86. Pearls Airport is situated on the north-east coast of the island
approximately two miles north of Grenville. The runway length is 5,255 feet
and is capable of handling BAC 111 aircraft. In 1974, however, LIAT withdrew
its BAC 111 service and reverted to smaller aircraft. The location of the
airport near high ground gives rise to a number of problems that impede air
access to the island. These problems are particularly serious for tourism
development and are analyzed elsewhere in this report in that context.

E. Water Supply

87. At present approximatelv 22 waterworks are in operation throughout
the island providing service to an estimated 85% of the country's population.
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population. About 34% of the properties served have house connections
while the remaining 66% depend on public standpipes. Service is
generally inadequate and some systems still supply untreated water.

88. In an attempt to correct these inadequacies, the government is
proceeding with the implementation of recommendations made by a joint
Grenada-PAHO/WHO technical team in 1968. The team recommended the construc-
tion of 16 water systems with a total capacity sufficient to provide 95%
of the orojected 1990 ooDulation with an adeauate water suDDlV. Phase I of
the PAHO/WHO Water Supply Development Program (which focussed primarily on the
needs of St. George's) has been completed and Phase II is about to begin with
support from the CDB and CIDA.

89. The PAKO/WHO study also recommended the creation of a centralized
water supply idminiqtratHon_ Tn accordanre with this suggestion; the envern-
ment established the Central Water Commission in 1970. Since its creation
the WC. has depended heavily on government subsidies to cover its recurrent
expenditure deficits. The primary cause for the CWC's financial difficulties
appears ton i-Nbe t-hp failure of t-hp current ratie stru^ture to refl ec-t maint-e-
nance costs, particularly those incurred in rural areas.

90. Under the present rate system the rural cnsumers pay only a token
fee of from 1f to- 1;/ nf an iinreawistical lo "aessessed renta-l value"

of the premises. Since the cost of introducing meters into rural areas
appears to be prohibitive, the govero.ment should undertnke the re_acsesslment
of the rental value of rural properties so that the revenue collected from
rura'l consum,ers can be inrese -- cove te cost of prvdn themA4_ wlt

L Utcit LUI[LUICL ULL i ~LL~LL. A.CCL U LU L.LV-C LLLC L.JO L't [SUV LU Li
6

L ILLI L 

water, thereby diminishing, if not eliminating, the need for the Consolidated
Fund to su'sidize the water supply system.ruiu LU _UU_±1L LiI WIIC UJJ± yLIl

, :; I _ _ fa" s_c_t_o__ n _' _ _o _ _ Dtow_ _ _'1 . GeorgeJ: 1
1 1UUIIL s LU LlUI Ut UUWl LUWl * t::U * b 5Lb LIU U1LLy d LCd Ut LLje

island currently served by a sewerage system. This system's pumping station
reached full capacity in ;959 and since *hen has been operating under strain.
The entire system is rapidly approaching obsolescence and will soon require

-…12.. .1 .U C 
renovatiLon. in tLIe aUbsence of sewerage facilitieis adii otLerC arLa oUb Ut 'lIC
country must depend on either inefficient and potentially hazardous package
treatment plants, private septic tanks or privy accommodation.

92. There is clearly an urgent need for the development of proper waste
disposal facilities. This need is most pressing in those areas where subsoil
conditions render the use of septic tanks impractical. A recent UNDP-financed
study evaluated the feasibility of providing sewerage systems for Grand Anse-
Morne Rouge, Belmont-Paddock Spring, Grand Anse Estate and part of True Blue.
The preliminary capital cost for development of these four systems is esti-
mated at EC$3.9 million (1974 prices). The project is considered financially
feasible provided that the government advance a 50-year, interest-free credit
and a Sanitary Authority is created to manage the operation along commercial
lines. However, no decision has yet been made concerning implementation.
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F. Education 1/

93. The relatively high level of literacy in Grenada (over 90%)
reflects a well-developed primary school system with close to 100%
enrollment. Primary education is free and compulsory, and the government
allocates about 5% of the educational budget to pupil welfare. Secondary
schools enroll a small proportion of the corresponding school-age population.
Technical and vocational education are provided by the Technical and Voca-
tional Institute, the Technical Center, the Commercial Arts Institute, and
various handicraft centers. The country also has a Teacher's College and a
Nurse's College, and participates in the regional University of the West
Indies.

Table III.5: CURRENT GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURES ON EDUCATION: 1969-1975
(EC$ 000)

Primary and Technical As a Percentage
Secondary and of Total Current

Year Education Vocational Total Expenditures

1969 2,292.4 46.0 2,338.3 16.0
1970 3,567.0 97.9 3,664.9 18.2
1971 3,760.6 92.6 3,853.2 17.6
1972 4,244.2 1-34.0 4,378.2 19.5
1973 n.a. n.a. 5,246.4 20.4
1974 n.a. n.a. 4,664.6 20.3
1975 n.a. n.a. 5,477.8 22.4

Sources: 1969-72, UNDP and UNESCO, "Grenada - Perspectives for he
Develonment of Fducational Programs. 1974-1983." Office of the
Ministry of Education, March 1974.

1973-75 Grenada, Estimates of Revenue and Expenditures.

94. There is a strong public demand for education which is considered
a nrPrPn,iij;c;tP for -ntril nrin Proncnmir ;qdvqnrPmPnt_ HRnwpvpr n1thn,loh t-hp
government places a high priority on education (the sector receives about

1/ Grenada's educational system shares with other Leeward and Windward
IsLands mos t of tLhe chaLracte 4Lstlcs L ynalyzed ln thL e 197 7 i5Tn'ls 1 ar-b iueai

Regional Study. A comprehensive study of the educational system in
Grenada was prepared by 'ujNDP-UNESCO in 1974, viz: W.D. Fernanuo,
"Grenada - Perspectives for the Development of Educational Programmes."
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20% of current expenditures), educational standards remain generally low. The
fundamental causes for the unsatisfactory performance of Grenada's educational
system may be divided into three categories: wide-spread lack of modern
physical facilities (especially severe at the primary level); problems asso-
ciated with inappropriate and/or inadequate curricula; and difficulties
created by the shortage of teachers and deficiencies in teacher-training
proRrams. All of these problems are recognized by the government and efforts
are underway to alleviate them. A program of school construction has been
undertaken with financial assistance from Canada. Some secondary school
curricula have been expanded to include courses in wood-working, metal-working,
agronomy and home economics. Most importantly, the Teachers' College (founded
in 1963) was reorganized in 1968. A teachers' training program of two years
was introduced and a substantial increase in the intake of students to the
College was approved. While these are all laudable steps in the right direc-
tion. greater efforts are required. Specificallyv future educational planning
should ascribe priority to:

(i) the compilation and analysis of basic education statistics
so as to orovide the necessary information for evaltiating
performance and for forward planning;

(ii) the introduction of more flexibility in the secondary
srhool curriul urnm so as to nronuid r*ourses more qii ted
to Grenada's needs and better coordination between
education and subjects such as agriculture, industry,
tourism and commerce;

(iii) increased emphasis in practical courses in technical
and4vocational teacher eat-ion (a,rn,,smAnnann in
practical skills and associated theory at the appro-
MA LLO .aClCV~4. C10,a, AlOi U LLLOL.LLU-LOU-/ 

(iv) athe provesio SoUf some instltuetedAoaioa rann
.LV I Lit-- JJL UV .L .Lkon ofs0 U Uiie tJ UUUL .LULL LU V UCL;itLUILIi-L LL a.iLLiiiig

for students who plan to leave school after completing
primary andu the upgrading of the ellectivenes ofpr ia~ aiu LIO UJ~ .. a ±L~ U LILO LLO L_LV 011R-0 UJ

education received during the final years spent in the
ex'1st'11tg a<ll-age sCOJ;lUOA.S

95. Inasmuch as these recommendations relate to a reorientation of the
traditional philosophy of education in Grenada, they should not necessarily
imply an increase in public expenditure. On the other hand, tne expansion
of technical and vocational training facilities would undoubtedly require
the commitment of additional resources. In order to reduce financing
requirements to a minimum and in order to ensure that new specialized educa-
tional facilities be utilized to the maximum, every effort should be made
to explore possibilities for regional cooperation in specialized and voca-
tional training.



G. Housing

96. r A-y assessm.ent of the housing situation in 'Grenada must - h-

on qualitative judgment owing to the almost total absence of quantitative data.
1owever, it seems apparent that overcrowding (particulalry in multi=family
households) and precarious quality are the main characteristics of the coun-
try's houin -odtos - thug -hr 4-sno4offical 4esti,mate of4-Grenada'sIL U 1UZtI6 I. UU t JLIU tL ~ t i1I. PL L LIJ U6IL I _LLLULe 0L tt±a ~O L±iIICIL, UtI U 'JLCLCU a

housing deficit, the government is aware that the situation is deteriorating
as a resu'lt ofL th'e 'lackm of construction of dwellings f'or -low anAd middlCe inCU-mlee

families. A United Nations housing advisor has indicated that an annual
minI IIm U1 Of 0UU UWUellings wIil neeU to be bDlut ove th_e next 10 yesdb adll LhIaL

about 70% of these should be made available to low income families. The
current building permiL rate indicates that approximately 250 awellings are
being added per year, i.e., only 42% of the minimum requirement. In an effort
to encourage housing construction, the government was until recently involved
in a program of subdivision and land development. Building lots were made
available to Grenadians at subsidized prices for private housing, and the
scheme made it possible for some families to build their own houses. however,
the shortage of housing finance has severely iimited the efrectiveness of this
program and the number of units actualy built falls far short of current
needs. 1/

A new program wnicn alms ac Ene construction oi 236 low-cost houses
in urbanized areas has recently been inaugurated by the Grenada l-1ousing
Authority with funds provided by the government and by a CDB loan. A similar
program should be created to meet the demand for housing in rural areas.
Rural housing projects will require increased use of self-help in housing
construction, cheaper methods of building houses and greater use of local
materials. Since a lack of sufficient financing is apt to hinder housing
construction in the rural districts, financial and fiscal measures should be
devised to induce the flow of life insurance and provident funds into long-
term mortgage investment. At the same time the possibility of establishing
housing cooperatives to mobilize the savings of the middle- and low-income
groups should be explored.

1/ In Grenada at present, mortage credit is chiefly available through
the following three institutions: the Grenada Building and Loan Asso-
ciation, the Grenada Cooperative Bank, and the Government tiousing and
Loan Board. These institutions cater chiefly to middle-income house-
holds. The Association limits loans to members only; the Bank extends
facilities to all; and the Board confines its operations to government
employees only. The rates of interest charged by these institutions are
high although they cannot exceed 12.5% per year. The Board and Bank
lending operations have been minimal in recent years. In 1974, no loans
were made by the Board, while the Association provided 237 mortgage
loans representing approximately ECS2 million.
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IV. POSSIBLE STRATEGIES FOR DEVELOPMENT

98. The economy of Grenada is characterized by three fundamental dis-
equilibria, all of which are closely inter-related. First, there is a dis-
equilibrium in the balance of payments whereby imports consistently outstrip
exports. Second. there is a disequilibrium in the public finances whereby
current expenditures consistently outstrip current income. Third, there is
a diseauilibritum in national exnenditure wherebv consumDtion accounts for
so great a part of the national income that savings are inadequate to finance
inspqtmpnt Tn 211 threp r.aPe thep on is crlRosd bv financil1 assistance

from abroad.

99. These three chronic weaknesses of the Grenadian economy have been
Py^rprhatpd in rpepnt timpq hv the ernnnmir rer esinn in mptrnnn1itAn .^oun-

tries and by the domestic political crisis which accompanied independence.
Although the economic position of Grenada may hp exnarctd tn stahilize as
these events recede into the past, it will not be possible to set the economy
on a path of sustained growth without tackling its fundamental structural
problems directly and explicitly. The answer lies not in increased financial
ass4stance fro". sbroad but in a more appropriate balance between Lmpor--tsan

exports on the one hand, and income and consumption on the other.

100. In an economy as tiny as that of Grenada the principal focus of
attention 4i _sny devlopment stratUeg .s be t.Ie ablityL- to earn sufficient

foreign exchange to finance its import requirements. Since these import
requ'Lrer,ents are Udirectly LnkedU LU Litt LaLe UL UVoerLlj. LUWLIt, IL lows

that the growth of the economy will be determined largely by its ability to
earn LoreLign exchange. For this reason, first prLoriLty slould ue gLven to

expanding the exports of both goods and services. It is fortunate that
Grenada possesses a good potential in both tourism and export agriculture.
It is fortunate, too, that both these sectors have a good employment poten-
tial so that the goal of increasing exports should be quite compatible with
the goal of increasing employment. The overriding task of economic manage-
ment must be to exploit the potential of these export sectors to the maximum.

101. Tne pace at wnich tne potential of tourism and export agriculture
can be more fully exploited will depend on many factors. As a framework for
analyzing the implications of alternative growth consumptions, two sets of
projections have been prepared (a low-growth case and a high-growth case).
These projections are detailed in tables 2.4 and 2.5 of the Statistical
Appendix and a summary of the principal growth targets is set out in Table
IV.! below. The choice between these two possible growth paths depends
largely on the extent to which savings can be mobilized and deployed effec-
tively towards the goal of higher growth.

102. The low case aims at sustained growth of 3.5% in real terms, and
although this appears modest by the standards of many countries it would en-
tail a considerable effort for Grenada in terms of the mobilization of re-
sources. On the other hand, given the prospect that population growth may
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TABLE IV.l- SUMMARY GROWTH PROJECTIONS, 1975-85

(Million US$)

Low Growth Alternative High Growth Alternative

National Income Accounts 1975 1980 1985 1975 1980 1985
(1973 Prices and Exchange Rates)

Gross Domestic Product 30.3 36.1 43.1 30.3 38.4 49.0
Terms of Trade Adiustmen.t - 0.6 - 1.0 - 1 .3 - 0.6 - 1.0 - 1.9
Gross Domestic Income 29.7 35.1 41.8 29.7 37.4 47.5

Imports 16.2 20.0 24.3 16.2 23.5 25.7
Exports 12.1 17.8 23.8 12=1 17-9 27 0
Exports (as capacity to import) 11.5 16.8 22.5 11.5 16.9 25.5
Resource Oxpn 4-7 3.2 1.8 4.7 6.6 0. 2

Constimntion 28-8 31K0 35.2 28- 32 1 37.2
Investment 5.6 7.2 8.4 5.6 11.9 10.5
Resources Available 34.4 38.2 43.6 34.4 44-0 47=7

Net Fartnr Tncome 1/ 0.5 n02 0 0 0.5 - 0.1 - 0.2
Gross National Savings 1.4 4.3 6.6 1.4 5.2 10.1

Selected Indicators

Real GDP Growth Rate (%) 5.0 2/ 3.5 3.5 5.0 2/ 5.0 5.0
Average Savings Ratio (%) 3.0 11.7 15.8 2.9 14.2 21.6,
ICOR 3.8 5.7 5.4 3.9 5.1 4.3
*impor EVs-;-;.- 1 L2 1CLCLI IL X.2 1 . 1 X L [. U 1 .(.

1/ Includes net current transfers.

2/ Real growth in 1975 is projected at 5% to reflect recovery from the exceptionally
low 1974 position

Source: Statistical Appendix, tables 2.4 and 2.65
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average anywhere between 1.5 and 2% per annum over the coming ten-year period,
a growth in real incomes of 3.5% represents only a minimal improvement in
average living standards. The higher 5% growth case implies an even greater
investment effort which may include the building of a new airport and other
strategic infrastructure investments aimed at a rapid increase in tourism.

103. It may be observed that even the higher growth alternative of 5%
per annum is not particularly high by the standards of most countries. In
the case of Grenada. however, diseconomies of small-scale place severe con-
straints upon the pace of development. This is well illustrated by the
unusually high import requirements Of the Grenadian economy. Past trends
indicate that the income elasticity of imports has been on the order of 1.25.
Tn nrdolr tcn finnnrp thp r:nidi arnwth nf imnnrts imnlied hv ci,eh : hiah elAc-

ticity, exports must be expanded at an exceptionally rapid pace. Or, alter-
n ative1lye stcated, anu gl,rvn inrcrase in t-ho evncrt- ear,ningcs of Grv rernadra will

finance less growth than in other countries where the import requirements
are more modest. To some extent, the high import requirements of Grenada
may be explained by its relatively narrow resource base. Another contribu-
tory factor may be the inclina4tn. of the national ponpulaotn to s.itoh their

pattern of expenditure from locally produced goods and foodstuffs to imported
goods as their incomes rise. A third explanatory factor may be growth of
tourism in the economy with a large proportion of the tourist dollar being
spent on ir,.ported goods. As t Le Grena'dian -- o---,y developsU, it -ry be - ble L
satisfy a somewhat higher proportion of consumers' expenditure from local
production. The Drod'uct4on of-r,ore food crops on the 4sland m.ay contrib ule lop £ UU UL. L LUll * iIIC U LOU UL. L LULl U £ thU L C i UUU L L ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ U Li L lie L~~~~~ LdLIU lttdy L. UIIL £ LU ULLLC LU uL ~.
this goal in the long run, although it is likely to be a slow endeavor. It
appears, hUowever, thlat in the case of a tiny country sucii as Grenada th Ve in-

come elasticity of imports may always be relatively high and this will con-
strain the rate of economic growth.

104. Another impedimenLt to economic development in Grenada is that quiLe
high levels of capital must be mobilized in order to achieve any given rate
of growth. Quantitative information regarding the efficiency of capital
utilization in Grenada is scant, but an examination of available data over the
past i5 year period points to an incrementai capitai output ratio kICOK) or
about 6.0. This is quite high when due consideration is given to the low-
income level of Grenada and to the prominence of agriculture and tourism--two
sectors which normally exhibit a much lower ICOR. To a large extent a high
ICOR may be explained by the diseconomies of small scale and by the relatively
high overhead costs of investment in infrastructure that must be spread over a
small population. A high ICOR may also reflect a relatively low etficiency of
capital utilization in Grenada. Institutional and administrative improvements
may go some way towards increasing efficiency, but the inherent diseconomies
of small scale suggest that the ICOR will always be high by international
standards. It is recommended, however, that Grenada make maximum use of joint
administrative services at the regional level so as to reduce the overhead
costs of a widely spread national administration.
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The Low Growth Case

105. In order to sustain a modest 3.5% increase in GDP over the medium
~ arn,at't,r,,i _ 4Af'ino i-tl-tiht- i t- j.n I ha nOnOQq r-,i t-ri 4nrnaterm, projectiOns ldct hti ol encsayt nraeepr

earnings at 6-7% per annum. This high export performance is made necessary
be auseof the very large gap thiat curre tly exists be- twee ex rt -s A

imports. It will be all the more difficult to close the gap, moreover, in
vi ew of thc high it Income elasticity ofl imports. in tie lt of Griada's past

export performance, a 6-7% annual export growth target would appear to require
an exceptional effort iCir thC pintt -of w of admitistra4tio -ta from the

point of view of investment. This, in turn, would necessitate an increase in
both1 public an' private savings considerably above the level prevaili ng in the
Lii LL Li -UU ±L iU pii C L V i5l AtLU V L Cu) V CCh L. V i _L CV Ci ih_,i Lit

recent past years. During the four years prior to 1974 national savings
averageud no Uore thilan 4% of natilonal inco,,Ue. TI i Ii we re a-ualZI y

negative--indicating that consumption was financed in part by borrowing from
aUroau. Doi[ie recoveLy [tiay ihdave taken[ plaCe in 17J [UL Litt! leVel UL savinIgs

was still low. As a minimum target for growth the government should aim at
increasing ItL LU I1% Uo LIaLiunal income by 1980.

106. A higher level of savings necessarily implies restricting consump-
tion expenditures and this will be a particularly difficult task in view
Of the recent decllne in real inComes which [ las already forced a significanc
cutback of consumption. Nevertheless, it is clear that within a context
of 3.5% growth, consumption may be permitted to rise at no more than 2.5% per
annum if savings are to reach 11% of national income by 1980. It would be
necessary for the government to exercise firm leadership in this endeavor, in
the first place by instituting an incomes policy with a view to checking the
growth in consumer s expendlture, and secondly by strictly controlling its own
current expenditures.

107. Efforts to increase savings to 11% of national income by 1980 are
unlikely to succeed if the public sector itself does not contribute to the
savings effort. This would involve a radical restructuring of government
finances in order to escape from the entrenched pattern of deficits on current
account that has plagued the puiblic sector in the past and that persist today.
A strict control of current expenditures should be instituted with the aim of
preventing any increase in real terms over current levels. At the same time
vigorous efforts should be made to increase revenues, particularly from direct
taxation. In this endeavor the aim should be to close the deficit on current
account and, hopefully, attain a positive level of government savings equiva-
lent to 2% of GDP by 1980. Unless this goal is achieved the government
finances will continue to undermine the national saving effort. Even if the
government finances do break even or attain a modest surplus by the end of the
decade, however, the brunt of the savings effort will fall inevitably upon the
private sector.

108. An increase in national savings would not in itself solve the
financing problems of Grenada. Given the high incremental capital output
ratio which prevails in Grenada, fully 20% of national income would have to
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be devoted to investment in order to achieve a 3.5% rate of growth in GDP.
With national savings of 11% of national income, it would be necessary to
seek external financing for investment to the tune of 9% of national income.
The debt service implied by such a scale of borrowing is considerably higher
than current levels. It is estimated that debt servicing would rise to 6.5%
of export earnings by 1980 even when full account is taken of the fact that a
large proportion of lending would be on concessionary terms. At 6.5% debt
service ratio cannot be considered low for Grenada, given the high ratio of
imports to GDP and the relatively modest savings performance of the national
economy. Debt service as a proportion of national savings is projected to be
about 25% in 1980 while total debt outstanding and disbursed would amount to
nearly 30% of national income. Taken together these indicators point to a
debt burden that is substantial, although by no means unmanageable.

The "High" Growth Alternative

109. In the light of the considerable effort that would be needed to
achieve even a 3.5% sustained growth in income, it can be readily appreciated
that quite heroic efforts would be required to increase the growth rate yet
further to 5%. A strategy for high growth would have to focus upon an even
higher investment in the export and export-related sectors so as to enable
export earnings to expand at a more rapid pace.

110. It seems probable that tourism, rather than export agriculture,
would be able to respond most rapidly to strategic investments designed to
further accelerate growth. The "high" growth strategy incorporates a 12%
annual growth for the tourist sector in real terms compared with 6-7% in the
case of the "low" alternative. A 12% growth in tourism over the space of a
decade implies a three-fold increase in the number of tourists. This would
bring Grenada close to its saturation level for tourism in the latter half of
the 1980's with some 150,000 visitors per year. Even assuming that the length
of stay in the island were to diminish gradually over the years to an average
of about 5 days, an increase in visitor arrivals of this magnitude would have
a decisive impact upon Grenada in terms of both the generation of foreign
exchange earnings and the generation of employment. Assuming that each visitor
directly generates one job in hotel employment and indirectly generates one
further iob in ancillary activities, then a growth in tourism such as that
envisaged in the "high" growth strategy would create some 3,500 new employment
opnnrtinities nuer the next decade. This would make an imnnrtant rnntribhitinn
to solving the island's present and prospective employment problem.

111. The 5% growth projections include provision for building a new or
imnro7ved airnort facilitu in the Inte 1970's to nrnfmmAd,te the larger scane

development of tourism. It has been assumed that the total cost of new
aipor t fac i ieAs may bhe in fhe ordr of TTUS10 mI l ion 9 - 076 pri4ces he
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bulk of which would be raised from external borrowing. 1/ The figure of US$10
million in 1976 prices is significantly less tian tilat cited in any of the

technical studies carried out so far. It has been assumed, therefore, that
any new airport investment would have to be pared down to the bare essentials
to reflect the prevailing fiscal realities of the country. Even so, a project
of this nature would be very large in relation to the ordinary investment

program of the island, and would introduce a noticeable element of "lumpiness"
into the capital program of the late seventies. For this reason the indica-
tors of economic performance shown in the summary "high" growth projections of

Table 2.5 (Statistical Appendix) do not follow a smooth path but exhibit some
year-to-year variation in the period of project implementation. This is in-
evitable when a single large project is superimposed upon the normal invest-
ment program of a tiny economy.

112 It is difficult to envisage how Grenada could achieve the higher
investment goals needed for 5% growth without an improvement in the incremen-

tal capital-output ratio. This, in turn, would hinge upon administrative
improvements across the board and would probably require a shift in the
emphasis of investment from social infrastructure towards investments that
bear more directly upon commodity production and upon the generation of
tourism earnings. Projections of the 5% growth alternative are based on the

assumption that organizational improvements of this nature could be effected
so as to reduce the long run ICOR to 4.5 as compared with 5.5 in the lower
growth case.

113. Even with an improvement in the efficiency of capital utilization,
however, it would be necessary to increase the savings effort still further
in order to be able to finance the higher level of investment implied by

5% growth. It is estimated that national savings would have to be raised to
14-15% of national income by 1980. This could be achieved only by the stric-
test control of consumption expenditures in both the public and private
sector.

114. Yet a further structural change that has been subsumed in the proj-

ection of a "high" growth strategy relates to import requirements. Attention
has already been drawn to the fact that the historical income elasticity of
imports in Grenada is uncommonly high and that a high propensity to import
is a constraint upon growth. In order to improve the growth potential of the
economy, therefore, some improvement in the income elasticity of imports has
been assumed for the "high" growth strategy. In quantitative terms it is
assumed that the imnprt elasticitv may he brouight down to unitv in the long

run, compared with a value of 1,1 in the "low" growth case. While this

1/ In addition to the new airport facility, other investments in roads and
hotels would be necessary in order to mobilize fully the Island's poten-

tial for tourism. The 5% growth projection incorporates, therefore, a
total investndent. package of some US$13 ulillion ir 1976 prices to this
end.
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improvement may appear modest, it is quite important in relieving the foreign
exchange constraint to growth.

115. A policy to reduce Grenada's historically high propensity to import
would imply import substitution at the margin. Yet a strategy of this nature
would have to be pursued with great caution lest it result in the development
of high-cost and inefficient domestic production. The government should avoid
establishing quantitative restrictions on imports as an instrument for encour-
aging local manufacturing industry. Instead it should encourage food agri-
culture and fishing to the extent that an effort in that direction would not
interfere with the primary goal of export promotion.

116. Notwithstanding the structural changes that might be attempted with-
in the context of a 5% growth strategy (viz.--an improvement in savings, an

increase in the efficiency of capital utilization and some reduction in the
income elasticity of imports), it would still be necessary to increase the
rate of external borrowing. New airport facilities, for example, would be
largelv financed by borrowing from abroad. It is estimated that the external
borrowing necessary to sustain a 5% growth rate would push up the debt service
ratio to 15% in the earlv 180's; and this would require extremelv careful

management of the external account.

V. THE FTNANGTNC OF nRVFT.OPMR.T

A. Financing the Private Sector

117. Grenrada has only very limited control over its monetary policy and
over its financial system. It adopted the East Caribbean dollar as its sole
c r e c Ain 191 4 1 upo j;Q..A :A4-4 4 f4- -f * A|1- t@F; - T.7 4 _1.._--vTA -A .T._- -
tUt I. ~Lt~ Li -1 JJ * U WUf J LIJ U

6
1 J.. V-C VL-AI L LCO V- L- ic ntLLuwa.CAU aJ.u LaceWat U

Islands in the East Caribbean Currency Authority (ECCA). Although the legis-
lation wLich establishled thLe ECA -endowed' the Athority witl latively wide

power of monetary management, it has confined its activities, by and large,
to the trauditional functilons oif a currency board. Tn lte alsence oL dellber-

ate policy action on the part of the ECCA to influence resource mobilization
a n _ A.L. , _ LL U . L _ , . 1 . . L _. . L. L L_ 1 J

account of Grenada affecting the net activities of trade in goods and services,
capital flows and the autonomous credit activities or tne commercial DanKs.

118. lle greater part of commercial banking activity in Grenada is
handled by the local branches of five foreign banks which between them account
for 99% of total deposits and some 95% of total advances, loans and financial
investments in the island. The principal instrument of saving available to
the private saver are the customary time and savings deposits ot commercial
banks. There are also special savings deposits which offer a higher interest
rate in those cases where the saver is prepared to deposit an agreed minimum
balance and give prior notice of withdrawal.
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119. Intrest pai to saves variesgreatlydpndn po h particular
savings instrument. Twelve-month time deposits earn about 10% per annum while
svuings deposits yield something in the vicinitv of 4-5. In the rontext of

recent inflation in Grenada, however, even the higher of these interest rates
hias bleen negatie i - re-l t - rm s ./ Tirs may Ilain -y bk de, p 14 -Ost - o -

hardly at all even in nominal terms between December 1972 and June 1975. In
real terms, bank deposits declined significantly between these two dates.
During the second half of 1975, however, there was a strong increase in time
deposits (which earn the highest rate of interest) although Savings depnosi te
remained stationary at the same nominal level of the past three years.

120. On the other hand, the level of financial savings in the economy
dloes not necessarily affect the supply of crdi tolcl- orwr. easUU~~ LIL IiCL~~aLLtyaLLCI L LICtpj± iLLCUt_L L.U _UtCL. UJULLUWCk~. ut_%CtJuz~

of the extreme openness of the monetary system, the size and structure of the
commUercLal bank luaU pUrtLolio is guided by the lending policy Of their metro-
politan head offices other than by considerations of financial resource
mobilization at the local level. If local investment opportunities are
to be found and the head offices are willing to increase their exposure
in Grenada, then additional financial resources can be called in from abroad
to supplement local savings if necessary. Conversely, if local investment
opportunitLes are iL1sULIICic11L LU aUsULr locally generated savings, Llien

the commercial banks will be induced to hold their excess balances with
their parent head offices.

121. It is interesting to trace the experience of Grenada in this
respect. During the 1960's it appears that commercial banks found their
local investment opportunities to be constrained and their net domestic
assets were consistently lower than their liabilities. This situation was
reversed in the early 1970's. Sinec 1971, either because of improved local
investment opportunities (as perceived by the commercial banks) or because
head offices have asked their branches to maintain better balance between
local assets and local liabilities, the historical legacy of commercial bank
intermediation of local savings abroad has disappeared. It is particularly
remarkable that even during the 1974 political and economic crisis the net
domestic assets of the commercial banks in Grenada were consistently higher
than local liabilities. This can be seen clearly from Table V.1 below. It
cannot be taken for granted, however, that this shift in commercial banking

practice will continue indefinitely. Deposits with commercial banks in
Grenada rose sharply in the second half of 1975 but there was no correspond-
ing rise in credit. At the close of 1975 the local assets and local liabi-
lities of the commercial banks were much more closely balanced. Whether or
not this is the beginning of a new trend is impossible to say.

1/ No information on prices is published in Grenada. It is estimated, how-
ever that the rate of inflation approximated 16% in 1973, 36% in 1974
and 8% in 1975.



Table V.1 SUN4MARY CONSOLIDATID ACCOUNTS OF COMMERCIAL BANKS 1970-75

(RC $ million at end of period )

197C' 1971 1972 1973 19- 1975 = = = = = ESt.
__ _. __ -_ ~March June Sept. Dec. March June Sept. Dec.

Ne't Foreign Assets 4.4 -1.4 -411 .9 -12. 3 -14 It. --LL.9 -8.3 -122.4 -8.2 -7.1 -2.5 -5.2

ECCA Currenrcy 1.9' 2.0 2. 4 2.7 1.2 1.0 1-.4 2.3 2.0 1.8 1.3 2.3

Net Domestic Assets 34.4 142.8 59.1 64.7 63.95 62.2 60.6 614.1 62.7 61.3 66.4 68.9

I
Assets = LiLabilities 140.7 43.4 49.5 55.1. 50.7 51.4 53.6 514.0 516.5 56.0 65.3 66.0

Money & Quasi-Money 39.8 42.5 h8.6, 54.1 49.8 50.14 52.7 53.0 55.5 515.o 64.3 65.0

Private Capita:L & Surplus 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 O.95 1.0 0.9 :1.0 1i.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

Sources: ECCA, Commercial Banks and IMF estimates.
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122. The experience of Grenada in recent years demonstrates the suscep-
tibility of the economy to decisions which are made by financial institutions
in remote metropolitan countries and which are not necessarily related to
the specific development needs of the country. Grenada and its partners in
the ECCA are becoming aware of their vulnerability in the face of world
economic forces, and proposals have recently been made to strengthen ECCA so
that it may play a more active role in the mobilization and allocation of
financial resources within the region. It has been proposed that the ECCA
should be endowed with powers to supervise commercial banks and to stipulate
reserve requirements. It has further been proposed that the exchange control
functions now administered (not very effectively) by Ministries of Finance in
the several member states should be given over to ECCA.

123. The need for ECCA to play a more active role in financial manage-
ment in the East Caribbean has been aDnarent for some time. It is bv no
means clear, however, that this can be achieved by adding more fire-power
to FCfA's alreadv y hsstantinAl nrsen21 of monptarv instr_ments= The fct-t is

that ECCA has made virtually no use of the many discretionary powers with
which it hns been Pndowpd s inrp its Petahlishment in 19Q6 The reasnns for

ECCA's passive role in the past are twofold. First, the economies of the
Fast Garihhpan nre all weak Psneriallv with rpRnect to thpir balanrp of pay-

ments. Being heavily dependent upon capital inflows for financial support,
the region is in no position to adopt a tough stand vis-a-vis international
financial intermediaries. This does not mean that a regional monetary
authority can exercise no control over the situation. It is si - toay
that, in the ultimate analysis, relationships between ECCA and the commer-
cialb hnkslrc chr.ould ho dretrminedAr b rync-nsu,s, rathor than hby mranAtva A

second powerful reason why ECCA has opted for a low profile in matters of
mLonteray and financial managem.Lent is that a m,ore active role would be
possible only if there existed an extraordinary degree of consensus among
thLle muemIuer statLes themselves withLL respect 'Lo thLe conLULuct ol flnancial

affairs. This would be very difficult to achieve in view of the diverse
anu insular structure of the rteLgion.

124. The impediments to ECCA adopting an active central bank function
are as real today as they have been in the past and it is unlikely that
legislative action can relax the very reai constraints upon the Authority's
freedom of action. Nevertheless, it would appear that ECCA may previously
have been unduly timid in its approach. The fact that member states have
joined together in expressing a desire for more positive action is encour-
aging and it would be appropriate for ECCA to respond positively. It is to
be recommended that the region's efforts towards greater control over its
financial affairs move forward purposefully and with due deliberation.

125. The sectoral distribution of commercial bank credit in Grenada
is a matter of particular importance in view of the insufficiency of
specialized financial institutions that can provide long-term development
finance to productive sectors. The following Table V.2 shows that a very
large proportion of credit is channeled to the distribution trades and
this is quite in keeping with the traditional commercial bank function of
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providing short-term credits such as may be used to finance stocks. It is
notable that tourism receives a relatively large proportion of commercial
bank credit and this may reflect the seasonality of business in this
sector which creates a need for credit of a short-term character. It is
notable, too. that agriculture receives no greater a proportion of credit
than does industry despite the great disparity between these sectors in
terms of their imnortance to the economy. Perhaps the most disconcerting
characteristic of the credit situation as revealed by Table V.2 is precisely
the nsiir-itv of commercial bank credit available to the agricultural sector.
When due account is taken of the inadequacy of other sources of credit,
thp exepnt of the credit constraint upnon agrictl1tiire can be readilv annre-
ciated. Insomuch as ECCA may be empowered to issue portfolio guidelines
to commprciAl hbnks in the future- it should keepn in mind the nressing
credit needs of the agricultural sector.

Table V.2: DISTRIBUTION OF COMMERCIAL BANK CREDIT TO PRIVATE SECTOR
(EG$ Thousand at December 31)

1971 1972 1973 1974

Total credlIt to 4rivte sector 38,543 45,222 47,594 44,180
Agriculture 2,397 , 031 2,010 I 2,48

Manufacturing 1,930 2,705 2,347 2,570
Distributive traldes 10r,614. I 1.4A 73 1-7,549/ 1 7,25,1

Tourism 5,247 4,925 4,054 4,128
TLransportQ 1,1 1,009 1 ,.78 1,132)

Public utilities (gas,
electricity, telephone) 662 657 1,021 872

Building and construction 3,089 2,648 2,016 3,233
TO -)_ __ _ 0r q 6nr 7 C] 1~F LJO rPersunal 'L'U i,Obi 0 7,258

Other advances 7,803 6,018 8,922 5,252

Source: East Caribbean Currency Authority.

B. Financing the Public Sector

Fiscal Mlanagement

115. The Central Government has a preponderant role in Grenada's public
finances, accounting for more than 99% of public revenues and public expendi-
tures, and for all capital outlays. The latter expenditures are to a large
extend financed through external resources. Public finances are weak, and
because of the size and relative importance of the public sector in the
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country's economic activities, they are a serious obstacle to economic devel-
opment. In 1973, public consumption represented almost 27% of total consumD-
tion, and public investment accounted for 30% of gross domestic investment;
these oroDortions are large even for developed countries.

116. The government provides a wide range of public services. Social
objectives have received a strong emphasis and the cost of maintaining rela-
tively hig h lev1e of puhlir seri-ces, nprtirlcularly in t-he fielrds nf edu1ca-

tion and health, has had to be financed by continuing current account
tepfirits- hbecunie t revenues have failed to keep pace with expenditures=

The revenue shortfall can be traced to three fundamental problems: a decline
in the r of t-he ta-nv systefm to the grnowth of nat-iJnnl incnme (low

elasticity); shortcomings in tax administration; and losses of revenue due
to C ; t ;h er S ;_inat on. of i rSt duit i;s 4n CARIF TA ain tIe gCeros tax e p -

tions granted in investment-incentives legislation and in the income tax.
I.Lompensatory new taxes have not Lenerate a uffi ciC re to offset these

losses.

117. In spite of a decline in the nominal level of current outlays
lIeA ween 1 07.1 ± at. anA 1A...I4, uthr wao a AeFC^.. Cn currnt accouint .. eca o; AAeW

above years. A seemingly conscious effort to control expenditure growth was
notL suf-ficient to counterballance the sustaine decin incurrent rever.ues.-ilC U 1..1. £cIL L. .Ctl c4 ,.at. C t t a n jie uct.. I. iLLC e i - _U L 4 Li C t cZii c

The withdrawal of current-account budgetary assistance (grant-in-aid) by
B2ritain in 19-70 debilitated the coun-r's revenue structure, an,d d'eclinlng-4.1 ± O.11 . 1 2 1 U u U U. L O _L CU Clt: C_ Uti LL.L y -vju LULLL~ iU U L LIIL LIg L

current revenues forced the government to rely on burdensome short-term

financing from local banks. More recently, developments emanating from the
pre-independence crisis are responsible for a sharp reduction in current
revenues which led to a current account deficit equivalent to 08% or GDP in
1974. 1/ This deficit would have been even greater were it not for the
postponement of government obligations to iocai financiai institutions and
public utilities in that year. The urgency of the liquidity crisis is better
appreciated if one recalls that the government has on occasions been torced to
divert part of its capital budget to the current budget and that in 1975 the
Treasury had to default once on the payment of public employees' salaries.

1/ The world economic recession has also imposed burdens on this country

whose economy relies heavily on the income generated by foreign trade.
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A'L iF ) - L~V' D A T (n XrYED MTA EMT1 A 1`r/"TTK11' C , 1 A- 71 7 5ab'le v.3: UCTh1L', VnJVEIFl ACCOUL NSU , LI 717 5

(EC$ Million)

1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

Current Revenues
(excluding grants) 17.9 18.4 18.0 14.3 18.1

Current Expenditures 21.3 20.8 21.1 20.0 22.1
Current Deficit (-) -3.4 -2.4 -3.1 -5.5 -4.0
Capital Expenditure /L 3.8 3.2 5.2 3.6 1.8
Overall Deficit (-j -7.1 -5.5 -8.2 -9.4 -5.7

/1 Includes net lending for policy purposes.

Source: Statistical Appendix, Table 5.1.

118. The problem of financing the current account gap has become in-
creasingly problematic insomuch as the declining liquidity position of local
banks has precluded their extending further credit to the government. Bi-
lateral sources (notably other Caribbean countries, Nigeria and Venezuela)
extended grant budgetary support to Grenada in 1974 and 1975, thus providing
temporary relief for the critical situation. A standby agreement with the
IMF was concluded in late 1975.

119. In the long run, steps must be devised to increase the sensitivity
of tax revenues to GDP. The sustained decline in the nominal level of tax
revenues which has been observed since 1972 took place despite inflationary
pressures on the economy as a whole. This reduction has been accompanied
by a change in the revenue composition. The relative contribution of direct
taxation has increased significantly, although its nominal level has remained

fairly constant over the same period. The loss of income tax revenue in
1974 was partially offset by increases in the other two direct tax compo-
nents, estate duties and export taxes. The latter reflected the positive
effect of the record prices obtained for nutmegs and cocoa during that year.
The low yield of the personal income tax is mainly a result of high personal
exemptions and deductions and weak tax administration.

120. The level of personal exemptions and allowances determines the
number of persons who are legally liable for income tax, and it is an impor-
tant factor in the progressivity of effective tax rates. 1/ In the case of
Grenada, methods of increasing income tax revenue include reduction and
elimination of some allowances and deductions, curtailment in the marginal

1/ The income tax allowances for a family consisting of husband, wife and
two chldretn -total ErC$ 9 2300 equivalent to about three tlmes the 197/

per capita GDP. These and other specific issues relating to tax
administration are examined in greater detail in Annex 1.
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rates of tax, and the strengthening of the tax administration. While there
is no simple answer to the complex question of how to determine personal
exemptions, one possible option is to estimate how many income tax assessments
the administration can efficiently handle and then to set exemptions at a
level estimated to yield approximately that number of taxpayers.

Table V.4: CENTRAL GOVERNMENT CURRENT REVENUE
I(In percentage)l

Shares of Total Contribution to Growth /
1971 1974 1975 1971-74 1974-75

Total Current Revenue 100 100 100 100 100

Taxes on Income, Property
and Exports 29 39 39 5 36

Taxes on Income 22 24 19 (-)18 5
Taxes on Property 1 3 3 4 -
Taxes on Exports 6 12 17 19 31

Taxes on Imports 38 27 27 (-)79 28

Taxes on Domestic Production
and Consumption 13 13 14 (-)11 13

Other 6 2 5 (-)23 15

Non-Tax Revenue 13 19 15 8 8

/1 Between 1971 and 1974 nominal current revenues declined.

Source: Statistical Appendix, Table 5.2.

121. Import duties are still the most important source of tax revenue
n _A_ol~1 _ _1 -t AJr ,4 L 4 A_ A 

Lll± L C±IauatC Cll L.,u LiIO L" CL I- C-man uCL L CaCU -at L"-pao W. LII LItO CL IJC-11 L

the tax base. This erosion is due in part to the adverse implications of
CADITV'A and Ath,e exemlptions for capital gooAds anA raw materials generallyLJrI~i I.l IiU L IL AIL. it[I utc p O 6 LJJ_uC LU Law tcj LO -L 6ICLa

granted under the country's development incentives legislation. Consumption
duties, introduced priu.arily to offset thle loss oUt revenue from import duties,
have not precluded the decrease in the relative importance of taxation. The

consumption taxes can be used as an instrument for raising additionai tax
revenue over the next few years, however, because they are not subject to
the limitations of tne CARIFTA tax harmonization agreement. A considerable
tax potential still remains to be tapped by raising the consumption duty
on non-essential goods--particularly those consumed by tourists.
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122. Tax administration is deficient. This may be the single most
imDortant factor resDonsible for the low elasticity of Grenada's tax system.
The major problems which constrain the efficiency and effectiveness of tax
administration are the following: (i) Strong reliance on traditional methods
and procedures. As a consequence, it is most difficult to attract and retain
competent staff. This basic difficulty is compounded and further complicated
by a shortage of trained personnel and material resources. 1/ The provision
of basie technical training to tax officials and improvement in the organiza-
tion and methods of tax administration deserve the greatest attention.
(ii) The nresent svytpm of tax enforcom=nt does not havp a comnlianne program;

nor does it provide for tax audits. As a consequence, there is an incomplete
and inndpnieute rcornd of taxpayersA_ Tax administration consists largelv of

verifying income tax returns, particularly, employees' tax returns, with far
lPes ttcpntino to controllino incomp tax derived from nrofesRional- induistrial;

agricultural and commercial activities. These administrative practices may
lead to rpIvj-i.un1y widpread taxa..voidnncP and/or taix evnsion amonnc the

latter taxpayer categories. Given Grenada's existing limited administrative
rArnl-; 14 t;PC t<Yj ~ococemontc QhAill rA ho hoc_ZA Ann nrDC1umwA 1-nCP L7oDR the

accounting records of the taxpayer appear unreliable. Basic steps leading
towards imUproved tax administration would be the preparation of lists or
registers of taxpayers for each tax to show the filing and accounting status
of each taxpayer, and thAe institution of a st.rong compliance programL. H.owever,
little will be achieved unless the Government effects a major improvement in
LAAe qual.ityJ a A .. renumieraio _l qualifie A1A 1f4ctJals1

1/ At the time the mission visited Grenada, none of the 26 tax officials had

accounting training or basic knowledge on bookkeeping techniques.
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Table V.5: CENTRAL GOVERNMENT CURRENT EXPENDITURES BY FUNCTION, 1970-75

EC$ Million Percentage Composition

1970 1974 1975 /1 1970 1974 1975

Current Expenditures 20.2 20.0 22.1 100.0 100.0 100.0

General Administration 8.4 7.1 7.0 41.6 35.3 31.7
- Police and Defense (1.5) (2.8) (2.5) (7.4) (14.2) (10.7)

Social Services 6.4 8.5 9.0 31.7 42.6 40.7
- Education (3.2) (4.7) (5.0) (15.8) (23.5) (22.6)
- Health and Housing (3.1) (3.4) (3.5) (15.3) (17.1) (15.8)

Economic Services 4.1 3.1 3.0 20.3 15.7 13.6

- Infrastructure (3.5) (2.1) (1.8) (17.3) (10.3) (7.8)
- Agr11rltiirp (n06) (1nl' (1l.n) (3-0) (4.9) (465)

PiFhlir DePht Charges 1.3 1.3 3.0 6.4 6.4 13.6

/L Provisional.

Source: Ministry of Finance

123. A quick look at the structure of current expenditures reveals signif-
icant changes between 1970 and 1974. The later cornmpositon--n which social
services receive the highest percentage--has been reached, to some extent, at
the expense of ecor,omic services whose shar-e hq declined. Decr.easin a1llo
cations for infrastructure are not the appropriate answer to the present needs
of th.e country, particularly to the strong dema..ds on the on-tble-:oad r etwork.

Road maintenance in Grenada should be a matter of priority concern. The
currentL budget is insuff4cient to cover the road main tenance needs of thecutA. EL UUL C L AC LI I . L .CI LU~J_ L.J%_C I . Li-. Il LIICC tOLL.C LICL= U A ~. LI

country and this is reflected in their present poor conditions. Further
examination of th'e current expenditures table reveals th'iiat tle relati-veely

low expenditures in agriculture, the country's main economic sector, can be
contrastedu withI1 an iLncreasiLng imLp0rta-nCUe giVen[ tL expenses; iI rV.L.ce adU
defense. This also represents an inappropriate assignment of priorities on
the part of budget authorities.
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Table V.6: CENTRAL GOVERNMENt EXPENDITURES BY ECONOMIC CLASSIFICATION, 1971-75
(Percent)

1971 1974 1975 1971 1974 1975

Current Expenditures 21.3 20.0 22.1 100.0 100.0 100.0

Compensation of
Government Employees ii.0 ii.8 12.6 51.6 59.0 J 7.0

- Personal Emoluments (10.5) (11.4) (12.0) (49.3) (57.0) (54.3)

Other Goods and Services 7.1 5.5 6.1 33.3 27.5 27.6

Interest 0.8 1.3 1.3 3.8 6.5 5.9

Transfers 2.4 1.4 2.1 11.3 7.0 9.5
- Pensions (1.0) (1.1) (1.1) (4.7) (5.5) (5.0)
- Other (1.4) (0.3) (1.0) (6.6) (1.5) (4.5)

Source: Ministry of Finance.

124. Personal emoluments have remained the most important expenditure com-
ponent, and the government has been a major source of employment. The central
government employed more than 20% of the working population in 1970 and this
ratio may have increased in recent years, reflecting a tradition of dealing

with unemployment by inflating the public payroll. There would appear to be
scope for reducing the size of the public sector while at the same time improv-
ing the overall efficiency of government. On the other hand, a process of
natural attrition, such as the government is contemplating, may not be the

most appropriate vehicle for achieving this particular obiective. Attrition
may discriminate against the more competent government employees who, in an

environment of fiscal uncertainty. may be the first to seek and find employ-
ment opportunities outside the government. In the longer run, public sector
manpower requirements could best be assessed within the context of a reorgani-
zation of public sector institutions to better serve the development needs
of the nation. At the present time administrative weakness may constitute
the most binding constraint to the development of Grenada. A streamlining
of the administrative structure should be considered both as a means of
improving efficiently and as a means of reducing current expenditures by
contracting an overstaffed navroll.

A Strategy for Fiscal Policy

192 The economic crisis whlih behst Gr du1nrirng 1974 and 1975 has

already forced a considerable retrenchment in the public finances. Current
exp1enditures fell bak to 26% of GDP in thos yearscomar with more t
30% of GDP during the early part of the seventies. Unfortunately, current
revenues aIso dini4shed as a proportio of nDP so that the current account

remained in deficit.
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126. In 1975 the government adopted a number of measures which, taken
together, constitute the elements of a strategy for fiscal consolidation.
First, with respect to current expenditures the Government declared its
intention to cut back the public payroll by a process of attrition. Second,
a 5% stamp duty on all imports was introduced in the 1976 budget and a program
of improvements in tax administration was announced. Third, following upon

Grenada's adherence to the Lome Convention a single line tariff will be intro-
duced (thereby abolishing the old "Commonwealth Preference") which could
result in a 15% increase in import duties. In total these innovations will
have a significant impact upon the fiscal situation but they may not be
sufficient to eliminate the deficit on current account.

Table V.7: CENTRAL GOVERNMENT FINANCES, 1972, 1975 AND PROJECTED 1980 /1

(Low Growth Case)
EC$ million

1975 % of GDP
Constant at Current

Current Prices Prices Market Prices
Actual Projected Projected Actual Projected

1973 1975 1978 1980 1973 1975 1980

Current (non-grant) Revenue 18.0 18.1 47.8 31.5 26.4 20.1 27.0

Current Expenditure 21.1 22.1 44.3 29.2 30.9 24.5 25.0

Current Surplus/Deficit (-) /2 -3.1 -4.0 3.5 2.3 -4.6 -4.4 2.0

Capital Expenditure 5.2 1.8 14.2 9.3 7.6 2.0 8.0

Overall Surplus/Deficit (-) /2 8.2 -5.8 -10.6 -7.0 -12.0 -6.4 -6.0

Financing 8.2 5.8 10.6 7.0 12.0 6.4 6.0

External 5.6 4.3 7.1 4.7 8.2 4.8 4.0
(of which, grants) (5.4) (2.8) (-) (-) (7.9) (2.6) (-)
ECCA - 1.1 - - - 1.2 -
Domestic -0.5 0.3 3.5 2.3 -0.7 0.3 2.0

Errors and Omissions 3.1 - - - 4.5 - -

/i Prniert'inns qSSme 2 457 ovprall inrrpeqp in the level of nrirep hptwpen 1975
and 1980. An exchange rate of EC$2.5 = US$1.0 is further assumed for 1980.

9 Surlu/deficit iLs net of external gra-t assistance.

Source: Statistical Appendix Tables 5.6 and 2.4.

127.. A primar goalf ' o 6 fica po L. lcy O LL LJiI LIIO ILI-LLLn the m Ie 4U.. term future shouldI be

to eliminate the chronic pattern of current account deficits that has plagued
the public finances in Grenada and LU achieve a posi tive -evel of -u.Ic
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savings by 1980. The summary projections of Table V.7 relate to a 3.5%
annual rate of growth in GDP. The proiections are predicated on the assumD-
tion that current expenditures will not be permitted to exceed 25% of GDP
and that structural changes will be introduced into the tax system so as
to enable current revenues to claim 27% of GDP by 1980. This would result
in a nuihlir Rauings effort (i.e- a suirn1pu on currPnt acrount) eniuiva1ent

to 2% of GDP.

128. Although a 2% level of public savings may be modest by the standards
of mnnnu PoulntrieQ it- woiild reiqirp e agret effort for Grenada on two fronts.

First, there would have to be strict control of the public expenditures.
There should be a resolute effort to pare do.- the public payroll, a1 - alalry

adjustments should be limited to compensation for any rise in the cost of
.livi1ng. Second, there would have to be a fundamUental restructuring of the tax
system with the dual aim of raising revenues and increasing the responsiveness
of revenues lo cuanges in GD1 P. Detailed rec.ommendations Uo this end are to be

found in Appendix A.

129. Only with a positive level of public savings will the government
ue able to LfJiLance-a c -a pitatL p0rgLraU1 oL tLIe size Lr.eeUeU tLU 0acLheve sustaneAU

economic growth in the medium term. The immediate aim of development policy
should be to revive public i'nvestmuent from the low level of 1975 at which
time it was cut back to some 2.2% of GDP. The aim should be to raise public
investment Lto 0/% or GDr uy 1708U as compareu WlLII tlan average of 6-,. in t1 le
early seventies. If appropriate policies are pursued it should be possible to
finance one-quarter of public investment from public sector savings. A fur-
ther 25% may be financed from domestic borrowing while the remaining 50%
would come from external assistance. The debt servicing implications of this
projection are considered later in the report.

130. A higher GDP growth target would necessitate even greater fiscal
efforts on the part of the government. Fiscal projections for a high 5%
growth target are summarized in Table V.8 below. In order to achieve a
sustained growth of 5% in the long run the government would have to aim at
a public investment program encompassing no less than 12% of GDP by 1980. If
such an investment effort were to be mounted on a firm financial basis it
would be necessary to raise public savings to at least 4% of GDP--double the
level required for the lower growth alternative.
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Table V.8: PROJECTED CENTRAL GOVERNMENT FINANCES, 1980 /1
(High Growth C0asel)

VAillion EC Dollars %4 of GD

Current Constant
rl JIC 171J rL. L:L

Current 'non-grant') RJevenue J5.5 J2

Current Expenditure 47.1 32.4 25.0

Current Surplus 7.5 5.1 4.0

Capital Expenditure 22.6 15.5 12.0

Overall Deficit (-) -i5.i -10.4 -8.0

Financing 15.1 10.4 8.0

External 9.4 6.5 5.0
Domestic 5.7 3.9 3.0

/1 Projections assume a 45% overall increase in the level of prices
between 1975 and 1980. An exchange rate of EC$ 2.5 = US$1.0 is
further assumed for 1980.

Source: Mission estimates.

131. Public sector savings (i.e. a surplus on the current account of the
government finances) equivalent to 4% of GDP would be a very ambitious target
for Grenada at this point in its development. It is difficult to see how
current expenditures could be reduced much below 25% of GDP. The brunt of
the savings effort, therefore, would have to be directed towards increasing
current revenues yet further to a target level of 29% of GDP. Even if this
goal were to be achieved, however, additional borrowing (both external and
domestic) would be necessary in order to finance an expanded public invest-
ment program.

132. The attainment of a 5% growth target would be extremely exacting
in terms of fiscal discipline. Yet the financing of an expanded public
investment program would not be the only issue at stake. The smooth implemen-
tation of investment plans would place a heavy burden upon the public admin-
istration and would be very demanding in terms of management and administra-
tive efficiency. At this juncture it would appear that administrative
constraints may be as important as financial constraints in selecting an
appropriate growth strategy.
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C. The External Sector

133. Grenada's foreign exchange reserves are conventionally defined as

its share of ECCA's foreign assets plus small amounts of sinking funds held
with the Crown Agents in London. Taken together these reserves amounted to
about EC$ 12 million at the end of 1975, sufficient to cover about three
mTnnths' merchandisq imporrt. RprBcniup of Grpnada' 8 monetarv arranaements.

however, the country's international reserves do not reflect its balance of
payments position. Th.e basic soundness of the external account is hbtter
judged with reference to the country's total capacity to import goods and
scteVsAc as cc dete ned by expot earnis a catpital, A c j re1 e--4-i-s. A-a4tt

this criterion, Grenada can best be compared to a country with virtually no
reserves and a lowI borro-4ng cap aC4 -

134. Else'here in th1is report it 1has- bueen stressed th1at- or.ly by increa-
I. J~t *.LOWLLI l L LL £ L .LL Aa jc u tc Oc t& L. tii. j J - - -

ing exports can Grenada overcome the severe financial constraints which
obstruct ecornomiLc growth. ThMe blest oppoLtnte for an exanio of -xportsOu~ L UL ~LULUIU1 UWLL * ii~ ~ L UjjJU . UILL.J.O VLU C. at V_jFaLLO.ULL.L il Aji t

appear to lie in traditional export agriculture and in tourism. Pertinent
I _____ ___ __ _ ________t__ ________J J_ _.__ T fT I_ .<
. isues with respectL LU Liave bLtLULb L1dV 1 U xmll intd!U L 1U LU ULLdPLL Jii L .rLLU-

factured exports accounted for only 9 percent of domestic exports in 1973 but
…..J.2~~~~~ A1fl,1 _71 L .

t.Ley L'have shown a t pos'LtLLv L treU over the ero'iUo 1971-1 4 andU may Lave some

further modest potential for growth. Processed agricultural products (e.g.
lime juice, coconut products) make up approximately 99% of industriai exports.
It has often been suggested that the future expansion of manufactured exports

should concentrate on resource-oriented products. Tnere do indeed seem to be
some promising possibilities for industries based on traditional crops, but
prospects for industries based on other local prouucts are more uncertain

since these exports would have to overcome significant barriers including the
stringent quality and marketing requirements of foreign markets.

135. In recent years the dramatic decline in imports has been a telling

indicator of the increasingly binding foreign exchange constraint facing
Grenada. It can be seen from the table below that imports declined in nominal
terms by a factor of about 23 percent between 1972 and 1974. When set against
a rise in import prices estimated at some 58% over the same period the extent
of the cutback can be readily appreciated. To some extent the reduction in
imports can be associated with a decline in tourist expenditures on imported

goods. It is estimated, however, that this can account for no more than half
of the decline in imports. The other half is a telling indicator of the ex-
tent to which the national economy has been squeezed in recent years.
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Table V.9: STRUCTURE OF MERCHANDISE IMPORTS (CIF)
(US$ Million)

1971 1972 1973 1974

Total Imports 23.4 23.9 21.7 18.6

A. Capital Goods 6.8 6.9 6.1 5.6

B. Intermediate Goods
(excluding fuels) 4.1 4.2 3.7 2.5

C. Fuels and Lubricants 1.1 1.1 1.3 1.7

D. Consumption Goods 11.4 11.7 10.6 8.8

Source: Appendix, Tables 3.4 and 3.9.

136. Only to a limited extent can Grenada's balance of payments diffi-
culties hp attrriute-d to- an iinfavorah1P shift in the t-errmn of trade. At the

time of oil crisis in 1974 the terms of trade actually moved in favor of
Grenada because its major export crops en,oyed exceptionally good prices.
This would seem to confirm that the economic problems experienced by Grenada
-temmed prim4ril From domest4c shortcom4ins rather than from externall
factors. On the other hand, there can be no doubt that the world recession
has exacerbated C-renada's economic pro[lems anA may impede thI -oe of

recovery. In 1975, for example, it appears that the terms of trade moved
against Grenada due mainly to a fall in the prices of nutmeg and mace.

137. GrenadAa's most important trading partners have been the UK, ,
1JI * 'jL~aU~ ~ W A. J.IJJLaI L LdUA L L1 LL tv uei Li1 Ur,t U.)

1

Canada, West Germany, and the Netherlands which in 1973 accounted for 79%
of exports andU 50%0 of imports. 'iiese counLtriLes have been the main outlets ror
Grenada's traditional exports and have provided most intermediate and capital
goods imports, as well as a w…de ra…,ge of consumer goo's. Grenadja's CARICO
trade, though still limited, has increased during the last few years. It
accounted for 27% or the country's imports and 11% of its exports in 1973.
Imports from other Caribbean countries have far exceeded Grenada's exports to
them. Exports to the Caribbean have, nevertheless, grown substantially over
the period 1971-73, albeit from a very low base. Barbados, Guyana, and
Trinidad and Tobago are the main regional trading partners. The latter sup-
plies not only oil but also fertilizers, light manufactures and foodstuffs.

The Servicing of External Debt

138. The external debt of Grenada outstanding at the end of 1975 is
estimated at US$12.8 million, of which some US$7.1 million had been dis-
bursed. Service liabilities on this debt amounted to about US$1 million
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in 1975, equal to some 5% of exports. Although this debt service liability is
modest by the standards of most countries it has constituted a considerable
burden for Grenada in the recent past because of the low level of national
savings. As a proportion of gross national savings the debt service fluc-
tuates in the vicinity of 30-50%. In addition to debt repayable in foreign
exchange, moreover, the government also had domestic debt liabilities and,
because of the monetary system of the East Caribbean, these domestic debts may
imply an additional foreign exchange liability.

139. The economic difficulties experienced by Grenada in the past couple
of years had repercussions upon the publicly guaranteed national debt, and
some service payments fell into arrears. The existing structure of debt is
quite concessionary. A large proportion of bilateral development assistance
loans are interest free so that the average effective interest rate was no
more than 3.8% in 1974. The problems experienced by Grenada with respect to
debt servicing,,Jidicate -that it would find credit on conventional commercial
terms to be excessively burdensome.

140. If Grenada is to achieve a sustained positive rate of economic
growth, systematic external borrowing for project purposes will continue to
be necessary in the medium and long term. In the case of the 3.5% growth
strategy examined earlier in this report, external borrowing requirements
would raise the debt service ratio to 6.5% of exports by 1980. This would
represent some 25% of national savings on the assumption that savings could be
increased substantially above present levels. Projections of the higher 5.0%
growth alternative indicate that debt service liabilities would be still
higher under this assumption. In this case the ratio of debt service to
exports of goods a;nd non-fartor Rprvicrp couild rise to 15% by 19 8- Fvpn
within the context of a very strong savings effort, more than 50% of national
savings might be abhorbed in dpht Rervicr payments Such a high levpl of deht
service would require extremely careful management of the external account and
could be countenanced only if the targeted growth in GDP were to be effectively
achieved and sustained.
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Tax Policy: Issues, Constraints and Possibilities

1. The public sector is expected to play a key role in the generation
of savings. This promises to be a difficult task at a time when infrastruc-
tural development requirements strain the size and revenue-generating capabi-
lities of the economy. At the same time, there is an urgent need for raising
additional revenue since the government has long maintained a position of net
dissaver, depending on foreign grants to cover its deficits. Current expen-
ditures have exceeded current revenues even during years in which a signifi--
cent proportion of national income has been transferred from private hands to
the public sector. Indeed, the tax effort of Grenada, as measured by the
ratio of taxes to GDP, was 26% in 1971 (it ranked high among developing counI-
tries in that year). Since then, however, the tax-ratio has fallen steadily
to about 16% in 1974. This deterioration reflects a decline in the respon-
siveness of the tax system to the growth in nominal GDP--a trend which will
have to be reversed.

2. The above mentioned taxIGDP ratios do not reflect certain compen-
sating changes in the revenue composition which were responsible for the
fairly stable level of total revenue observed during most of the last four-
year period. The adverse tax-revenue implications of CARICOM, which were
in large part responsible for the negative trend in revenue generated by
import duties, were mitigated by increases in the relative contribution of
other forms of taxation. nrimarilv exDort and consumntion duties and income
tax. Although these changes failed to significantly alter the responsiveness
of the tax system to ch2nges in GDP_ thev do suggest that additional revenuip
possibilities should be pursued within the framework of the income and con-
sitmntlon chdtips Thse nrpRnprets are nprticuiilrlv signifircnt in view nf the
country's unimportant corporate sector and the trifling domestic production
of manu1fac'tulres.Q

TAY EFFORT
(EC$ million)

1971 1972 1973 1974

Total Tax Revenue 15.5 15.5 14.9 11.7

GDP (at factor cost) 59.1 61.1 64.7 72.0

GDP (tax effort) 26.2 25.4 23.0 16.2

Grenada is com-mitted to o fferng tax concessions in accordance with

the conditions laid down in the regional agreement on harmonization of fiscal
incentives. It appears, however, that some of these incentives may be over--
generous in the context of Grenada and the loss of revenues may be exacerbated
by attempts at tax avoidance. This appears to be the case of incentives
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granted under the Development Incentives Ordinance. At the time the mission
visited Grenada none of the hotels had ever paid any income tax. Furthermore,
reported profits of some hotels fell drastically in the first year following
the tax holiday Deriod. This situation suggests that auditing, basic to any
tax enforcement progjram, shoudl be instituted. Regarding this latter issue,
greater regional cooneration, aimed at strengthening overall tax administra-
tion (and possibly regional centralization), deserves the greatest attention.

4. The IBRD's Caribbean Regional Study made some highly pertinent
proposals for a revision of the tax structure. Main ingredients of a tax
strategy should be: (i) greater regional cooperation aimed at strengthening
tax admLnist;cration-; (i;) simnplification of theo personal incOme tax secured
through a narrower range of allowances; (iii) broadening of the personal
J.inUcme tLax bas lith rtL educed allowances;, ( m -'I -widely,,- -a -and d f-

ferentiated consumption taxes; (v) change in the land tax from areas to
marLkLet vallue; (vi) consJid eration of a presumptive income to gra-1ualy replace

export duties. The remainder of this section addresses these proposals in
more detail.

TeTaxation System.

,. TIe comprehlensiLve taxationL syLsItr of GeUaua is strongly influenced

by the openness of the economy. Taxes on international trade including con-
sumption duties (-whi ch fial principally upon ±imipUrted gooUd) accounLeu fur
between 52% and 56% of the total taxi yield over the last few years. Con-
sumlption txes can be employed to counteract the lo-w of import revenue uUe to
CARICOM agreements. As far as direct taxes are concerned, the personal in-
come tax is progressive and cnaracterized by a wide range of exemptions and
deductions. Company income is subject to a fixed rate of taxation, and there
is a proportional tax on corporation profits. Many companies are exempt from
business income tax under industrial incentives legislation, however. The
other direct taxes are estate and export duties; the former yield relatively
low revenue- while the contribution of the latter is significant.

Direct Taxes

6. Foremost among the reforms that could produce additional revenue
would be the revision of the personal income tax which is the major source
of direct levies. To begin with, a serious erosion of the personal income
tax base has been created by a series of exemptions and deductions, and
this erosion makes higher income rates necessary. At the same time, it
reduces the scope of the tax both in terms of the number of taxpayers and
the aggregate income assessed (the number of taxpayers represents about 7%
of the total population with income tax revenue averaging approximately 10%
of GDP). 1/ The basic justification for the personal exemption is that very
low income people have no taxpaying capacity. In its present form, however,
the personal reliefs (generous when compared with per capita income) also

1/ Total income assessed is not available.
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03M"-PTCtTtO OF TtAr VVRM

(EC$ millioni)

1971 1972 1973 1974

Tax Revenue 15.5 (100.0) 15.5 (100.0) 14.9 (100.0) 11-.7 (100.0)

Direct Taxation 5.1 (32.9) 5.4 (34.8) 5.7 (38-3) 5. 1 (46.9)

Income Tax 4.0 (25.8) 4.3 (27.7) 4.0 (26.8) 3.3 (29.2)

Estate Duty 0.1 ( o.6) 0.1 ( 0.6) 0.2 ( 1.3) 0.3 ( 2.7)

Export Tax 1.o ( 6.5) 1.0 ( 6.5) 1.5 (10.1) 1.8 (15.0)

Indirect Taxation 10.4 (67.1) 10.1 (65.2) 9.2 (61.7) 6.3 (53.1)

Import Daties 6.8 (43.9) 6.0 (33.7) 5.6 (37.6) 3.8 (31.9)

Consumption Tax 0.9 ( 5-8) 1.1 ( 7.1) 1.2 ( 8.1) 0.8 7.1)

Excises 0.,4 ( 26) 04 ( 6) 0.3 ( 90) 0.3 ( 2.7)

Land and HOU9B rnY (11 ( 0T a.1 ( 06 0.1 ( 07 O. 2 ( 0.9)

Taxes on Serv.ces 0.2 13 0 .3 (1.9) 0 ( 2.0) 0.2' ( 1.8

Licenses 0.3 ( 1.9) 0.2 ( 1-3) 0.3 ( 2.0) 0.3 ( 2.7)

Motor Vehicles 0.6 ( 3.9) 0.6 ( 3.9) 0.7 ( 4-5) 0.4 ( 3.5)

Stamp Duties 0.3 ( 1.9) 0.8 ( 5.2) 0.4 ( 2.7) 0.2 ( 1.8)

Other 0.8 ( 5.2) 0.6 ( 3.9) 0.3 ( 2.0) 0.1 ( 0.9)

Source: Minis-tr of Finance and Industry.
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moderate the tax burden of high income taxpayers as the number of dependents
increases. It may be argued that exemptions are not justified for this last
group since expenditures for the maintenance of children are not a hardship
at these income levels. Another method that has been suggested in order to
reduce the tax loss from high exemptions is to convert the tax value of the
exemption to the same dollar amount for all taxpayers. Such a method has
administrative advantages, but it would bear more heavily on those with
family responsibility and modest means.

7. A basic premise can be advanced to the effect that both the level
and range of personal allowances should be dictated by Grenada's revenue
requirements and her administrative capacity. Since the prevailing system
of allowances is too costly in terms of revenue foregone, it needs careful
and thorough scrutiay. In order to secure a broad base and to simplify the
personal income tax, allowances should be reduced and their range should be
narrowed. Possible methods for achieving these objectives include the follow-
ing:

(i) A downward revision of the size of single and wife
allowances. The extent of the adjustment should be
dictated by the Revenue Service's ability to reach

relatively low income levels.

(ii) The restriction of the rather liberal child allowance,
at the present time available to any child maintained
by the taxpaver to a limited number of children, say,
three or four.

(iii) Elimination of the dependent and housekeeper concessions
which are subiect to widespread abuse.

(iv) The allowance of deductions only for expenditures that
are essential to earn income. Deduction for interest is
i1iitifibh1p whpre fntprpet is paid in rnnnpctinn with a

loan employed to produce taxable income (which is not the
case of interest deducted fo-r lonsn on nncnser drbe)

The subsidy type of deductions for contributions to
activities which arre soclallyv desirnhle can hb nqiuetioned

on the ground that private philanthropy should not be
encouraged at the expense of government revenue. In this
case, the deduction should be given when the contribution
ls largerthanLICI CUor1V pre-s-,pecifiedLt amount. Deduuctilons madue
for unusual personal expenditures (e.g., extraordinary
m, edical expenses) that create hardship, particularly -when
incomes are low, are justified.

(v) Establishment of a ceiling on tax concessions for saving.
Such concessions are desirable but it is advisable that
a maximum be set on deductibility of life insurance premiums.
Such a maximum should be in line with the per capita GDP
level.
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8. The proposed changes in the system of personal allowances call for
some reductions and simplifications in the marginal rates of the income tax

schedule. Moreover, present revenue requirements do not recommend curtail-
ments in effective tax rates; it would probably be more realistic to con-

sider increasing them.

9. Insomuch as success in broadening the scope of the income tax
depends upon the effectiveness of the system in taxing agricultural incomes,
then serious consideration should be given to the possibility of introducing
a tax on imputed (presumptive) incomes from agriculture. In the short term,

however, the imposition of a land tax on market values, renewed efforts to
improve the operation of the income tax, and rationalization of export
duties would seem to constitute the proper strategy.

10. Tax administration will need to be improved if a tax strategy is
to hp nursued. Tt is in the interest of Grenada's Government to nrovide the
human and material resources necessary to enable the Inland Revenue Service
to be more efficient and effective in its basic activities of assessment and

collection of taxes and duties. The achievement of this objective will
rpneiirp significant imnrovPmPnt-R in tprhnirnl cannbilitips RBsic step,

needed to improve the tax administration machinery include the introduction
of a regular examination of tax records;, the insl-titution of full rolleotion

activities, the building up of a taxpayers' master file to show the filing
and accounting statu1s of each txpaypr, and the inception of a delinquency
program. Furthermore, it would be advisable for Grenada to endorse the
recommendations of the Executive Council of the Caribbean Organization of
Tax Administration for the creation of: (i) a Single Regional Tax Organiza-
tion for the entire CARICOM region which would give top priority to the

needs of the LDCs; and (ii) a Circuit Tax Appeal Board.

Indirect Taxation

11. The consumption tax imposed on imports as well as domestic products
4i ts the mosIfexibl indiecttax instrm ent w-i4cIh Grenada can use LinAepen.

dently within the context of economic integration. If applied to final goods
it is neutraL with respect to protection. It can be employed 'or raising

additional revenue over the next few years and for offsetting any adverse

revenue effects or CARiCOM. In point of fact, tne eiimination of tariffs on
inter-CARICOM trade was partly responsible for the significant decrease in
tile relative contribution of import duties to the total tax yield which fell

from 44% in 1971 to 32% in 1974. On the other hand, imports entering from
outside CARICOM are subject to common external tariffs, but Grenada has been
given until 1983 to adjust its rates to the common rates. At present,

Grenada's rates are generally lower than the common rates; hence, there still
is revenue-producing capacity within the framework of import duties. Under
the present circumstances, acceleration of the adjustment process should be

considered.
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12. Taxes on consumption are ad-valorem and specific on individual

goods (mainly consumer durables and luxuries) and navable by the imnorter.
The same rate is applicable to locally produced goods although in practice
taxes are only collected on beer and ice cream. There is broad room for
higher consumption taxes on non-essential income-elastic goods. 1/ The
nresqent low rates on items stirh n air ronditioners; nnnlinnres, gramophones
and record players, radios, perfumes, and jewelry--none exceeding 20%--should
he inrrePqspd. 2/ This tvnpe of nroduct must bear a greater proportion of the
burden if significant taxation on goods which are likely to be more important
in the hiudepts of low income npeonle i to he avoided.

13. The motor uehicle tax is npvayle on registration nnd lexrided nror-

ding to weight as a percentage of market price. An annual motor vehicle
license is also collected according to weight and type of vehicle. These
taxes should be used to extract much more revenue than in the past. Given
the present rates the revenue potential is significant.

14. The rental value of a house 'and the r arera of land const4t-ute the

basis of assessment for taxes on property. At present, widespread under-
valuation of properties results not only in a serious --A---stimation of

property tax revenue but also adversely affects the implementation of other
fo.ms of taxalton, such as taxes on the iuputed income of ow.er-occuipiedu

housing, transfers of property, and inheritance tax. 3/ In addition to
providing a wajor source ofL Lrevenue, a properly adminlst- -----operty t

could also serve as an important instrument for community development. For
examp'le, Grenada's water service rates UdpeUd upUIon te aSSUSSUed rUntal ValUe

of property and the low assessments therefore have a direct impact on the
overall quality of water supply. A graded tax on the market values of land
and improvements would probably be more efficient than the present system
based on single rates of the assessed house and area of land respectively.
A land tax based on market values would not only increase revenue but would
also encourage the use of idle lands. Every erfort should be made to roster
regional cooperation in the field of land tax assessment so as to strengthen
the local staff force and to mobilize assistance in matters of valuation.

1/ Large increases in taxation on alcoholic beverages and tobacco are not
recommended because there is some evidence that recent increases in the
tax rates produced an adverse effect on revenue owing to an increase in
smuggling.

2/ If low duties are needed on certain goods to encourage tourism, then the
generally accepted procedure is to deliver duty-free goods to bona fide
tourists from bonded warehouses and/or to establish duty-free shops at
airports.

3/ At the time the mission visited Grenada, legal constraints restricted
the tax authorities' possibilities of undertaking a comprehensive over-
haul of property values.
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National Accounts Estimates 1970-74

1. The assembly of National Accounts estimates was impeded by an
:nh.c,nra of qiruvcv :nnrl lnn-to-ln-it- nnhl;iqhP>r1 qtit-isfirq- Ths nrincinnl
sources of information utilized by the mission were as follows:

(1) Income tax records of individual taxpayers and companies
were used to estimate oitnut and cost strtcttire hv sector.

(2) Other records of the Departmernt of Inland Revenue were
utilized, including PAYE returns, vehicle registrations,
registration of professionalst , returns from hotels and
places of entertainment, etc.

(3) The annual Overseas Trade Reports provided basic information
concerning the inputs 0 o4 [ost Lc--- . T.hese were also the

source of export data.

(4) The Census of Agriculture, Survey of Agriculture, as well as
unpublished records of thie Ministry of Agriculture were
utilized.

(5) Published and unpublished reports of the Accountant General,
the Central Water Commission and the M1nistry of Communica-
tions and Works provided information concerning public
utilities.

Other sources of information included:

(6) The accounts of the Cocoa, Banana and Nutmeg Associations.

(7) The 1970 Population Census.

(8) Information supplied by the Labor Commissioner.

(9) Discussions with the Commissioner of Inland Revenue and other

officials in that Department.

(10) Data compiled by the Customs Department.

Export Agriculture

2. This sector includes the growing, curing and export by the Commodity
Associations of the major crops (i.e. cocoa, bananas, nutmeg and mace, and
copra). The data for sales were obtained from the annual accounts of the
Associations which appeared to be more accurate than those in the Annual
Overseas Trade Reports. Sector inputs were derived from the Trade Reports
and from a sample of estates as well as from the expenses of the Commodity
Associations.
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Domestic Agriculture

3. This sector comprises all crops not included in the Export Agricul-
ture sector, as well as fishing, livestock and poultry. Information was
obtained from the Census of Agriculture, the Survey of Agriculture, unpub-
lished data in the Ministry of Agriculture and discussions with current and
former staff of the Ministry of Agriculture.

Construction and Engineering

4. All maintenance and capital expenditure were attributed to this
sector. Tnnitt data was derived mainly from the Trade Renorts and the nattern
of expenditure was obtained from major construction firms and from the Ministry
nf Gnmmuinirationnq nd Works=

Manufacturing and Electricity

5. This icrtor nr.cludes a small nmber of establishmnts manufctring

such products as oils and fats products, rum, beer, soft drinks, cigarettes
and processed foods. Small workshops are also included. Input data was
obtained from the Trade Reports, Agricultural Reports and the accounts of
individual enterpri-ses.

iiiIS tVJ TaW CLUC1 .
1
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relating to purchases was obtained principally from the Trade Reports as well
as Urori, the estir,ate output ofL th-Ie mLanufacturing andU domestic agriculture
sectors. Distributive margins and the cost structure of the sector were
estimated uLroIUL a sar.,pLe of tiL1l1s.

BankinK, Insurance, Real Estate

7. Information relating to this sector was obtained exclusively from
the accounts of firms. A cross-check of the output of the banking sub-sector
was made against data published by the Eastern Caribbean Currency Authority.

Transportation and Communications

8. Included in this sector are taxis, buses, trucking, shipping,
travel agencies as well as cable and wireless and telephone. The revenues
and costs of these enterprises were obtained from the firms' accounts as
well as from data supplied by the Commissioner of Inland Revenue.

Services and Professions

9. Information for this sector was obtained from a variety of sources
including the 1970 Population Census, the Ministry of Health, the Inland
Revenue Department, etc. Although the estimate of persons engaged in these
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activities is fairly accurate, data concerning the output and cost pattern
were sketchy.

Hotels

10. Hotel revenues were obtained from monthly returns submitted to the
Tnla.di Revenue Department. In addition, hotels also submit- annual returns

relating to wages and salaries. Hotel costs were obtained from their accounts,
,rhe es-imates obtainedA by +-his method Adiffer--- -prcal - f-rom -thos +-f teJL&C COLLiMat-CO UIJUU.LiLi LJ.Y L l.LO LUC LLJfU.U U.L L -.L CL aJiJL. C LU...al y £L-LJLU LI-OUJC 14- ILIC

Tourist Board which are significantly higher.

Cost of Dwellings

11. In theory, the imputation of rents should not be difficult because
town rates, water rates andU larJ.dIU andU Lhouse tax represernt 10% of the assessedU

rental value of all house. However, in practice this method presents problems
because a large percentage of the rates are aot collected and there are wide
variations from year to year in the amount of rates actually collected. The
GDP estimates were estimated from actual collections of rates adjusted Dy a
raising factor suggested by the Commissioner of Inland Revenue.

Government

12. The output of this sector was obtained from published and unpub-
lished reports of the Accountant General. Included in the contribution to
the GDP were personal emoluments, transport and subsistence allowances, leave
passages and the wage element of items in '"other charges". The Water Commis-
sion was also included in this sector.
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Table 1.1: POPULATION BY SEX AND AGE GROUP, 1946, 1960 AND 1970

1946 1960 1970
Male Female Total Male Female Total Male Female Total

All Ages 31,834 40,553 72,387 40,660 48,017 88,677 43,692 49,083 92,775

0-4 4,691 4,971 9,662 8,726 8,869 17,595 6,214 6,187 12,401

5-9 5,50i 5,189 10,690 6,970 6,972 13,942 8,2i2 7,932 16,144

10-14 5A115 5-056 10-171 5.350 5,381 10.731 7;508 7.668 15;176

15-19 3,750 4,284 8,034 3,738 4,056 7,794 5,131 5,287 10,418

20-24 2,210 3,330 5,540 2,750 3,507 6,257 3,212 3,543 6,755

25-29 1,509 2,595 4,104 2,052 2,978 5,030 1,903 2,299 4,202

30-3L 1,367 2,279 3,646 1,871 2,389 1±-9n 1,579 1-97 ' 3,557

35-39 1,485 2,306 3,791 1,545 2,216 3,761 1,500 2,100 3,600

40-44 1,224 2,056 3,280 1,421 1,949 3,370 1,614 2,002 3,616

45-49 1,179 1,871 3,050 1,467 1,897 3,364 1,362 1,830 3,192

50-54 878 1 517 2s39 1 hAL 1 a 'A 'A 1) 77 1 rAQ 9 GAr

55-59 776 1,344 2,120 989 1,406 2,395 1,142 1,496 2,638

60-64 699 1,200 1,899 814 1,411 2,225 1,145 1,553 2,698

65-69 528 863 1,391 563 968 1,531 775 1,220 1,995

70-74' ,I. 410A If I6 17 . Iel or 8-7 I 7O2 !01 8O8 1, 1t
IUi'* - 9+.1- UV-+' A.,VI 4 9+.L D QU/ I L,±OU I O4.1- Q009 ±,JU

75-79 247 470 717 246 562 808 327 583 910

80-84 145 307 452 184 371 555 184 424 608

85 and
over 90 235 325 115 313 428 126 429 555

Not Stated 30 16 46 - - - - - -

Source: 1946, 1960 and 1970 Census.



Table 1.2: KFXENTS OF POP'uLATION GRO'WTH, 1960-73

Infant Birth Rate Death Rate Rate of Net

Year Mortality Kate per 1,000 per 1,000 Natural Increase Migration
per 1,000 per 1,000 ('000)

1960 77.9 44.5 114 33. 1 -2.O

1961 72.1 41.1 11.4 29.7 -2.3

1962 52.4 37.7 9.3 28.4 -1.7

1963 54.3 36.8 8.8 28.0 -0.3

196504 n 8.5 26, -0.7

1965 42.5 30.7 8.5 22.2 -0.7

1966 43.6 28.6 8.6 20.0 0.2

1967 44.4 27.9 7.8 20.1 0.1
-d n , n -i A '0

1968 3)4.1 ~ 291.2 $.0v 21.2. -0v.24

1969 39.9 26.4 7.4 19.0 -1.6

1970 32.8 29.0 7.9 21.1 -2.0

1971 26.1 28.9 7.4 21.5 3.8

1972 16.0 28.2 6.4 21.8 2.4

1973 18.4 27.4 6.8 20.6 3.1

Sources: Emigration and Passport Office

Registrar General, Births and Deaths



Tb k1.- - AG SA/It' OIFMT1(I'TDV AV f Lt' 'Nit VTAOI VCADrIOK TFJ 1960 A1LT. 1070)
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Age 1960 1970
Groups Male Female Total Male Female Total

Total 15219 9951 25170 16086 9715 25801

10-14 years 32 30 62 31 12 43

15-19 1422 1056 2478 1903 931 2834

20-24 2341 1530 3871 2670 1708 4378

25-34 3623 2281 5904 3220 2010 5230

35-44 2778 1879 4657 2925 1917 4842

45-54 2676 1673 4349 2406 1563 3969

lili-64 1son 19S 92s30 18RQI 1fl331 Q927

65 and over 842 477 1319 1037 541 1578

Sorc: rores eprtreatr --- the- Proec ------ A--------, and Planning-i -Grenaa, Mnsr Lf L gb o Ar. LUJ %LL £bWL OOULLCL L QLLL.LLL6

in Grenada, Ministry of Labour.



Table 1.4: WORKING FORl,E BY OCCUPATIONAL CLASSIFICATION AND SEX IN 1946, 1960 AND 197()

9- ____9 … 19 70
Total Male Female Total _Male Female Total

Total Working Popul.ation 27,648 15,21.9 9,5951 25,170 16,1:32 9,736 25,801

Agriculture, Forestry, Hunting and Fishing 13, 063 7,31.1 3,584 10, 895 5,5(8 3, 109 8,617

Mining, Ref'ining, End Quarrying 7 34 23 57 1.6 16 32

Manufacturing 3,980 1,492 1,108 2,600 1,4L]2 656 2,068

Construction and Installation 3,380 2,262 6)47 2,909 3,484 685 4,169

Electricity-, GELS, Water and Sanitary Services - 168 23 191 1,052 1,0(09 2, 06l

Commerce 2,284 1,362 1,601 2,963 4142 229 671

Transport, Storage and Communication 641 811B .447 861 1,2S2 80 1,332

Not ApplicELble, Not; Stated, Not Elsewhere 218 25 6 31 71.9 375 1,027

Services 4,075 1,751 2,912 14,663 2,2147 3,577 5 ,824

Source: Progress RLeport relatiLng to t]he P:roject Manpower Assessment and P'lanning in GrenEada, MiniLstry of Labor.



Table 1.5: EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT OF LABOR FORCE, 1970

Educational Attainment
School

Learning Other Not
Total None Certificate G.C.E. Diploma/Degree Stated

Employed 25,801 23,078 53h 1,355 361 473
(Percent) (100.0) (89.45) (2.07) (5.25) (1-39) (1.84)

Unemployed 3,105 2,875 135 68 6 21
(Percent) (100.0) (92.59) (h.39) (2.19) (0.20) (0.63)

Total Labor Force 28,906 25,953 669 1,423 367 494
(Percent) (100.0) (89.78) (2.31) (h.92) (1.27) (1,72)

Source: Progress report relating to the project manpower assessment and planning in
Grenada, Ministry of Labor.



Table 1 .6 : STATISTICS OF SCHOOL ENROLLMENTS 1970-72

(Average Attendance Year Ending August)

1970 1971 1972

Primary Schools (all ages) 25599 25952 25066

Government Schools (14) 5665 5886 5336

Anglican Schools (46) 4085 3970 4013

Roman Catholic Schools (28) 12359 12733 12571

Methodist Schools (4) 2552 2441 2336

Presbyterian Schools (1) 622 571 448

Seventh Day Adventist (1) 31 6 351 362

1/
Secondary Schools 3030o 391 )17n

Ju ior (2) 951

~~~~~v (Q\ I.C7 1 IoI. 1 no).
poarehenslr 48) 1 571514 190 -

Gra,nnar (4) 1582 1637 1615

Total Primary & Secondary Schools 28638 29183 29536

1/ Number on roll at 30th June.

Note: Numbers in parenthesis are number of schools in that category.

Source: Ministry of Education, Grenada.



Table 2.1 : INDUSTRIAL ORIGIN OF GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT AT
FACTOR COST, 1 970-7

('000 EC$)

1970 1 971 1972 1 973 1974

Export Agriculture 8 437 6329 6210 8407 10440
Other Agricult1re 6098 6371 6825 6820 T88
Construction 8906 6194 6165 6369 5328
Y3nufactuC+' 231 7 2167 2508 3191 3384
Distribution 9998 11112 10041 10723 11592
Finance and Inr,9uance 211 2 2321 3013 343 3888
Transport and Comunnication 3431 3424 3412 3469 4176
S(ze&v J-es and PDr ofe Gssi--ovn s 2196 10927 21098, J Al 2736

Hotels 1801 1934 1903 2338 2016
Rent of Dwellings 4218 I.2 56
Government 11757 12757 12780 11959 14400

GDP at factor cost 61271 59160 61063 64739 72000

Composition (%)

Export Agriculture 13.8 10.7 10.2 13.0 12 
Other Agriculture 10.0 10.8 11.2 10.5 10.4
Construction 14.5 1 0.5 10.1 9.8 7.4
Manufacturing 3.8 4.1 4.1 4.9 4.7
Distribution 16.3 18.8 16.5 16.6 16.1
Finance and Insurance 3.4 3.9 4.9 4.9 5.4
Transport and Communication 5.6 5.8 5.6 5.4 5.8
Services and Professions 3.6 3.3 3.6 3.6 3.8
Hotels 2.9 3.3 3.1 3.6 2.1
Rent of Dwellings 6.9 7.3 9.8 9.2 9.1
Government 19.2 21.5 20.9 18.5 20.0

GDP at factor cost 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Source: Bank staff estimates.



Table 2.2 GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT AND NATIONAL SAVINGS 1971-7h

(EC$ mi m on, current prices)

-1971 1972 1973 1974

GDP at factor cost 59.1 61.1 64.7 72.0
)Lt4 ~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~ nfl e '7 if( U LLt.L T-4rect Ta2W pu- error 0.6 d* 3 5

GDP at market prices 59.7 66.8 68.3 77.0

Imports of goods and NFS 47.3 44.O 44.3 40.0
r o .f -A 'r ) 2. 28. 7 26.8

.hJL %,uca IJJ cUU IALI .j :.

Resource Gap 19.1 15.7 13.6 13.2

Total Resources 78.8 82.5 81.9 90.2

Fixed Investment 17.8 17.7 16.0 13.4
Private (114.2) (i14.2) ( " ( 9 4
Public ( 3.6) ( 3.5) ( 5.0) ( 4.0)

Consumption 61.0 64.8 65.9 76.8
Private (42.9) t(46.) (14. t) ( 49.)

Public (18-1) (18-0) (17.7) (17-3)

Gross Domestic Savings -1.3 2.0 2.4 0.2

Net Factor Income -0.1 -1.3 -1.2 -1.1
urN' at market prices 59.0 65.5 66.9 7589
Net Current Transfer 3.8 3.8 3.9 3.2

Gross National Savings 2.4 4.5 5.1 2.3

ONS as percent of GNP (4-0) (6.9) (7.6) (3-0)



Table 2.3: EXPENDITURE ON GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT
AT CONSTANT 1973 PRICES 1971-74

(EC$ million)

1971 1972 1973 1974

GDP at Factor Cost 72.6 70.7 64.7 53.0
Net Tnrdirect Taxes nlus Error 0.7 6.6 3.6 3.7
GDP at Market Prices 73.3 77.3 68.3 56.7

Imports of Goods and NFS 63.8 54.8 44.3 31.5
Ex,nrtq of floods and NFS 38.6 37.2 30.7 18.8

Resource Gap 25.2 17.6 13.6 12.7

Total Resources 98.5 94.9 81.9 69.4

Fixed Investment 22.9 20.9 16.0 11.0

Consumption 75.6 74.o 65.9 58.4

Gross Domestic Savings -2.3 3.3 2.4 -1.7

Net Factor Income -0.1 -1.6 -1.2 -0.9
rCU1D at A .rkket 1ries73.2 75,7 67,I 55.8

M A'4~~~~~~~~U ~~~~ I~~~~/. I www~

Net Current Transfers 5.1 4.7 3.9 2.5

Gross National Savings 2.7 3.7 5.1 -0.1

Memo Items:
,'Tr i% .. 4 _n 1. QA 1. ,n r n r -t 
CL,r .L L" wr L .*4 'JJ 4 lVVOV .L) *U

Export Deflator 73.0 76.0 100.0 142.3
Import 1Ul JA wfU_Vr 7. 8. l. 6
Fixed Investment Deflator 77.8 84.6 100.0 121.7



Table 2.4 SUMMARY GROWTH PROJECTIONS, 1975-1985, LOW (§LOWTTH ALT1ERNATIVE

(Million U'.S. $)

1975-15'76 197 7T FI197-9 19700 190$

NATIONAL I0NCOME ACCOUNTS
1773 PFrEcTs & Exchange Rates)

GIross Domestic Produc-t 30.3 31.4 32.5 33.7 34.9 36).1 14 3.1
Temns of Trade Adjustment -o.6 -C).7 -0.9 -0.9 -0.9 -1.0 -1.3
Gross Domestic Income 29.7 3C).7 31.6 32.7 33.,9 315.1 14.8

Import's 16.2 16.9 17.6 18.4 19,2 20.0 ,24.3
Export;s 12.1 13 .5 lh4.4 15.5 16,.5 17.8 23.8
Export,s (As Capacity to Import) 11.5 12.8 13.4. 14.6 15.6 16.8 22.5
Resource Gap 4.7 4.1 4.2 3.8 3.6 3.2 1.8

Consumption 28.8 28.6 29.2 29.8 30..5 3:1.0 :35.2
Investment 5.6 6-3 6.5 6.8 7,0 '7.2 8.4
Resources AvaiLlable 34.4 34.9 35.7 36.6 37,5 38.2 43.6

Net Factor Income A 0.5 0.5 0.4 O. 4 0,,3 0.2 0.0
Gross National Savings 1.L4 2'.7 2.8 3.3 3.7 1h.3 6.6

SEIECTIM ITMIC ATORS
Real GDP Growth R.ate (W) 5.0 3.5 3.5 3-.5 3.5 3.5 3-5
Average Savings Ratio (%) 3.0 6.8 7.6 8.c9 10.,0 1:1.7 :15.8
IOOR 3.8 5'-3 5.7 5-7 5.7 5.7 5.4
Import; Elasticity 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.1

/i Includes net current transfers.

Source: Milssion Estimates.



Table 2.5 SMMOAR'Y GROWTH PROJECTIONS, 1975-1985, HIGH GROWTH ALTlERNATTVE

(Million U.S. $)

…- - _'_ T9…7…_ 197? _ 15-77 1977 17 9 TO

NATIONAI, INCOME ACCOUNTS
197'3 Pr-ices & Exchange Rates)

Gross I)omestic Product 30.3 31.4 32.7 '34.4 36.27 38.4 49.0
Terms of T:rade Adjustment -o.6 -0.7 -1.0 -.1.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.5
Gross I)omestic Income 29.7 30.7 31.7 33.4 35.2 37.4 47.5

Imports 16.2 16.9 18.1 20.4 22.2 23.5 25.7
Dcports 12.1 13.5 14.4 15.5 16.6 17.9 27.0
Exports (As Capacity to Import) 11.5 12.8 13.4 -14-5 15.6 16.9 25.5
Resource Gap 4.7 4.1 ht.7 5.9 6.f6 6.6 0.2

Consumption 28.8 28.5 29.3 29.8 30.8 32.1 37.2
Investment 5.6 6. 3 7.2 9.5 11.0 11.9 10.5
Resources Available 34.4 34.8 36.5 ,39.3 41.8 44.0 47.7

Net lactor Income 0.5 0.5 (0.4 0.3 0.2 -0.1 -0.2
Gross National Savings 1.4 2.7 2.8 3-9 4.16 5.2 10.1

SELEECT ID_INDICATORS
Real CDP Growth Rate (%) 5.0 3,.5 14.2 5.0 5.5 5-0 5.0
Average Savings Ratio (%) 2.9 7.|0 7.7 10.7 12.6 14.2 21.6
IODR 3.9 5.3 14.8 4.4 5.0 5.1 4.3
Import Elasticity 1.2 1.2 1.7 2.5 1.6 1.0 1.0

/1 Includes net current transfers.

Source: m:ssion Estimates.



Table 3.l : BALANCE OF PAM2TS . 1971-75

(in mln. of iC$)

1971 1972 1973 1974 i9Th

(bati.at.)

Merchandise Exports (f.o.b) 10.2 10t5 14.5 19.4 Z>.O
Merchandise Imports (c.i.f) 46.o 42.8 42-5 38.1 45.0

Trade Balance -35.8 -32.3 -28.0 -18.7 -20.0

Travel Receipts 18.0 17.1 16.2 8.8 12.0
Net Payments -2.3 -2.2 -2.8 -2.9 -2.9
Inward Transfers 3.8 3.8 3.9 3.2 3.1

Current Account and Transfers -16.3 -13.6 -10.7 -9.6 -7.8

Net Government Transactions 3.8 3.4 5.2 4.4 3.7
Grants (3.7) (3.9) (5.3) (3.1) (4.0)
Net Borrowine (0.1) (-0-5) (-0.1) (1.3) (-0.3)

Net Bank Transactions 5.8 10.6 0.4 0.1 -7.2
Private Canital. net 6.7 1.7 7.4 3.9 9.2

Direct Investment (5.1) (3.8) (4.8) (4 9) 3 9
Others; incl. errors & omissions (1.6) (-2.1) (2.6) (-1 .0) (5.3)

Net TntRrnational reserves - -2.1 -2.3 1.2 2.1

ECCA ( _ ) (-1.5) (-2-3) (1.1) (-0.2)
Crown Agents ( - ) (-o.6) ( - ) (0.1) (2.3)

Source: Bank and IrF staff estimates.



Table 3.2: IMPORTS (rIF) BY STTC SECTTONS 1970-73

('000 EC$)

STTG

Section 1970 1971 1972 1973

0 10,996.6 12,986.0 13,284.5 14,540.,
1 1,586.8 1,973.7 1,355.6 1,075.2
2 2,129.8 1,665.6 1,703.4 1,993.8
3 2,056.2 2,230.2 2,341.9 2,509.9
4 91=4 124.8 117.6 142.1
5 3,587.8 3,852.3 3,825.2 3,610.2
6 10,282.4 8,965.1 7,681.6 7,836.9
7 7,076.6 7,234.8 6,781.1 6,066.9
8 6,807.0 7,003.7 5,696.5 4,699.C
9 17.1 1l4Q 36 3 12.7

Total 44,631.8 46,051.2 42,8 23.7 42,487.1

Table 3.B D~omestic Exprts (FOB) by STTr Spetions, 1970-73

('000 EC$)

0 10,796.6 9,222.4 9,809.5 13,440.5
1 23.8 9.1 3.7 3.2
2 37.7 6.9 6.1 18.9
3 - - - 30.8

4 
5 38.9 23.2 88.6 16.4
6 8.0 5.4 3.5 3.7
7 0.1 - - _
8 38.4 20.5 37.0 123.1
9 9.7 3.3 6.6 0.4

Total 10,953.2 9,290.8 9,955.0 13,637.0

Table 3.2C: Re-exports (FOB) by SITC Section, 1970-73

z('10 00 E CNJ

0 179.2 301.8 211.5 172.6
1 17.3 3.0 4.1 5.1
21 C') 1. 6.0 f 11.9l

3 13.0 6.0 19.0 9.8
4 - - _ 

5 74.8 71.2 41.5 101.9
6 350.6 66.1 34.4 121.1
7 327.4 370.9 190.9 375.4
8 154.1 81.6 68.4 77.1
9 - - - 0.1

Total 1,121.6 902.4 575.8 875.0

Source: Annual Overseas Trade Report - unpublished.

0 - Food.
1 - Beverages and tobacco,
2 - Crude materials, inedible except fuels.
3 - Mineral fuels, lubricants and related materials.
4 - Animal and vegetable oils and fats.
5 - Chemicals.
6 M-Mnf-cture good.

7 - Machinery transport equipment.
8 - Miscellaneous manufactured articles.
9 - Miscellaneous transactions n.e.s.



Table 3.3: SLECTED MERCHANDISE IMPORTS, 1 970-74

(000 EC$))

Estimate
1 970 1 971 1 972 1 973 1 974

Meat and meat preparations 2192.8 2497.8 2643.5 2416.5 1128.3

Miilk, butter and cheese - UUo.o 2u04o.7 i

Fish and fish preparati-4n- t-- 12v67. . 13017 .1 ...

FoIIrj wheat 1276.4 1 2L,0.6 1356- 1721 -7

Rice 465.8 499.2 483.1 463.5 ...

Sugar 775.0 947.9 1284.2 1660.5 ...

Butter substitute 279.6 332.6 350.3 398.3 494.3

Oils, edible 85.8 118.7 111.3 210.1 214.9

Liquor 480.4 536.7 978.7 704.2

Tobacco 301.9 291.7 237.8 189.3 ...

Soap 437.4 557.2 570.0 330.3 415.7

Fertilizers 481.1 619.4 614.9 602.2 691.3

Textiles 1596.5 1968.4 1658.2 1502.7 ...

Metal anid r,etal1 manufa1tiureS 1UUi £) IJ3 2195I *4L I 29..

Machine ,, 3380.1 3881 =5 3303.8 3355.2

Transport Eauimplent 3196.5 3353.3 3477.3 2711 .7 ...

Clothing 1788.9 2134.2 1747.0 1329.7 ...

Footwear 743.1 894.1 616.8 787.6

Fuels and lubricants 2056.2 2230.2 2341.9 2509.9 ...

All other imports 18268.5 17639.4 15549.3 15944.2 ...

TOTAL MERCHANDISE IMPORTS 44631 .8 46051 .2 42823.7 42487.1 38114.2

Source: Annual Overseas Trade Report - unpublished.



Table 3.4: FUEL INCETS. 1970-7h

1 970 1 971 1972 1973 1974

Gasoline: Volume ('000 gals.) 2332.0 2530.5 2706.6 2507.3 1666.9
TTnit Va1ue (Efr/ral/v a.E0 0.50 0-.l7 0.53 0.94
Value ('000 EC$) 1166.0 1265.2 1262.0 1322.1 1561.8

Kerosene: Volume ('000 gals.) 873.0 904.8 897.0 721.1 400.3
UTnit Valu-e (Er$/gal) 0 25 0n22 0n.2)4 n033 0.87
Value ('000 EC$) 218.2 198.3 218.7 237.7 348.3

Diesel Oil: Volume ('000 gals.) 796. 4 719.3 1001.1 1796.9 1254.1
Thi+. VAlue (EC$/ gal. ) O.? /I 0.18 0 22 0.32 0.57
Value ('000 EC$) 111.0 130.4 223.4 575.0 714.8

1/
Gas : Volume ('000 lbs.) 1356.7 1699.6 1946.9 1770.3 1098.9

Unit Value (ECk/'b.k 0.17 0.1. 0.12 0.13 0.23
Value ('000 EC$) 225.6 239.6 239.8 230.9 253.2

Others: Value ('000 EC$) 335.4 396.7 398.0 144.2 -

Total: Value ('000 EC$) 2056.2 2230.2 2341.9 2509.9 2878.1

~~~~~~ _L .A~ .N~UJ .~ I/.

-.Na+ws &nd ",aw. Pac>-e ' * Pgasn+. rn-rnvihwiSour-cez 1"1111al ,resTaeRprs nbih
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Table 3.6: IMPCTS BY COUNTRY iF (RIGfIN. 1970-73
('000 EC$)

1970 1971 1972 1973

TjUn-ted KinoAm 13,834. 14 ,1.? 7 10,A .8 11,306.5
Canada 4,372.4 3,649.3 3,901.0 3,364.5
TT; -e S t a t- Qan CA L RO Q A l QO7 t 071 1

Oommonwealth Caribbean 9,868.4 11,235.4 11,643.7 11,541.8
Wt. I. 1,08o 4 1A0I.6 A 1,20I1 1 1 ,1.1 I.
nwest GoeLumany A.,JUVV ,lvY.U * I &.'J*. = 

France 1/ 878.3 912.6 901.2 539.0
Netherlar,d .3 I / 1 L.ID 7 1 n,o 8 1 ,.fl2 1) 1, 29.2 )

Belgium & Luxembourg 370.6 355.7 148.4 413.8
.7.C I. 1 n'n 1 DID c QAI. 2

i.JDIIUW.L 1%. 1 u. *t ssVA,.. J U .U._ JtJ.

Other Western Europe 495.5 554.4 461.4 538.4
aouthera Europe 59.0 637.2 67. 6 U78.1

Japan 927.1 1,327.3 1,283.3 1,341.4
-1 -- C - 7 , IeL., IC A A11f
ongflKoUg 6J5. I IJJ.J U64.6 422L.0

Taiwan 128.9 201.3 244.8 132.0
Rest of the World 3,364.9 D,U04.9 ______ ________

T-TAL 44,63 -4,0;1..2 42.823.7 42,401.1

1/ Including possessions.

Source: Annual Overseas Trade Reports - unpublished.



Table 3.7: DOMSTIC EXPORTS AND RE-EXPaRTS BY COUNTRY DESTINATICN, 1970-73
('000 EC$)

1970 1971 1972 1973

United Kingdom 5,824.5 4,237.3 3,783.1 4,836.5
Canada 276.2 376.0 258.2 332.6
United States 1,123.6 667.7 743.8 1.638.o
Conwonwealth Caribbean 757.7 769.6 979.6 1,651.1
WPst- Q-rmanv 989-5 1 311.9 A1S19.8 2-706
Francel' 13.0 10.2 47.3 -
NetherlandsI/ 1,416.4 1.351.0 1,891.3 1,899.7
Belgium & Luxembourg 394.9 224.0 130.9 740.0
Other Western Europe 91=3 90=4 48 q 30=6
Southern Europe 272.4 211.4 346.7 335.3
R…st of t-he World 985.3 1,013n 7 7811 3h12.1

TOTAAT 12.O71.8 10193.2 10,53.l7 1&,519 O

1_ Including possessions.

Source: Annual Overseas Trade Reports - unpublished.



Table 3.8: TRADE WITH COMNONWEALTH CARIBBEAN TfRRITQRIM 1970-73
(EC$)

1Q70 1971 19Q7 1Q73

DOMESTIC EXPORTS AND RE-EXPORTS (F.O.B.)
Barbado 45,443 /.8878 92,091 !66,286

Jamaica 14,174 97,064 57,529 54,318
Trinidad = Tobago 24Q7 239n Olin 5Q Qa7 62,) 2)51

Dominica 120,818 12,001 24,247 28,590
Ot. Lucia 51,51 8'7,177 49,6641 72), r518

St. Vincent 210,942 170,413 68,219 118,385
,1 . )l. f% -7 mL '3 I. 17 r . 7 rl. ')

nI-Ltigua 24~t, 7 9,736 34,735 47f,0U42a

Montserrat 4,202 1,011 276 9,713
C~~.. ~ ~ i,i4,-.~ A. 1. '7 l. ')f It e n 0 % 'A. 1 . 0 0')

Ot. TNLtts-evis-U.L.L.L 7,436 4,699 8,294 14,882

Guyana 52,479 56,220 79,605 502,670
ULLier B .V.W.L 1,774 25,000 I,J1 L.

TO1mA ,7 tr67 7tn mn n, z7 r .,67 1t ,6,7 flf.LVLIL lJ1,0l yo,J:7~ f~f.jol ____

IMPORTS (C.I.F.)

Barbados 1,313,526 i,230,006 1,413,822 1,485,817
Jamaica 597,120 646,373 719,964 578,341
Trinidad - Tobago 6,934,378 8,229,829 7,953,105 8,322,652
Dominica 4,531 9,638 15,203 21,958
St. Lucia 9,999 1,092 298,197 21,234
St. Vincent 14,257 22,776 7,814 45,362
Antigua 47,405 37,322 29,964 31,164
Montserrat - - - -
St. Kitts-Nevis-Anguilla 56,330 149 5,446 3,861
Guyana 870,138 1,058,260 1,162,206 870,624
Other B.W.I.:i 20,754 - 37,959 160,756

TOTAL 9,868,438 11,235,445 11,643,680 11,541,769

1/ Mostly British Honduras.

Source: Annual Overseas Trade Reports - unpublished.



Tble 3.9: MRRHANT)TSP. TMPORTS (G.T.F.) BY END USE CATEGORY IN CURRENT PRICES. 19707ll

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974

Q 1.oci I.)A O7 .S%' '7 ).9).R7 1 ~ 1II 1
AO l. LL 44U40 4-22. I)Uf 114.2

Consumer C-ods 19771 6 22380.8 2070.7.1 20705 .9 181i l( A

Food and beverage 110305.9 11978.5 12098.5 t 2563.3.
Food (9021 .0) (10296.5) (10980.1) (11677Ab) (..,)
Beverages (128L.9) (1682.0) (1118.4) (885.9) (.)

Other non-durables 3h42.9 3791.8 3450.6 3528 8 ..
Durables 6022.8 6610.5 5198.0 4613.8 ...

Raw materials and
Intermediate goods 10i434.1 1029lh.3 8787.2 9769 .1 85075

Fuels and Lubricapts e. 2230.2 23.1 .9 - 3483-7
Chemicals 743.2 734.2 660.3 917.0 ...
Textileis 596.5 1 968.4 16582 1n502.7 
Other 6038.2 5361 .5 41126.8 4839.5 .,

Capital goods 14i426.1 13376.1 13289.4 12012.1 11500.9
Building Materials 7349.5 6141.3 6508.3 5945.2
Machinery and Transport

Equipment 7076.6 723L.8 6781.1 6066.9 ...

Source: Arr.nual erseas Trade Reports - ,npub!,shed.



Table 3.1 0: MERCHANDISE IMPORTS BY END USE CATEGORY IN CONSTANT PRICES 1t970-74

('000 1973 EC$)

1970 1971 1972 1973 197h

Total 53,909.2 56,564.2 51,740.1 42,487.1 2?9,723.14

Consumer Goods - 21,450.0 26,968.5 25,183.2 20,705.9 15,976.5

Raw Materials and 2/
Intermediate Go2ods 1272h.5 12,402.8 10,8848-4 9,769.1 414296.7

Capital Goods3/ 19,734.7 17,192.9 15,708.5 12,01 2.1 9.450.2

1/ Food - deflated by 'Total Food' index from Commodity Forecast.
BDqUverages - defltedU by "JBeVerages Lin1Vex fro.,. Cor,.,.odiLt;- ForC asit.

Other non-durables and durables - deflated by '34 Commodities (excl. petroleum)'
nd uex f'rorm CUor,l,-loduiy FoVrrecastL.
Consumer Goods - sum of food, beverages, other non-durables and durables.

2/ Deflated by '35 commodities (incl. petroleums)' index from Commodity Forecast.

3/ Deflated by 'International Price Index' from Commodity Forecast.

Source: Table 3.9



Table 3.11 : MERCHANDISE EXPORTS (F.O.B.) BY MAJOR COMMODITIES IN CURRENT PRICES, 1970-74

(Volume in '000 lbs.; Value in '000 EC$; Unit Price in 0/lb.)

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974

N.1"utmegs: Vol5m.,ne 2992 1 3811 .7 4027.9 3178.0 2320.3

Unit Price 100.34 85.11 80.36 163.55 256.45
Value 3002.5 3244.1 3237.0 5197.5 5950.5

Mace: Volume 420.9 557.5 709.4 567.5 310.7
Unit Price 150.01 126.74 122.23 299.93 504.25
Value 631.4 706.6 867.1 1702.1 1566.7

Bananas: Volume 42176.7 31273.2 27822.1 22742.7 18618.5
..~~~~~~~~~r . > e Le . rQ 4f e 1 7 f-

Unit Price 7.94 5.65 ,4,5 8.65 17.60
Value 2504.5 1767.3 1517.5 1966.5 3276.9

Cocoa: Volume 6204.3 5774.4 5891.1 6022.4 5351.1
UTnit Price 69.72 57.67 59-56 59.34 101 .34
Value 4325.6 3330.0 3508.5 3573.7 5423.0

Manufactured Goods: Value 489.2 242.8 824.9 1197.2 1541.9

Re-exports: Value 1121.6 902.4 575.7 875.0 1604.9

Total Merchandise
sxports- Value 12074.8 10193.2 10530.7 14512.0 19363.9

Non-factor Services: Value 14547.0 18006.8 17769.3 16188.0 8900.0

Total Exports & NFS: Value 26621.8 28200.0 28300.0 30700.0 28263.9

Sources: Annual Overseas Trade Reports and Bank staff estimates.



Table 3.1 2a MERCHANDISE EXPORTS BY MAJOR COMMOIDITIES IN CONSTANT PRICES, 1 970-7i

(iin An nt f rcon-sitant 1973 ErC$)

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974

Nutmegs 4894.1 6234.0 6587.6 5197.5 3794.9

Mace 1262.4 1672.1 2127.7 1702.1 931.9

Bananas 3648.3 2705.1 2406.6 1966.5 1610.5

Cocoa 3681 .6 3426.5 3495.8 3573.7 3175.3

Manufactured goods 674.3 311.5 966.2 1197.2 1370.7

Re-exports 1545.9 1157.6 674.4 875.0 1426.8

Total Merchandise Exports 15706.6 15506.8 16258.3 14512.0 12310.1

Non-factor services 19900.1 23145.0 21003.9 16188.0 7313.1

Total Exports and NFS 35606.7 38651.8 37262.2 30700.0 19623.2

Source: Bank staff estimates.



Table 34.13 BALANCE OF PAYMENTS PROJECTIONS1, 1975-1985, LOW GROWTH ALTENATIVE

(Mil:Li on U.S. $)

1575 196 1977 1977 1979 1970 197

EXPOR'PS 16'.5 19,.7 22.7 26.3 30.0 34.5 64.8
1IuMeg & Mace (4.6) (5.1) (5-7) (6.4) (7.2) (8.1) (15.1
Cocoa (2.3) (2.,4) (2.7) (2.9) (3.0) (3.1) (4.3)
Bananas (2-2) (2.2) (2-7) (3-3) (4-0.) (4.9) (10.9)
Other Merchandise (1.5) (1,,7) (1.9) i(2.1) (2.3) (2.5) (4.6)
N.F.S. (5,.9) (8.3) (9.'7) (:11.6) (13-5) (15.9) (29.9)

DIP'ORTS 23.3 26,0 29.8 33.2 36.9 41.0 69.9
]i'ood & Other Consumer Goods (8 -7) (9.5) I(1.0) (12.2) (13.3) (14-5) (24.1)
Inteirmediate Goods (5.5) (6.,4) (73) (8.2) (9.3) (10.5) (18.8)
Capital (Goods (6.7) (7.6) (8.7) (9.8) (11.0) (12.4) (21.2)
N. F.'S. (2.4) (2.,5) (2.8) (3-0) (3.3) (3.6) (5.8)

RES)URCE] BALANCE -6.8 -6.,3 -7.1 -6.9 -7.0 -6.4 -5.1

TRANSFERS & FACTOR INCOME (NET) C).7 0,7 0. 7 o.6 0.5 0.4 0.0

CURRENT BALANCE -6.1 -5.6 -6.4 -6.3 -6.5 -6.0 -5.1

Net Private Cap:ital 2.5 2.5 2.6$ 2.6 2.7 2.8 3.0

Net Pub:Lic Capital 1-4 1,4 1.4 1.2 1.3 1.4 0.7
(Araortuizat:ion) (-O.6) (-0.,7) 1'-0.4) (-0.8) (-0.8) (-1.1) (-2.1)
(Disbursement) (2'.0) (2.1) (1.13) (2.0) (2.1) (2-5) (2.8)

CAPI TAL GRAN TS C) .4 1.2 1. 7 2.0 2.4 2.7 2.6

OTHIR CAPITAL (INCLUDING SDR's) 2 .2 0.9 1.:3 1.l 0.7 - -

CHANGE IN R1SER17ES (INCREASE-) -0 .4 -O.,4 -0.6 -o.6 -o.6 -0.7 -1.2

Source: Mission Es-timates.



Table 3 .1 4 BAIANCE OF PAYMENTS PROJECTIONS, 1975-1985, HIGH G.OWE'H ALTERNATIVEM
(,Mi:Lion US$:)

- ~~~~ ~ ~~~~~~1975 1977l5 1977 -1-977- 1979 -1971o 5379TI

EXPORTS 16.,5 19.7 22.7 26.3 3CI.1 34.7 73.6
NUEmeg & Mace (4.6) (5.1) (5.7) (6.4) (7.2) (8.1) (117')
Cocoa (2.3) (2.4) (2.7) (2.9) (3.0) (3-.1) (4.39)
Bananas (2.,2) (2.:2) (2-7) (3-3) (4.0) (4.9) (12.3)
Other Merchandise (1.5) (1.'7) (1.9) (2.1) (2.3) (2.5) (5.2)
N.F.S. (5.9) (8.3) (9-7) (11.6) (13.6) (16.1) ('34.0)

IMPORTS 23--3 26.0 30.8 36.9 42.8 48.,3 74.2
Food & Other Consumer Goods (8,.7) (9.5) (11.4) (13-4) (15.8) (16.8) (26.:3)
Intermediate Goods (5,,5) (6.4) (7.5) (9.1) (10C.3) (12.,5) ( 19.39)
Capital Goods (6,,7) (7-.5) (9.0) (10.8) (12.7) (14,.7) (22.:L)
N.F.S. (2.14) (2.15) (2.9) (3.6) (4.0) (14.3) (5.39)

RESOURCE BAIANCE -6.8 -6.3 -8.1 -10.6 -12.7 -13.6 -0.l6

TRANSFERS & FACTOR INCOME (NET) 0,°7 0.7 0.7 0.5 C)03 -0.,1 -0.6

CURRENT BALANCE -6.1 -5.16 -7.4 -10.1 le.14 -13,7 -1.2
Net Private Capital 72-3 .25 27T 7§2 2.78 3T7h
Net Public Capital 1.14 1.,4 2.0 3.7 5.14 6.,5 0.3

(Amoxor'ization) (-o0,6) (-0.'7) (-0.4) (-0.8) (-o.8) (-1.1) (-2.!5)
(Disbursement ( 2.0) (2.1) (214) (4.5) (6.2) (7.6) (2.8)

Capital Grants O,14 1.2 1.7 2.0 2.4 2.,7 2.6

Other Capital (Including SDR's) 2,.2 0.9 1.9 2.8 2.9 2.6 3.3

Change in Reserves (Increase-) -0.4 -0.14 -0.8 -1.0 -1.0 -0,.9 -1.14

Source: Mission e8timates.



Table 4-1: GRENAIDA

EXTERNAL PUBLIC DEBr OUTSTANDING INCLUDING UNDISBURSED AS OF DEC. 31L 1974

INCLUDE!S ONLY DEBT COMMITTED .JAN. 1, 1900 - JUN. 30. 1975
DEBI REIPAYABLE IN FOREIGN CURFIENCY ANO GOODS

(IN THOUSANDS OF lJ.S. DOLLARS)

D E 8 T O U T Si T A N D I N G I N Ai R IR E A R STYFPE OIF CREDITOR…- -----, 
CREDITOR COUNTRY DIS5BURSED :UNDISBURSED): TOTAL : PRINCIPAIL: INTEREST

PUIILICILY ISSUED BONDS
lUNITIED KINGDOM 3i,212 3 ,2112

TOTAL PUBLICLY ISSUED BONIDS 3 212 3 21L2

PRIVATELY PLACED 13ONDS
lUNITIED KINGDOM 1,644 - 1*644

TOTAL PRIVATELY PILACED BCINDS L1 644 1 6'64,4

LOANS IFROM INTERNATIONAL ORG.
000010000000C 000)0000 134 3 015 3, 149

TOTAL ILOANS FFIOM INTERNAITIONAL ORG. 134 3i 015 3 1' 9

LOANS IFROM GOVERNMENTS
UNITIED KINGDOM 2. 135 2 677 4,8112 -

TOTrAL ILOANS FFtOM HOVERNMENTS 2s.135 2677I 4, 8L2

TOTAL EXlrERNAL PUBLIC DEBST 7 125 5 69? 1 2817

NOTES: (1) ONLY DEBT1S WITH AN OIRIGINAL OR EXTENDED MATURITY OF OVER ONE YEAR ARE INCLUDED IN THIS TABLE.
(2) DIEBT OUTSTANDING INCLUDES PRINCIPAL IN ARREARS BUT EXCLUEIES INTEREST IN ARREARS.



Table 4.2: GRENAD A

SERVICE PAkYMEN4TS. COMMITMENTSP DISBURSEMENTS AND OUTSTANDING AMIO0JNTS OF EXTERNAL PU8LIC DE8T

PROJECTIONS BASED ON DEBt OUirSTANIDING INCLUDING UNIDISBURSED AS OF DEC. 31. 1974

INCLUDES ONLY DEBT COMMNITTEI) JAN. 1. 1900 - JUN. 30- 1975
DEBT REPAYAIBLE IN FOREIGN CIJRREICY AND GOODS

(IN0 THOUSANDS OFr U.S. DOLLARS)
TYPE OF CREDITOR PUBLICLY ISSUED B0NDS

CREIDITOR! COUNTRY UNIITED KINGDOM
YE AR 2 DERT OUTSTAIDINGi AT : T R A N S A C T I 0 N S 0 U R I N iG P E R I 0 D s OTHER CHANGE S

: EGINNING OIF PERIOD :

: DISBURSED : INCLLIDINGl: COMIIT- : DISBURSE- t S E R V I C E P A Y N E I T S CANCEL- s ADJUST-
s ONLY 2UIPNOTSEURSED: RENrS : HlEkTS - ILATIOldS : MENT *

: : : : : PRIlNCIFAL INTEREST: TOTAL :
Cl) �� ( :) 2 (3) (4) (5) : (6) : (7) (3) (9)

11062 , ,
19563 - * - _ . .-

I1964- - -- -

19465 - *, - - - , 

I966 - -
I1967 - ,------ 

19w68 - *, - - - - - -, -

1 69 - *- - .,
1970 - ?2, 926 2.928 70 I32 202 o 1,61S5
1971 4.p41 4.471 T O r 32 202 -818
1972 4.313 4.313 - - 70 351 421 -12 6

i9r3 4.tl7 4.117 - - 222 345 567 3 si7
19F4 3.506 3.scis - - 212 327 539 * -84
17r5 3.212 3.212

* * . * * * THE FOLLOWING FIGURES ARE PROJECTEC * * * . *,

1975 3.212 3,212 - - 172 327 499 - -103
19r6 2.937 2p93r - - 258 310 568 -10'6
1t97 2.5F3 2v5F3 - - 152 293 445 -110)
1978 2.311 2311 - - 250 272 522 - -110
1 979 1.951 1I9V1 - - 134 252 386 -11;2
1980 1.705 1.705 - - 205 228 433 -109
1 981 1.391 1.39p1 - - 114 204 318 -103
1982 1.14 1 .174 - - 114 204 318 -121
1963 939 9139 - - 873 102 975 - -66

* THIS COLUMN SiHOWS THE AMOIJNT OF AFRITHMETIC IM8ALANCE IN THE AMOIJNT OUTSTANDING INCLUDING UNDISOURSED FROM ONE
YEAR TO THE NEXT. THE MOST CO1MMONl CAUSES OF 11SALANCES ARE CHANGES IN EXCHANGE RATEi ANCI TRANSFER OF DES1rs
FROM ONE CATIGORY TO ANOT1HER llN THE TABLE.



TLble 1Ia: GRENADA Eage 2 oL 14

SERVICE PAYMENTSP COMMITMENTS. DISBURSEMENTS AND OUTSTANDING AMOUNTS OF EXTERNiAL FUBLIC DEBT

PROJECTIONS BASED ON DEBI OUTSTANDING INCLUDING UNDISBURSED AS OF DEC. 31. 1974

INCLUDES ONLY DEBT COMMITTED JAN. 1. 190C - JIUN. 30, 1975
DEBT RE:PAYABLE IN FOREIGN CURRENCY AND GOODS

(IN THOIUSANDS OF U.S. DOLLARS)
T'YPE OF CREDITOR PUBLICLY ISSUED BONDS

TOTAL
YEAR : DEBT OUTSTANDING AT : T R A N S A C T I 0 Nl S C U R I N Ci P E R I O 0 OTHER CHANGES

: BEGINNING OF PERIOD :
_- - _ - - - - - - - - - - - - ------------------------

DISBURSED: INCLUDING: COMMIT-: DISBURSE- S E R V I C E P A Y H E N T S CANCEL- : ADJUST-
ONLY :UNOISBURSED: MENTS : ENTS …- LATIONS : 4ENT *

PRINCIPAL IN1EREST TOTAL
(1) : (2) : (3) : () (5) (16) : (2) ( 6) (91

1962 - - -2- - *-

1963 3
19164 -

1965 - - - - - -..

k966 - - -6 - - -.
196 - - - - - -9..

1 9168 - - - -

1969 - - - - - - - -

1970 * - 2,92C8 z928 ro 132 202 - 1.613
1971 4,471 4.471 - - ro 132 202 - -88
1972 4.31.3 4,313 - - 70 351 42 1 - -1Z6
1973 4I117 4 .IIr- - 222 345 567 - -387
1974 3.5086 3.50 0 - - 212 327 5is9 -84

1975 3.212 3,212

* * * * t HE fOLLOWING FIGURES ARE PROJECTED * * * * *

1975 3.212 3,212 - - 172 327 499 - -103

1976 2z93r7 2.93?r - - 258 310 568 - -106

1977 2s573 25?3 - - 152 293 445 - -11o

198 a231 1 2.311 - - 250 27 2 5 2 - -110

1979 1.95,1 [.951 - - 134 252 3116 - -112

1980 1a7015 1 705 - 205 228 4.53 3 -109
1981 1.391 1.391 - - 1l4 204 318 , -103
1982 117T4 1I.,174 - - 11 2,04 3,18 , -121
1983 93 9 939 - - 873 1.02 9 75 -66

* THIS COLU14N SHOWS THE AMOUNT OiF ARITHME:TIC IMBALANCiE IN THE AMOUNT OUTSTANDING INCLUDING UND][i3URSED FROM IONE
YEAR TO THE NlEXT. THE MOST COMMON CAUSiES OF IMBALANCES ARE CHANGES IN EXCHANGE RATES AND TRANSFER OF DEBTS
FRON ONE CATEGORY TO AINOTHER IN THE TABLE.



Table 1.2: GRENADA Page3 of 114
SERVICE PAYMENTSP COMMITHENTSP DISBURSEMENTS AND OUT,STANDING AMOUNTS OF EXTERNAL PUBLIC DEBT

PROJECTIONS BASEI) ON DEBT OUTSTANDING INCLUDING UNI)1SURSEC AS OF DEC. 31l 191`4

INCLUDES ONILY DEBT COMMITTED JAN.. 1. 1900 - JUN. 30, 1975
DE8T REPAYAiBLE I1N FOREIGiN CURRENCY AND GOODS

(IN THOUSANDS OF U.S. DOLLARS)
TYPE OF CREDI0rOR PRIVATELY PLACED BONDS

CREDITOR COUNITRY UNITED NINGDOM
YEAR : DEBT OUTSTANIDING AT : T R i N S 4 C T I 0 N S D U R I N G P E R I Cl 0 OTIHER CHANGES

: BEGINNING OF PERIOD :

DISBURSED: INCLUI)ING COMMIT- 1 DISBURSE- S IE R V I C E P A Y M E N T S CANCEL- 2 ADJUST-ONLY :UNDISBURSED: NENTS MENTS - ----- -- ----------- LATIOINS : tENT ^
PRIINCIPIkL: INTEREST TOT:AL

: Al) : (221 : (3) (4) (5) : (6) (1) (8) 2 (9)

1962 - --6 
1963 -

1964 _ _ _ _ , _ _ _
195 - - - - - _ _ _ _
1966 - --

1961' - _19I - - - - . _ _
1969 - - Ip III - - - - - 1.101970 590 a-3s5 - 131 - 4 4 - -5901971 131 11.161 I 491 - 26 26 -
191 2 622 1.767 - 53 - 38 36
1913 675 1,767 - s 799 166 66 - -14119I74 1 .371 1. 626 - 258 - 85 65 - 18
197 5 1.644 I.64 4

o r * a, * THE FOLLOW1ING FIGURES ARE PROJECTED * * ^ r* * *

19r5 1.4644 1.644 - - 67 99 186 - -
I976 1,.55?' jl55 - I I3 91 264
1917 1.364 1. 364, - - 173s St 25g -
1918 1.212 l.212- - 1.73 To 243 -
1919 1P039 1.039 - - 173 160 233 -3
19610 665 865 - - 173 4 9 222
19811 692 692 - -17,3 39 212
1982 519 519 - - 173 29 202 -1
1983 347 347 - - 173 18 191 -- 1
19f84 173 173 - - 173 8 81t -

* THIS COLUNIN SHOWS THE AMOUNT OF ARITHMEirIC IMBALANCE IN THE AMOUNT OUTSTANDING INCLUDING UNDISBURSIED FROM ONE
YEAR tO TNIE NEXT. THE MOST COMMON CAUSEIS Of IMBIALANCES ARE CHANGES IN EXCHANGE RAITES AND TRANSFER OF DEBTS
FROM 0INE CATEGORY TO AIleTHER tIl THE TABILE.
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SERVICE PAYME NTS. COMMITMENTSP DISBURSEMENTS AND OIJTSTAINDING AMOUNTS OF EXTERNAL PUBILIC OEBT

PROJECTIONS BASED ON DEST OIUTSTANDING INCLUDING IJNDISiURSED AS OF DEC., 31. 1974

INCLUDES ONLY DEBIT COMMITTED JAN. I1 1900 - JUN. 30., 1975
DEBT REPAYABLE IN FOREIGN CURRIENCY AND GOODS

(IN THOUSANDS OF U..S. DOLLARS)
TYPIE Of CRECIITOR PIRIVAIELY PLACED BONDS

Iro T AL.
YEAR : DEBT OIUTSTANDING AT : T IR A N S A C T I 0 N S O U R I N G P E R I 0 D OTHER! CHANGIES

: BE6INNING liF PERIOD :

DISBURSED: INCLUDING COMMIT-: DISBURSE-: S E R V I C E P A r M E N T S : CANCEL- : ADJUST-
ONLY :IJNDISBSURSED: MENTS : MENTS : --- - - L: LATIONS : MENT *

: PRINCIPAL INTEREST TOTAL
: (1) : (2) : (3) : () : (51 : (6) (7) : ) (9)

196 2 - - - - - -
1963 3 - - - - - -
1 964 - - - - - _ _ _
It 965 - - - - _ _ _ .,
1966 - -

1967
1968 - - - _ _ _ ,
1969 I - 1.17 - - -- - 1.10
197O 590 2.357 131 - 4 4 -590
1971 131 1.767 491 - 26 26 6 -
1972 622 1.76T 53 - 38 38
197 3 675 1I767 - 99 - 66 66 - -141
L 974 1.371 1,6,26 258 - 85 85 18
1975 1.644 1.644

* * * * THE FOLILOWING FIGURES ARE PROJECTED * * * . * .

1t975 1.644 1.644 - 87 99 186
1976 1551 1.55 - - 1 73 91 264 
197T 1P384 1.384 - - 173 81 254
1978 1.212 1.212 - 1 73 7o 2 43
1979 1.039 1.039 13 60 233
1980 865 865 - 173 49 222
1981 692 692 - 173. 39 212
1982 519 519 I- 173 29 202
1983 341 347 - - 173, 18 191
1984 173 173 I- 113 8 1 aI

* THIS, COLUMN SHOWS THE AOCIUNT OF ARITHMETIC IMEIALANCE IN THE AM(OUNT OUTSTANDING INCLUDING UNDISURSED FROM ONE
YEAR TO THE NEXT. THE MCIST COMMON CAUSES OF IMBALANCES ARE CHANGES, IN EXCHANGE RATES AND TRANSFER OF DEBTS
FROMI ONE CATEGORY TO ANOTHER IN THE TABLE..
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Table 4.2: GRENADA

SERVICE PAYMENTS, COMMITMENTS, DISBURSEMENT'S AND OUTSTANDING AMOUNT S L x ILFiNAL PuBL IC OIEBT

PROJECTIONS BASEiD ON DEEIT OUTSTANDINIG INCLUDING UNDIS13UR5f:E AS OF DEC. 31. 19t4

11NCLUCIES ONLY IDEBT COMIITTED JAN. 1,, l90G - JUN. 30. 1975
DE1BT AEPAYA8LE IN FOREIGN CURRENCY ANO (GOODS

(IN THOUSANIDS OF U.S. DOLLAIRS)
TYPE OF CREDITOR LOANS 'FROM INTERNAlIONAL ORG.

CREDITOR COUNTRY OOOOODOOOOCOOOCOOOCOO
YEAR : DEBT OLIYSTANDING AT : T R A N S A C I I 0 N S D U R I N G P E R I 0 D OTHER CHANGES

: BEGINNING OF PERIOD :

DISBURSED: INCLUDING COMMIT- DI1S9URSE-: S E R V I C E P A Y M E 1£ 1 5 CANCEL- : ADJUST-
1ONLY :UNDISSURSIED: MENTS MENTT :----------- -LATIONS : MEN *

: PRINCIPAL INTEREST TOTAL
: 1[1) : ~~~~(2) : (3) : ( : (5) : (6 : t7 : e ' tS

1962
1963
1964
1965 - - - - - - - -

1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
t9r1 - - 252 - - - - -

1972 - 252 - IL - - - -

1973 11 252 2.697 3) - 1 1

19174 49 2.949 200 8. - 2 2 -

1975 134 3.149

* * * * THE FOLLOWING FIGURES ARE PROJECTED * * e * * -

1975 134 3.149 - 83i - 15 15 -

1976 971 3.149 - 77t 8 47 55 -

1977 1.7J33 3*141 - 51.5 17 80 97 -

1978 2.229 3.124 38'1 158 98 256 -

1979 2.,460 2.966 301S 182 107 289 -
1980 2 P584 2.784 * 201) 189 109 298 -

1981 2595 2.595 * - 189 106 295 - 3
1962 2409 2,409 I - 189 99 288 -
1983 2 .218 2.218 - 189 90 279 -
1984 2.029 2O29 185 81 270 -

1985 18 40 1.840 - 189 72 261 -
1986 1P651 1.651 - 163 66 229 -

1987 1.488 1,488 - 163 59 222 -
1988 1.325 1.325 - 163 50 213 -

1989 1.163 1.163 - 163 46 209 -

1 990 1.000 1.000 - 163 38 201 -

* THISi COLUMN SHOWS THIE AMCIUNT OF ARITHIMETIC IMEIALANCE IN THE AMOUNT OUTSTANDING ]INCLUDING UNOISBURSED FROM FiNE

YEAR TO THE NEXT. TIHE MOST COMMON CAIJSES OF IMBALANCES ARE CHANGES IN EXCHANGE RATES AND TRANSFER Of OEBIS

FROMI ONE CATEGORY TO ANOTHER IN THE TABLE,.
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I'able 4.2: GRENADA

SERVICIE PAYMENIS. COKMI1rENFS. DISBURSEMENTS AND OUTSTANDING AMOUNTS OF EXTERNAL PUBLIC DEBi

ODO at*rT !r C o Acln nfl I,rT L Ir C. Ts: ?C'! N .. *NTM !-IN:rvcn! o!n "c LI 2r:r 1C . in,

INCLUDES ONiLY DEBT COMMITTED JAN. 1. 1900 - JIUN. 30 1.9T5
DEBT REPAYABLE IN FOREIGN CURRENCY AhlD GOODS

(IN THOUSANDS OF U.S., DOLLARS)
TYPE OF CREDITOR LOANS FROM INTERNAT11ONAL ORG.

CREDITOR COUNTRY OOOCOO0OOOCOOOOODOOOO
YEAIR : DEBT OUTSTANDING AT : r R A N S A C T I 0 N S D LI R I N G P E FR I 0 0 OTHER CHANGES

: BEGINNINGi OF PERIOD :

fntS9tJRSrO INCLUnlING C94MTT- 01OS8URSE- S E R N' I C E P A Y M4 £ N T S CANCEL- ADJUST-

%L 1 : N:S SU TS ---TS ----s- - LT ;I n N. 35

PRINICIPAkL INTIERES'r TOTAL :
(1) (2) 3) () (5) (6) (7) (51 (9)

19 51 837 83? -3 154 32 186
19952 68.3 683 - 4 16 2 5 11 I
19 53 535 538 146 -2 1 167 - -2
1959A 390 390 a s 88 14 102 - -

199 5 302 302 - - 75 12 8B7
19SP6 22? 227 - - 75 8 83
19so7 152 152 - - I5 6 81 2 -Z

19598 75 75 - - 75 2 77

* THIS COLU1N SHOWS THE AMOUN4T OF ARITHMETIC IMBALANCIE IN TYE AMOUNT OOJTSTANDING INCLUDING UNDISBURSED FROM ONE
YIEAR TO T44E NEXT. TiE MOST COMM4ON CAUSES OF IW13ALAN4CES ARE CHANGES 'IN EXCHANGE RATES AND TRANSFER OF DEBTS
FROM O3NE CATEGORY TO ANOTHIER IN THE TABLE.
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Table 4s.2: GRENADA

SERVICE PAY NENTS. COMMIT4ENTS. DISBURSEMENTS AND OUTSTANDING AMIOUNTS OF EXTERNAL PUBLIC DEBT

PROJECTIONS BASED ON DEBT OUTSTANDING INICLUOING UNDI SBURSEO AS OF DEC. 31 19i4

INCLUDES ONLY JEBT COM1MITTED JAN. 1. 1900 -, JUN. 30. 1915
IDEBT REPA,YABLE IN FOREIGN CURRENCY AND GOODS

(IN THOUSANDS OF U.S. DOLLARS)
TYPE OF CREDITOR LOANS FROM INTERNATIONAL ORG.

TOTAIL
YEAR : DE8T OUTSTANDING AT T R A N S A C TI I NS D U R I N1 G P E R I OD ) OTHER CHANGE S

: BEGINPiING OF PERIOiD

: DISeURSED: INCLUDING COMMIT-: DISSBURSE : S E R V I C E P A Y M r N T S CANCEL- : ADJiJSI-
IDNLY :hNDISBURSED: MENTS : MENTS - ---- ------ LATIONS : MEIhT

PRINCIPAL INTEREST T OtAL
: (1) ( {2) : 43) 4) (5) (6 : () ( 8) : t9)

1962 - - - - - - -
1963 - -3 - - - -
1964 - - - - - - -

1965 - - - - - - -
1966 - -
196 7
1968 -
1969 - - - _ _ _ _
19 70
1971 - - 252 - - - - -
1972 - 252 - 1l - - - -
1973 11 252 2 6 97 38 - I 1
1914 49 2.949 200 1S5 - 2 2 -

1915 134 3,149

* * * * THIE FOLLOWING FIGURIES ARE PROJECTED * * k * * *

1915 134 3,149 831 - 1' 15
1976 971 3.149 - 770 4 41 55 -

197 1,133 3.141 - 513 11 84) 97
1978 2,229 3.124 - 389 158 983 256 -

1979 2P460 2.966 - 306 182 10;r 289
1980 2.584 2.184 - 200 189 10'9 298
1981 2.595 2.595 - - 18.9 10lb 295 -
19821 2.409 2.409 - - 1El 9'9 288
1983; 2,218 2218 - - 1E9 90 219
1984A 2.029 2,029 - - 1I'i 81 270 -

1985 1.840 1.840 - - 1E5 r2 261
1986 1.651 1.651 - - 1 E3 66 229 -
1987' 1.488 1.488 - - 163 59 222 -
198fl 1.325 1.325 - - 1Et3 50 213 -
1989t 1,163 1.163 - - 1I,3 46 209 -
1990 1.000 1.000 - - I6t3 38 20; -

* THIS COLU1,14 SHOWS THE AM4OUNT OF API THMETIC M1BALANCE IN IHE A14OUNtI OUTSTANDING INCLIUOlhG UNOI SRURSED FRIM UliNt
YEAIR TO THE NEXT. THE 140ST COPiRON CAUSES OF IMBALANCES ARE CI1ANGES IN EXCHANGE RATES AND TRANSFER DF DlERlS

FROM ONiE CATEGORY TO ANODTHEFR IN THE TABLE.



Table 4.2: GRENADCA

SERVICE PAYOENTSP COMMITMENTS* DISEIURSEMENTS AND oUirSTANhDING AMOUNTS OF EXTERNAL PUBLIC DEST

PROJECTIONS BASED ON OEBT OUTSTANDING INCLUDIING UNDISElURSED AS OF DEC. 31. 1974

INCLUDES ONLY DEBT COMMITTED JAN. 1. 1900 - JUN. 30. 19T5
DEBT REPAYABLE IN F'OREIGN CURRENCY AIND GOODS

(IN THOUSANDS OF U.S. DOLLARS)
TYPE OF CREDITOR LOANS FROM INTERNATIONAL ORG.

TOTAL
TIEAR : DEBT OUTSTAINOINGi AT T R A N S A C T I 0 N S D U R I N G P E R I 0 0 OTIHER CHANGES

: BEGINNING OIF PERIOD

DISBURSED: INCLUIDING6 CONMIT-: DISBURSE- S E R V I C E P A Y N4 E N T S CANCEL- ADJUST-
ONLY :UI,NDISURSED: MENTS : IEN1S - -:- ---- - - - --- … LATIIJNS MENT .

: PRINCIIPAL INTEREST TOTAL
5 (1) 5 (2 ) : (l3) : (4]. : (5) (6) (7) : () (9)

19 91 837 837 - - 154 32 186 *
199Z 683 6e3 - - 146 25 1 7 I
15993 538 538 - - 146 21 167 -2
1994 390 390 - - 88 14 102 - -
1t995 302 302 -- 75 12 87 -

'1996 227 22 7 - - r5 a 83
11I99 152 1532 2 75 6 81 -2
15198 75 7 5 - - 75 2 7 I

* THIS COLIJMN SiHOWS THE AMOUNT IDF ARI1THMIETIC IMBALANCE IN THE AMOUNT OUTSTANDING INCLUDING UNOISBURSED FROM ONE
YEAR TO ilnE NdEXi. THE MOST COMMON CAUSES OF IMBALANCES ARE CHANGES IN EXCHANGE RATES AND TRAINSFER OF DE8TS
FRO" ONE CATEGORY TO ANOTHER tN T11E TI.SLE.



Table LL: GRE NA A A

SERVICE PAYNENTS. COMMITMENTSv DISBURSEMENTS AND OUTSTANDING AMOUNTS 13F EXTERNAL PUBLIC DE8T

PROJEClIONS 13ASED ON DEBT OUTSTANDING INCLUOING UNh)ISBURSEC AS OF DIEC. 31, 1974

INCLUDES ONILY DEBT COMMITTED JAN. 1, 1900 - JUN. 30. 1975
DEBIT REPAYA13LE Kh FOREIGN CURRENCY ANO GOODS

(IN THOUSANDS OF U.S. DOLLARS)
1YPE OF CREDITOR LOAINS FROMH GOVERNMENTS

CREDITOR COUNTRY UNITED KINGDOM
YEAR DEBI OUTSTANDING AT T R A N S A C T I 0 N S D U P I N G P E R I Cl 0 OTHER CHANGES

BEGINNING OF PERIOD

DISBURSED: INCLUDING COMMIT- DISBURSE- : S E R IV I C: E P A I N E h T S : CANCEL- * ADJUST-
ONLY :UNDISBIJRSED: MENTS : Ef:NTS :… …:-.- .- - :------------: LATIONS * NENT -

: PRINCIPAL: INTEREST TOirAL :
A I1 : (2 (3) : 4) C s) (6) : (i ) (8) s (9)

19162 --
19'63 . - - - -3 .. _ _
1964 * - - - _ _ . _
1965 - - - - - * - -
19t66 - - - - - - -- - -

1968 * - - - - - -- - -
19169 - - - - - - .. - _
1970 2- - - - -- - 2.494
19?1 2*4914 2.494 - 6 174 84 25 8 - 6
19`2 2.326 2,3Zt - - 269 r8 34,7 -
1973 2.0458 2.0551 - - 269 6? 336 - -150
1914 1.639 1.6339 3.528 847 367 56 42 3 - 12
19T5 2.1315 4.81 2

* * * * * lTHE FOLLOWING FIGURES ARE PROJECTEI) * * * * *

1975 2.135 4.81,2 - 1,086 325 51 376 - -

1976 2.8956 4.48F - 801 323 46 3i9 - -
197? 3.3B0 4.164 - 499 145 41 18l6 - 1
1918 3. 75 4v020D - 285 145 36 181 -
1979 3.815 3.8r5 - - 145 31 17?6 -
1980 3.730 3.737 - - 145 26 1IF1 - -
1981 3.5815 3-585 - - 145 21 166 - -
1982 3i440 3.440D - 265 16 2 81 - 1
1983 3v116 3.176 - - 265 11 276
1984 2.911 2.911 - - 265 6 271 -I
1985 2.6AiT 2.64? - - 191 1 1 92
1986 Z2456 2.456 - - 120 - 120 - -
1987 2-3 36 2.336 - - 120 - 120 -
1988 Z.216 2.216 - 120 - 120 - -
1989 20 96 2.096 - - 120 - 120 - 1.
1990 1.91ir 1r979 - - 120 - 120 -

* THIS.CDLUMN SHOWS THE AMOUNT OF ARITHMETIC IMBALANCE IN THE AMOUNT OUTSTANDING INCLUDING UNDISBURSED FROM ONE
YEAR TO THE NEXT. THE MOST COMMON CAUSES PF IMBALANCES ARE CHANGES IN EXCHANiGE RATES AND TRANSFEFt OF DEBTS
FROM ONE CATEGORY TO IANOTHER IN THE TAEILE.
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Table 4.2: GRENADA

SERVICE PAYMENTS. COMMITMErNTSv DISBURSEMENTS AliD OLUTSTANDING AMOUNTS OF EXTERNAL PUBLIC DEBT

PROJECl!IONS BASED ON DE13T OUlTSTANDING INCLUDI[NG LINDISBURSED AS OF DEC. 31, 1974

INCLUIDES ONLY DEBT COMMITTEID JAN. 1, 1900 - JUN., 30. 19t5
DEBT IREPAYABLE IN FOREIGN CURRENCY AND GCOD S

(IN THOUSANDS OF U.,S. DOLLARS)
TYPE OF CREDITOR LOANS FROM GOVERNMIENTS

CREDITOR COUNTRY UNITED NINGDO1M
1YEAR : DEBT OUIJTSTANOING AT : T Ft A N S A C t I o N S D U R I N G P E R I T O : T HER CHANGE S

: BEGINNI[NG OIF PERIOD :

DISBURSED : INCLUDING COMMIT- DISBURSE- S E R V I C E P A Y N E N T S CANCEL- : ADJUST-
: ONLY :UNDISBURSED: MENTS MENTS - ----- …-…--: -- ---------…- LATIONS : MEN *

PRINCIPAL: INTEREST TOTAL
: (1) : (2) : (E) : (A) (5t) : (6) : (7) : (8) : (6)

1991 1.857 1,857 - - 120 - 120 -
1992 1.7t33 1.737 -, 120 120
1993 1.1vi7 1,617 - - 120 - 120
1994 1 497 1.497 - - 120 120 -I
1995 1. 5?8 1,378 - - 120 - 120 -
1996 1, 258 1.258 - 120 - 120 -
1997 1,138 1,138 - - 120 - 120 -
1998 1.t18 118 8 - - 120 - 120 1
1999 8199 899 - 120 120 I

^ THIS COLUMN SHOWS THE AMOUNT OF ARITHM4ETIC IMBALANCE IN THE AMOCUNT OuTsrANDING INCLUDING UNDISBURSED FROM ONE
YEAR TO THE NEXT. THE MOST COMMON CAIJSES OF IMBALANCES ARE CHANGES IN EXCHANGE RATES AND TRANSFER OF DEBTS
FROM ONE CATEGOR'Y TO ANOTHER IN THE TABLE.
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Table 4.2: GIRENAO)A

SERVICE PAYNIENTSo, COMMITHENTS. DISBURSEMENTS AND OUTSTANDING AMOUNTS OF EXTERNAL PUBILIC DEBT

PROJECTIONS BASiED ON DEBT OUTSTA,NDING INCLUDING UNDISBURSEC AS OF DEC., 31. 1974

INCLUDES ONLY DEBT COMMITTED JAN. 1, 1900 - JUN. 30., 1975
DEST REPAYABLE' IN FOREIGN CURREINCY AND GOODS

(IN THOUSANDS OF U,.S. DIOLLARS)
TYPE OF CREDITOR LOANS FROMI GOVERNMENTS

T'OTAL
YEAR DEBT OUTSTANDING AT T R A Ni S Ai C T I 0 N S 11 U R I N G P E R I 0 0 OTHER CHANGES

BEGINNING OF PERIOD

: DISBURSED IINCLUDING COoM1Tr--: DISBURSE- S E Ft V I C E P A Y N E h T S CAINCEL ADJUST-
: ONLY :UNDISBURSED: MENTS : MENTS -------------- : LATIONS "ENT
: : : : : PRINCIPAL INTEREST TOTAL

(1) : (2) : (3) (4) (5 : (6) (7) : 8) (9)

1962 -

11963 - - , _ _ _ _ _
i1964 - -
11965 - - . _ _ _ _ _ ,
1L966 - - - - - - -
1967 - -
11968 -
1L969 - - - - - -
1970 - - - 2.4194
I1971 2.494 2.494 6 174" 84 258 - 6
192 2-326 232S6 1- 26S 78 347 -I
1973 2.058 2,C158 - 2691 6? 336 -150
I1974 1.639 1,.,39 3 528 847 36i' 56 423 - 12
:1975 2-135 4.8l2

* ' * ", * * THE FOLLOWING FIGURES ARE PRODJECTED * * * * *

1975 2135 4.8112 1,086 325 51 376
1976 2,896 4,487 807 3231 46 369 - -

197T 3.380 4.164 499 1 45 41 186 -
1978 3.735 4,.020 285 1 45 36 161
1979 3.875 3.817 5 - 1I45 31 176 -
il950 3v730 3,730 - 145 26 171
1981 3,585 3,5i85 - - 145 21 166 -
1982 3.440 3v4 40 - - 2 65 16 261 -
1983 3P176 3P1L76 - 265 11 276
1.984 2,911 2.911I - 265 6 271 -
1985 2.6C47 2.p47 - 1 1 192
1986 2.456 2.456 2- 1) - 120 -
1987 2.336 2.i36 - - 120 - 120
1988 2P216 2Z216 - 12) - 120 -
1989 2.096 2,096 - - 121) _120 I
1990 1 077 1.077 - - 120 - 120

* THIS COLUMN SHOWIS THE AMiOUNT OF AiRITHMETIIC KM13ALANCt IN THE AMOUNT OUTSTANDING INCLUDING UN0ISSURSED FROM ONE
YEAR TO THE NEXT. THE MOST C:O"MON CAUSES OF IMBAL-ANCES ARE CHANGES IN EXCHANGE RATEIS AND TRANSFER OF DEBTS
FROIN ONE CATEGORY TO ANOTHER IN 1'HE TABLE.
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SERVICE PAYMENTS, COMMITMENTS. DISBURSEiMENTI ANDI OUTSTANDING ANOUNTS OF EXTERNAL PUBLIC DEBT

PROJECTIONS BASED ON DEBT OUTSTANDING INCLUDING UNDISURSED AS Of DEC. 31. 1974

INCLUDES ONLY DEBT COMMITTED JAN. 1. 1900D - JUN. 309 1975
DE8T REIPAYABLE IN FOREIGN CURRENCY AND GOODS

(IN THOUSANIDS OF U.S. DOLLARS)
TIYPE OF CREDITOR LOANS FROM GOVERNMENTS

TOTAL
YEAR : DEBT OUTSTANDING AT : T R A N S A C T I 0 N S D U R I N G P E R I 0 D OTHER CHANGES

: BEGI1NNING OF PERIOD : I

DISIURSED: INCLUDING: COMMIT-: DISBURSE- S E R V I C E P Al Y N E N T S CANCEL- ADJUSI-
: ONLY :UNOISBURSED: MENirS : MENTS ------ ----- : lATlNS : EN1 *

PRINCIPAL INTEREST TOTAL :
: (1) : (2) (31 () : (5) : 6) (7) (a) (9)

1991 1,8 5 1.657 - - 120 - 120
1992 1r.7S7 1731 - - 120 - 120
1993 1-61L? 1617 - - 120 - 120 -

1994 l.49T iv491 - - 120 - 120 -

1995 1.3r 1,378 - - 120 - 120
1996 1.258 1,258 - - 120 - 120

1997 l1.1Sa 1.138 - - 120 - 120 --

1998 1.018 1.018 - - 120 - 120 -

1999 899 899 - - 120 - 120 -

* THIS COLUMN SHOWS THE AMOUNT OF ARITHMETIC IMBALANCE IN THE AMOIJNT OUTSTANDING INCLUDING UNDIS8URSED FROM ONE
YEAR TO THE NEXT. THE MOST COMMON CAUSES OF I1MBALJANCES ARE CHANGES IN EXCHANGE RATES AND TRANSFER OF DEBTS
FROM ONE CATEGORY TO ANOTHER IN THIE TABLE.
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Table 4,2: GRENADA

SERVICE PAYMIENTSP COMMITMENTS'o DISBURSEMENTS AiND OUTSTANDING AM4OUNT'S OF EXTERNAL PUELIC DEBT

PROJECTIONS BASED ON DIEBT OUTSTANOING INCLUDING UNDISBURSED IAS OF DEC. 31, 1974

INCLUOES ONLY DEBT COIMMITTiED JAN. 1l 1900 JUN. 30, 1975
DEBT REPAYABLE IN FORIEIGN CURFIENCY AND GOODS

(IN THOUSANOS OF U.S. DOLLARS)
TOTAL

YEAR DIEST OUTSTANDING AT : T R A N S A C I I 0 N S, 0 U R I N G P E R I 0 D OTHER CHANGES
BsEGINNING OF PERIOD :

DISBURSED 5 INCLUDING COMMIT- DISBURSE'- S E R V I C iE fP A Y' N E N T S CANCEL- ADJUST-
ONLY :UNDISBURSED: MElNTS, MENTS :LA1'IONS MEINT 

PFRINCIPAL INTEREST TOTAL
: ({1) (2) : 3) (4) (5) (6 21 (7) (8) (9)

1962 - - - - - - - - -
1963 - - - - - - - - -
1964 - - - - - - - -

1965 - - - - - -

1966 - -
196r

1966 - - - - - - - -
1969 - - IL77 - - - - 1.180
1970 590 2.357 295028 3,059 To 13i 206 - 3.517
1971 7.096 8.732 252 497 244 242 486 -82
1972 7.261 8.658 - 164 339 467 806 - -125
1973 6.861 8.194 2.b97 831 491 479 970 - -678
1914 6.567 9.722 3.728 1,190 579 4FO 1.049 - 54
1975 r1125 12&817

* * * . * . THE FOLLOWING F IGURES ARE PROJECTED * * * * )*

1975 7.125 12.817 - 1.923 584 492 1.OT6 - -103
1976, 8.361 12.130 - L.57? 76,2 494 1,256 - 106
1971 9,070 11.262 - 1,012 4elr 4 95 982 - -108
19r7 9.487 10.667 - 61T4 726 4765 1.202 - - 10
1s91 9,325 9.831 - 306 634 451D 1.084 - -113
198cl 8884 9.084 - 200 712 412 1.124 - -109
1981 8P263 8.263 - - 621 3710 991 - -100
1982 7.542 1.542 - - 74 1 348 1.089 - -121
1983; 6,660 6680 - - 1.5C10 221 L.721 - -67

198 4 5.113 5.113 - 627 95 722 - 1
1985 4487 4.487 - - 380 73 453 -

1986 4.lo1 4. 10 - - 28 3 6,6 349 - -

1987 3.824 3,824 - - 2El3 59 342 - -

1988E 3v541 3.541 - - 2183 510 333 - 1
1989s 3-259 3 259. - - 28i3 46 329 - I
1 990 2.977 2 ,r97 - - 213 3S8 321 -

1991. 2.694 2.694- - 2ir4 32 306 - -

* THIS COLUMN SHOWS THE AMOUNT OF ARITHMETIC ItMBALANCE IN THE AMOUNT OUTSTANOING INCIUDING UNDISBURSEI) FROM ONE
YEAiR TO THE NEXT. THE 1NOST COMMION CAUSES OF IMBALANCES ARE CHANGE'S INI EXCHANGE RATES mND TRANSFER OF DEBTS
FROM ONE CATEGORY TO ANOTHER IN THE TABLE.
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Table 4.2: GRENADA

SERVICE PAYNE'NTS, COMII-tMENS. IS8URsiENcNlrs ANID OUtI-TANDING 40NOUNTS OF *EXTERtMAL PUJLIC DE8T

PROJECTIOINS BASED ON DEBT OU1STAIMOlING INtLUDING UNOISBURSED AS OF DEC. 31. 1974,

INCWtDES ONLY IDEBT COHHITTED JAN. 1, 1900 - JUN. 30v 19T5
DE:8T flEPAYABLE IN fIOREIGN CURRENCY ANO GOODS

(IN TH0USAhDS CF U.S. DIJLLARS)
TI T AL

YEAR : DEBlT DUTSYAND-ING AT : T R A N S A C T I 0 N S 0 U R I N G e E R I 0 D OTHER CHANGES
: BEGINNING Cf. PERIOD :

DISUItJUSED: INCLIJOING: COMMIT- DISBURSE- S E R V I C E P A Y N E N T Si CANCEL- : A0JUST-
ONILY :UNOTISBURSED! MENTS : ENTS .…..--- … … ……. LflONS : NET *

PRINCIIPIAL INTEREST TOTAL
: {1 : (1) (2) (3) : 4 : (5) : (6) : 7) (8) (9)

19092 2P420 2.4 20 - 266 25 2'91 1
1?993 2.155 2.155 - - 266 21 2z8 7 -2
1994 1,887 1.81T - - 208 14 222 -

1 995 1.680 1,680 - - 195 12 207
1996 I.485 1.485 - - 195 8 203
1 997 1,290 1,290 - - 195 6 2'01 -2
1 998 1.093 1.095 - - 195 2 1.97 -
k'999 899 899 9 - 120 1.20 -

* THIS COLtIMN SHOWS THE AMOIJNT OF ARITHNETIC IMBALANCE IN THE AMOUNT OUTSTANDING INCLUOING UNDISBURSEO FROM ONE
YEAR TO tHE NEXT. THE MOST COMMON CAUSES OF I11BALANCES, ARE CHA1NGES IN EXCHANGE RATES AND TRANSFER OF DEBTS

IFROM ONE CATEGORY TO ANOTNER IN THIE TABLE.



Table 5.1: CENTRAL GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS, 1971-75

(in millions of EC$)

4 9r74 4 172 1 17 4 1975?

Current Revenue 17 .9 18.14 18.0o l4.5 20.7
of which: External Grants (-) (-) (-) (0.3) (2.6)

Current Expenditure 21 .3 20.8 21 .i 20.0 22.1

Current Deficit (-) -3.4 -2.4 -3.1 -5.5 -l.4

Capital Revenue 3.8 4.0 5.14 3.3 0.3
of which: External GrantsL (3.7) (3.9) (5.3) (3.3) (0.2)

Capital Expenditure 2/ 3.8 3.2 5.2 3.6 1.8
of which: Fixed Capital Formation (3.6) (3.5) (5.0) (4I1) (1.7)

Overall Deficit (-) -3.4 -1 .6. -2.9 -5.8 -2.9

Financing (net) 3.4 1 .6 2.9 5.8 -2.9

External 0.8 -1 .1 0.3 2.9 1.5
East Caribbean Currency Authority 0.5 0.1 - 0.9 1.1
Domestic 2.5 3.8 -0-5 2.2 0.3

Commercial Banks (1 -8) (3.6) (-1.3) (1.8) (0.3)
Other (0.7) (0.2) (0.8) (0.4) ( - )

Errors and Omissions 3/ -0.4 -1.2 3.1 0.2 -

Memo Items:
Current Deficit (-), net of

external grants -3.4 -2.4 -3.1 -5.8 -4.0
(as % of GDP) 5.7 3.6 4.5 7.5 **

Overall Deficit (-), net of
external grants -7.1 -5.5 -8.2 -9.1L -. 7

(as % of GDP) 11.9 8.2 12.0 12.2 *e

1/ Includes external grants (in kind) from the Canadian International Development
Aency.

2/ Includes 'net lending' which consists of government lending for policy purposes.
3/ The large residual in 1972 and 1973 is apparently the result of differences in

timing between the reporting of the commercial banks and the government.

Source: Ministry of Finance, Trade and Industry and IMF.



Table 5.2: CENTRAL GOVERNMMT_(NON-GRANT) REVEUES, Th97-7.
(mln. of EC$UY

1971 1972 1973 1974 3975

To 18.0 18.5 18.1 14.3 18.2

Current Revenue 17.9 18.b 18.0 lh.2 18s1

Tax Revenue 15.5 15.5 l4i.9 11.7

Taxes on income 4.0 4.3 4.o 3.3 3.5
Cogpanies (1-5 (1-5) (1.4) (1.2) (1.2)
Individuals (2.5) (2.8) (2.6) (2.1) (2.3)

Taxes on property 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.5 0-5
Inheritance (0.1) (0.1) (0.2) (0.3) (0-3)
Land and house (0.1) (0.1) (0.1) (0.2) (0.2)

Taxes on domeEtic
production and
consumption 2. 2.6 2.8 2.0 2,5

Consumption tax (0-9) (1.1) (1.2) (0.8) (1.2)
Excise (O.4) (0.L) (0.3) (0.3) (0.3)
Services (0.2) (0.3) (0.3) (0.2) (0.2)
Motor vehicles (o.6) (o.6) (0.7) (o.L) (!.5)
Business and other
license (0.3) (0.2) (0.3) (0.3) (003

Trrs on inter-
national trade 8.6 7.6 7.4 5.7 8.1

TmTnrt duties (6.8) ( ) (5=6) (3-A) (9)
Export Duties (1.0) (1.0) (1.5) (1.8) (3.0)
Other (0.8) (0.6) (0.3) (0.1) (0.2)

Other 0.3 o.8 0.it 0.2 0.7
Stamp duties (0.3) (0.8) (o.4) (0.2) (Q.7)

Non-Tax Revenue 2.4 2.9 3.1 2.8

Post Office receipts
(rt o. A. 0.7 n. .\Lnet. j vJI u.7 e

Interest and rents 0.7 0.6 o.4 0.2 0.2
Goverrnlmernt departMents 0.7 0.9 0.9 0.8 l.0
Other 0.8 0.9 1.1 o.6 o.6

Capital (non-grant) Revenue 0.1 0.1 0.1 - 0.1

Source: Ministry of Finance, Trade and Industry and IMF.



Table 5.3: CENTmAL GOVERNMENT EPENDITURES BY ECONOMIC
CLASSIFICATION, 1971-75

(in millions of EC$)

1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

TOTAL EXPENDITURES 25.1 2?4_. 26.3 23.6 23.9

nrmnt Rynand4btirm 21.3 20.8 21.1 20.0 22.1

gPwA And 5Ralqrre 110 11*4 11.2 11.8 12.6

nt,,ho r fnneiM arnd Servioe ?%q.1 6,.6 A.5 5.5 6.

Tnt.t,.est 0.8 0.9 1.3 31.

Pen4ios anrd o+her frasners 2.14 1.9 2=1 1.4 2=1

A+hbe. ( 4) (no~ (1.0) (A

%0 _4 L .L e % A JIA+ W j J .f nS'

V-as44.ers V +4 to f Aa I A 1 -'7

Net Le LU.LO W°U3 w 1 L.Lawa U O-1 -. 5

NourAce Ming2 of An Ta a

Source: Ministr~y of Finance.. Trade and Industry and IMF.



Table 5.h: ,rENTRAL o0VERNMENT FTNANTING. 1971-7k
(in nillions of EC$)

1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

-xL rintnCLng vtxcLuiluig graxiLa ___4 ±.* .U7

Excternal 0.8 -1.1 0.3 2.9 1.5

Cash (-increase) 0.3 -0.4 O.4 -0.1 0.5

freasury Bills and Debentures 0.4 - 0.6 1.7 0.1
Foreign Governments (0.1) ( -. ) (0.3) (1-7) ( - )
Foreign Central Banks (0.3) ( - j (0.1) ( - j ( - j
Private (-) (-) (0.2) (-) (-)

Loans -0.3 -0.5 -0.4 1.1 -0.4
Utilization ( - j ( - j ( _ ) (1.9) (0-3)
Repayments (-0.3) (-0.5) (-0.4) (-0.8) (-0.7)

Investments 0.4 -0.2 -0.3 -0.2 -0.7
Sinking Funds (-0.3) (-0.3) (-0.4) (-0.1) (-0.8)
Other (0.7) (0.1) (0.1) (0.3) (0.1)

IMF - - - - 2.0

East Caribbean Currency Authority 0.5 0.1 - _-9 1.1

Domestic 2+5 3.8 -0.5 2.2 0.3

Commercial Banks 1.8 3.6 -1.3 1.8 0.3
Loans and Advances (1.1) (2.3) (-2.1) (1.0) (0.2)
Treasury Bills and Debentures (0.7) (1.3) (0.8) (0.8) (0.1)

Savings Banks 0.1 - - - -
Insurance Companies 0.2 0.1 0.8 0.1 -
Private Sector 0.4 0.1 - 0.3 -

Errors and Omissions -0.h -1.2 3.1 -0.2 _

Sonirtes Ministrv nof ThinanceA Trade ant Tndnrvii+.Yy and e WTMV



Table 5.5: PUBLIC SECTOR TRANSACTIONS, 1971-74

(in millions of EC$)

1971 1972 1973 1974

I. Consolidated General Government

Curre-iu Revenue 1
Current Expenditure 21.3 20.9 21.2 ...

Curreht Account Deficit ( -3.14 -2.4 -3.1 ...

Capital Revenue 0.1 0.1 0.1
Capital Expenditure 4.1 3.5 5.1 .
Capital Formation (3.6) (3.5) (5.0) ...
Transfers to State Enterprises (0-5) ( - ) (0.1)

Capital Grants 3.7 3.9 5.3 ...
Net Lending 0.2 0.1 0.1 ...

Overall Deficit i-) -3.9 -2.0 -2.9 ...

Financing (net) 3-9 2.0 2.9

External Financing 0.4 -1.1 0.3 ...
Domestic Financing 3.4 4.2 0.4 ...

ECCA (0.5) (0.1) ( )
Commercial Banks (1.7) (3.9) (-1.2) ...
Other (1.2) (0.2) (0.8)

Errors and Omissions - -1.1 3.0

Ia. Central Government

Current Revenue 17.9 18.h 18.0 14.0
Current Expenditure 21 .3 20.8 21 .1 20.0
Current Grants - - - 0.3

Current Account Deficit ( -.3.4 -2.4 -3.1 .7

Capital Revenue 0.1 0.1 0.1 -
Capital Expenditure 4.1 3.5 5.1 4.1
ap.ta Gran. o 3. I

Net Lending -0.3 -0.3 0.1 -0.5

Overall Deficit C-) -3.4 -1.6 -2.9 -6.0

Financing (net) 1.6 2.9 6.0

External Financing 0.4 -1.1 0.3 2.9
East Caribbean Currency Authority 0.5 0.1 - 0.9
Domestic 2.5 3.8 -0.5 2.2

Commercial Banks (1.8) (3-6) (-1.3) (1.8)

Other (0.7) (0.2) (0.8) (0.4)
Errors and Omissions - -1.2 3.1
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1971 1972 1973 1974

Ib. Government Housing Loans Board

Current Revenue _.; 0.1
Current Expenditure 0.1 0.1 ...

Current Account Deficit - .

Capital Revenue - -

Capital Expenditure - - _
Net Lending 0.5 0.4 -

Overall Deficit (-) -05 -0.4 -

Financing 0.5 0.-4 -

Commercial Banks -0.1 0.3 -

Other 0.6 0.1 -

II. State Enterprises

Operating Revenue 10.0 10.9 14.3 ...
Operating Expenditure 10.4 10.2 13.9 ...

Operating Surplus or Deficit (-) -0.4 0.7 0.4 ...

Other Current Revenue 0.2 0.3 0.1 ...
Government Subvention (0.2) (0-3) - ))

Other Current Expenditure 0.1 - 0.1 ...

Current Account Surplus or Deficit (-) -0.3 1.0 0.4 ...

CaDital ReceiDts 0.5 - 0.1 0.1
Government Transfers (0.5) ( - ) (0.1) (0.1 )

Capital R,penrdit,lre 0.5 0.L 0.2 0.1

Overall Surpnlus nr nAficit o-) -0.3 0.6 0.3 *--

TT.. Central Water Commission

Operatng Pawamnie n.5 0.5 0)i 0n.)
Operating Expenditure 0.5 0.5 o.6 0.5

Operating Surplus or Deficit (-) - -0.2 -0.1

Other Current Revenue 0.2 0.3 _ -

GOV .rn. mentr. ( JU- (0-3) - ( _ (r _ )

Other Current Expenditure

Current Surplus or Deficit (-) 0.2 0.3 -0.2 -0.1
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1971 1972 1973 1974

Capital Revenue 0.5 - 0.1 0.1
orrsfr fro ntr>. (0-5) ( _- (n 1 ) (A 1

Capital Expenditure 0.5 0.4 0.2 0.1

Overall Surplus or Deficit (-) 0.2 -0.1 -0.3 -0.1

IIb. Nutmeg Association

Operating Revenue 4.1 4.1 6.7 7.5
Operating Expendituread 4.1 3.8 6.3 8.6

Operating Surplus or Deficit (-) - 0. .4 -. .

Other Current Revenue - 0.1 0.1
Other Current Expenditure 0.1 - 0.1 -

Current Account Surplus or Deficit (-) -0.1 0.3 0.4 -1.0

Capital Receipts - - - 0.1
Capital Expenditure _ - _ _

Overall Surplus or Deficit (-j -0.1 0.3 0.4 -0.9

lIc. Cocoa Board

Operating Revenue 3.2 3.8 3.7 5.2
Operating Expenditure 3.5 3.5 3.6 5.0

Operating Surplus or Deficit (-) -0.3 0.3 0.1 0.2

Other Current Receipts - - - -
Other Current Expenditure - - - 0.1

Current Account Surplus or Deficit (-) -0.3 0.3 0.1 0.1

Capital Revenue
Capital Expenditure - - -

Overall _urplus or Deficit ( -0.3 0.3 0.1 0.1

lId. Banana Association

Operating Revenue 2.2 2.5 3.5 ...
Operating Expenditure 2.4 2.5 3.4 ...

Operating Surplus or Deficit (-) -0.2 - 0.1 ...

Other Current Revenue - -
Other Current Exnenditure - _
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1 971 1972 1 973 1974t

Current Account Surplus or Deficit (-) -O.2 - 0.1 -

Capital Revenue - -

Capital Expenditur e - -

Overall Surplus or Deficlt (-) -0.2 - u.1

Source: Ministry of Finance, Trade and Industry and IMF.



(EC$ million, current prices)

Actual Projected
1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980

Current Revenue (excluding grants) 17.9 18.4 18.0 14.2 18.1 20.9 26.5 33.1 39.1 45.9

Current Expenditure 213 208 211 20.0 221 26=0 29,7 33 8 38.4 42-5

Current Deficit -3.4 -2.4 -3.1 -5.8 -4,0 -5.1 -3.2 -0.7 +0.7 +3.4

Capital Expenditure 3.8 3.2 5.1 3.6 1.8 5.0 7.4 10.3 11.5 13.6

Overall Deficit -7,1 -5.5 -8.2 .9.4 -5.7 -10.1 -10.6 -11.0 -10.8 -10.2

Financing 7.1 5.5 8.2 9.4 5.7 10.1 10.6 11.0 10.8 10.2

External 4.55 2.8 5.6 6.5 4.3 5.1 6.2 6.2 6.I 6.88
(of which, grant assistance) (3.7) (3.9) (5.3) (3.6) (2.8) - - - -

ECCA 0.5 0.1 - 0.9 1.1 - - - - -

Domestic 2.5 3.8 -0.5 2.2 0.3 0.2 4.4 4.8 4.6 3.4

Residual (- overfinancing) -0.4 -1.2 3.1 -0.2 - 4.8 - - - -

(Percent of GDP)

Current Revenue (excluding grants) 30.0 27.5 26.4 18.5 20.1 18.9 21.4 24.0 25.5 27.0

Current Expenditure 35.7 31.1 30.9 26.0 24.5 23.5 24.0 24.5 25.0 25.0

Current Surplus/Deficit -5.7 -3.6 -4.5 -7.5 -4.4 -4.6 -2.6 -0.5 0.5 2.0

Capital Expenditure 6.4 4.8 7.5 4.7 2.0 4.5 6.0 7.5 7.5 8.0

Overall Deficit -11.9 -8,2 -12.0 -12.2 -6.4 -9.1 -8. 6 -8.0 -7. 0 -6. 0

Financing 11.9 8.2 12.0 12.! 6.4 9.1 -8.6 -8.0 -7.0 6.0

External 7.6 4.2 8.2 8.4 4.8 4.6 5.0 4.5 4.0 4.0

ECCA 0.8 0.1 - 1.2 1.2 - - - - -

Domestic 4.2 5.7 -0.7 2.9 0;3 0.2 3.6 3.5 3.0 2.0

Residual (- overfinancing) -0.6 -1.8 4.5 -0.3 4.3 - - - -

Source: Ministry of Finance and mission estimates.



Tab 5.7: CENU;RAL GOVERN T CURRENT REUES ANu EXPENDITURES,ACT'JAL197:-74, I 7 ESTIED 1975 AND PROJICTED 197-80

(EC$ million, current prices)

Actual Proiecf-d

1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980

Current Revenue 17.9 18.4 18.0 14.2 18.1 20.9 26.5 33.; ;9.i 45.9

Current Expenditure 21.3 20.8 21.1 20.0 22.1 26.0 29.7 33.8 38.4 42.5

Current Deficit -3.4 -2.4 -3.1 -5.8 -4.0 -5.1 -3.2 -0.7 +0.7 +3.4

Tax Revenue 15.5 15.5 14.9 11.7 15.3 17.2 21.5 27.6 33.0 39.1

Taxes on Income 4.0 4.3 4.0 3.3 3.5 4.0 5.6 7.6 9.2 11.1

Taxes on Property 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.5 1.6 1.9 2.2 2.5 2.7

Taxes on Domestic Production and Consumption 2.4 2.6 2.8 2.0 2.5 2.8 3.7 4.8 6.1 7.7

T'axes on International Trade 8.6 7.6 7.4 5.7 8.1 8.4 9.9 17.4 14.6 17.0

Other Tsxes 0.3 0.8 0.4 0.2 0.7 0.4 0.9 0.6 0.6 n 7

Nontax Revenue 2.4 2.9 3.1 2.5 2.8 3.7 5.0 5.5 6.1 6.8
(Percent of CDP) - _ __

Current Revenue 30.0 27.5 26.4 18.5 20.1 18.8 21.4 24.0 25.5 27.0

Current Expenditure 35.7 31.1 30.9 26.0 24.5 23.5 24.0 24.5 25.0 25.0

Current Deficit -5.7 -3.6 -4.5 -7.5 -4.4 -4.7 -2.6 -0.5 +O.S +1.5

Tax Revenue 26.0 23.2 21.8 15.2 17 n 15 5 17.4 20.0 21.5 23.0

Taxes on Income 6.7 6.4 5.9 4.3 3.9 3.6 4.5 5.5 6.0 6.5

Taxes on Property 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.5 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.6 1.6

'Taxes on Domestic Produccion and Consumption 4.0o 3.9 4.1 2,6 2.8 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5

Taxes on International Trade 14.4 11.4 10.8 7.4 9.0 7.6 8.0 9.0 9.5 10.0

Other Taxes 0.5 1.2 0.6 0.3 0.8 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4

Nontax Revenue 4.0 4.3 4.5 3.2 3.1 3.3 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0

Source, Ministrv of Finance and mission estimates.



Table 6.1: M)NETARY AUTiORITY - SU1O4ARY ACCOUITS 1970-74

('000 EC$)

Dec. 1970 Dec. 1971 Dec. 1972 Dec. 1973 March 1974 JunLe 1974 Sept. 1974 Dec. 1974

Net foreigtn assets 8.8315 8.624 10.07 2.349 1056 12,346 11.6l7 I_J5
Assets 8,8318 8,628 10,126 12,457 10,680 12,529 11, 743 11L,11
Liabilities -3 -4 -50 -108 -111 -183 -116 -393

Net domestic assets 65 274 77i -4,099 -584 -_j676 -1j.47 914
Credit to Government of Grenada 104 604 704 704 1,586 1,586 1,5186 1,586
UnclassiLfied assets -319 -330 73 -1,802 -2,170 -3,262 -3,023 -671

Assets (975) (738) (1,535i) (526) (1,474) (911) (642) (2,225)
Liabilities (-1,014) (-1,068) (-1,462) (-2,329) (-3,644) (-4,173) (-3,665) (-2,697)

Assets * liabilities 8,899 8,895 10,847 11,247 9,980 10,672 10,191 1:,174

Liabilities to private
sector imd banks il Grenada 8.8919 _895 10.841 j0247 998() ,672 101 1:.174
Notes aind coins circulating in

Greniada 7,9219 8,895 10,847 11,247 9,980 10,672 10,191 12,174
Liabilities to baniks in Grenadla 960 - - - - - -

Source: East Caribbean Currency Authority



Table 6.2: COMIERCIAL BANKS - SULbiARY ACCOUNTS, 1970-MAY, 1975

('00l EC$)

Decermber March June September December March_ April May

T970 19)71 1972 1973 1974 1975

_~ ~ ~~5 ___ ___ -239 -448 -18___ ____ _-__

Net foreign assete 4,357 -1,385 -1,941 -12,339 -l, -111,862 -8,301 -12.389 -8,199 -6 014 -6,390
Assets 6,553 5.059 1,022 2,487 1,971 2,364 7,948 8,136 9,776 10,831 10,351
Liabilities -2,196 -6,444 -12,963 -14,826 -165,399 -14,226 -16,249 -:20,525 -17,975 -16,845 -16,761

ECCA -currefncv 1,8 73 1996 2,415 2, 669 1,157 1,041 1,3572 2,275 2,026 1.55_ 1,189

Net domaestic assets 34 441 42,775 5j065 62,173 61,357 59,659 58,041 61,616 60,08 59.695 61.212
Net credit to Government 7,967 9,769 13,362 12,127 13,120 12,400 13,440 13,921 14,364 14,47,8 15,360

Holdingrs of debentures (249) (975) (2,267) (3,106) (3,422) (3,662) (3,928) (3,912) (4,059) (4,044) (5,003)
)(oldings of treasurv bills)
Loans and advainces (7,724) (8,794) (11,121) (9,026) (9,738) (8,832) (9,537) (10,0291 (10,328) (10,456) (10,310)

Deposits (-6) (- ) (-26) (-5) (-40) (-94) (-25) (-20) (-23) (-22) (-23)
Net credit to C,overnment

Houaing Loar, Board 215 122 450 506 506 489 488 463 468 383 467
Loans arnd advances (218) (122) (450) (506) (506) (489) (488) (4631) (468) (383) (467)
DepositEl (-3) (- ) (- ) (- ) (- ) (_ ) (- ) (_ (3 ) ( -.

Net credit to rc,vernment
Ssvingts Bank -2,631 -2,634 -2,690 -2,610 -2,584 -2,531 -2,510 -2,491 -2,570 -2,510 -2,56

Loans and advainces (- ) (- ) (- ) (- ) (2) (- ) (- ) (- ', (- ) (_ ) (.)
DepositsE (-2,631) (-2,634) (-2,690) (-2,610) (-2,586) (.2,531) (-2,510) (-2,491l (-2,570) (-2,580) (-2,566)

Credit to private sector 31,333 38,543 45,222 47,594 46,107 45,266 42,448 -44,180 42,333 42,752 43,263
Net unclassified assets -2.443 -3,025 2,721 4,556 4,208 4,033 4,175 5,543 5,485 4,662 4,688

Assets (4,450) (4,886) (8,161) (11,268) (1,282) (1'1,491) (12,773) (13,374') (12,910') (12,4801 (12,209)
Li[abilities (-9,673) (-8,639) (-4,851' (-7,291) (-5,606) (-7,080) (-9,949) (-8,667') (-8,081) (-8,023) (-8,211)
Ititerbarik float (2,780) ('728) ( -.589) (579) (532) (-378) (1,351) (836) (656) (205) (690)

Assetsi - liabilities 40,669 43,391 49,539 52,503 48,086 48,839 51,095 '51,502 53,907 55,233 56,014

Money and qiasi-money 39,815 42.50 48614 5,
5 3

4 50,13 4 50 07 52,921 4,J7 54,9i8
Demand deposits 5,821 7,618 5,374 6,831 6,296 6,753 8,24' 7.9 2 8,652
Tine deposits ) 11,254 ... 17,098 14,073 14,284 18,295 17,359 17,365 18,729 18,50(6
SavSngs deposits ) 39,815 25,404 ... 26,814 265,695 26,728 25,556 26,372 27,291 27,533 27,803
Other depcosits ) 28 ... 23 22 20 26 23 24 26 27

Private capital and surplus 854 884 925 950 922 976 922 995 987 1M 0L16 

Sources- ECCA and Balsnc- Sheets of Comercial 5Sknks.



Table 6. 3: CONSOLIDATED ACCOUNTS OF THE MONETARY SYSTEM, 1970-MAY. 1975

( 000 ECS)

Decemiber March Jujne Sep ember December March May
1970 1971 1972 19731 1974

Net foreign sssets 12 232 7,239 -1,865 10 -3,859 484 3.326 -1,137
Assets 14,431 13.687 11,1413 14,944 12,651 14,1393 19,691 19,781 ... ..

Liabilities -2.199 -t,.448 -13,013 -14,934 -16,510 -14.409 -16,365 -20,918

Net domestic assets 34,506 43.049 59,842 61,i4 60,773 .981 6604 62,530 58 , 2,
Net credit to Ctovernment of - -

Grenada 8,071 10,373 14,561j 12,8'11 14,706 13,986 15,026 15,507 16,740 ..
Holdings of debentures ) (351 (1.5791 (3,471) (3.810) (5,008) (5,2481 (5,514) (5,498) (6,435) (..)

Holdings of treasurv bills ) (380

Loans and advances (7,724) (8.7941 (11.121) (9,026) (9,7381 (8,1332) (9,537) (10,029) (10,328) (10t,456) (10,3130)
Deposits (-6) (- 1 (-26) (-5) (-40) (-94) (-25) (-20' (-2) (-22) (-23)

Net credit to lovernment
Housing Loan Board 215 122 450 506 506 489 488 463 468 383 4157

Loans and advances (218) (122) (450) (506) (506) ('489) (488) (463) (468) (383) (4157)
reposits(-) () ) _ _ _ ,

Net credit to Government
Savings Bank --2,631 -2.634 -2,690 -2,blO -2,584 -2,531 -2,510 -2,491 -2,570 -I,33.0 -2,512

Loans and advances (-) (-) (-) ( (2) (-) (-) (-3 (-) ( ) (-)

Deposits (-.2,631) (-2.634) (-2,690) (-2,610) (-2,586) (-2,531) (-2,510) (-2,491) (-2,570) (-;,580) (-2,512)

Credit to private sector 31,333 38,543 44,722 47,5514 46,107 45,266 42,448 44,180 42,933 42, 752 43,2153
Net unclassified assets --2,482 -3,355 2,7941 2,753 2,038 771 1,152 4,871

Assets (5,425) (5.624) (9,696) (11,7594) (11,756) (12,402) (13,415) (15,599) 1. ,) (..) ( )
Liabilities (-1L0,687) (-9,707) (-6,313) (-9,610) (-10,250) (-11,253) (-13,614) (-11,564) (... ) (..) ( )
Interbank float (2,780) (728) (-589) (579) (532) (-378) (1,351) (836) (656) (20W) (739)

Assets - liabilities 4'6,735 50,290 57,971 61,081 56,909 58,4570 59,929 61,401 ...

Money and auasi-money t5 881 4 5704i 6 11 55,987 57,S94 9,07 60,406
Notes and coins in circula-

tion in Grenada 6,066 6.899 8,432 8,578 8,823 9,631 8,834 9,899 . ...
Demand deposits ) 5,821 ) 7,618 6,374 6,1331 6,296 6,753 8,240 1r,929 8,652
Time deposits ) 9.815 11.254 ) 48,61' 17,05'8 14,073 14,284 18,295 17,359 17,385 18,739 18,5D6
Savings deposits ) 25,404 ) 8 26,814 26,695 26,728 25,556 26,372 27,291 27,533 27,803

other deposits ) 28 23 22 20 26 23 29 26 27

Private capital and surplus 854 884 925 950 922 976 922 995 987 1.016 1.026

Sources: Tables 6.1 aind 6.2



Table 6-)4: ANALYSIS OF COMiERCIAL, BANKS'LOANS AND ADVANlCESL 1.964

'000c EC$)

Dec. 1 96B Dec. 1 969 Dec. 1970 Dec. 1971 Dec. 1 972 Dec. 1 973 Dec. 11974

Agriculture 1995 2384 2172 2397 3031 2010 2484

Manufacturing 672 1153 .1469 1930 2705 2347 2570
(a) Foocd and nonalcoholic beverages (233) (576) (515) (709) (931) (1176) (4;14)
(b) Alcoholic beverages and tobacco (255) (217) (415) (55:3) (771) (1429) (219)
(c) Clothing and aoceissories (25) (75) (220) (386) (841 (158) (375)
(d) Otheir industries (159) (285) (319) (282) (9191 (584) (1522)

Distributive Tradeos 5187 70149 10086 106114 161473 175149 17251

Tourim 809 1188 2918 524i4 14925 40"54 4128

Transaport 179 1471 966 1514:1 1098 13478 1132

Public Utilities (igas, electric:Lty,
telephone) 239 59 2078 662 657 1021 872

Building ind Construction 759 (2604 (2552 (3089 (2648 (2016 (3233
Land Development and Real Estate 436 ( - ( - ( - ( - ( - (

Personal 1577 2286 3790 5360) 7667 8197 7258

Other Advances 2956 5244 10378 1358() 1.3417 15:338 12609

Total Loans and Advances 14809 221438 364109 14442C 52621 54010 515137

% of L.T. loans to TotaL Loans 36.4 42.3 41.3 37.14 39.4 41.1 41.8

Source: East Caribbean Currencr Authority



Table 7.1: LAND ARIA USES. CAPADILITISe UTILIZAfTlO
bND SOCtAL ,TOnS

Lead Ar.. ad US. Statewide. 1961

Land Are. (are) 84.420

Carrite.. 8,550
Petit Krtiique 500

I_ u rr_ crope U,Of9
Oebr amp plnt 13,101
GCrLis,d,rIti-et.d 705
a-.l_d. ncultivated 5,939

incest Lnd ere)950

Otber Lead (tcre.) 27.080

Laud SlaIr and Cpeobilitie. Graead aad Carrisca. 1957

Sloi Cateeerie Grenada Cerrcanan
(acres) (acres)

A - 0-2 degree. 1 175 200
S - 2-5 " 2,500 1,150
C -5-10 " 3,002
D - 10-20 " 14,100 2,300
E- 20-30 35,000 3,600
F - over 30 dereeg 17 100 250

1 7475 t 125

Land Capability Classes

I - A acd 0 alBce- of
god sail 1,850 200

11 - Mainly C sloycs of
good aoil 1,650 1,200

111 - Mainly 0 *lopy-
cone gentle alopee
of lesa ftocrabls coil 15,000 900

IV - Mainly e slope., -
D slopas 19,000 1,825

V - ainly E slopes., and
F alopee 18,000 3,650

VT - alinly creep, rocly
lend ar dry climate 189000 350

'rats 7,5,25

UtILitnti..

Cia-s- I - gouStable for cultivation with :ID:-t no limitations
Cleat 11 - Satible far rallleatiac aith moderate linitatiem.
CIoe IIb - Suitable far aultisatlow vith etrasg vliatetiane
CItee IV - Suitahle for .ee crops, grate.. and aery lieited aaltivatic-.
Cites V - Not saitable Ior cultivationa but suitable far planted f-ret,

tree crops or improved grasees.
Cl.c VI - Not suctable for cultivation . Suitable for poor forest.

Soil ypce. Grr..ada end Carria.oA, (.cres) 1957

SGil Tye. Grenada Carritaca

Capital Cay la-: 14,500
Capital Ietroag and booldery phaae) 400 -
CapItal seery creep, shallot pbahe) 8,500
CapItal (in drier trees) 2,000
CopPtal (ia drier *trog and

noaldory phaee) 125
Capital (in drier, very ateep,

ehsello phac.) 200 -
Total 15,725 -

Sahara Clay oIa. 15,500 3,650
Uobeen (-t-ong and bouldery pha.e) 4 400 1.900

Octal 19,900 5,550

Belcont Clay loan 7,200 -
Beaantt (etreongad houldery pbaat) 400
Blelont (vety eraep, ehallar phase) 9.300

tar_l 16 900 -

Prrervera Clay 2,500 275
Petaeyetanre (,traeg end

barldery phase) 01,500 S
Total 4,uoa its

Hartu,a Clay 1,500

Coucord Clay loarn 1,150 
Ca.cird (trtong and bholdery phase) 300

otal 1,450 -

I-'lar Cla-7 - !,400

Pal,i,tr Clay late 800 -
Paleicte (strong and bauldery) 400

Total 1200 -

Betieh Clay late 10 325

PlaIce Sandy len 900

-icar Bceldety Sandy loan 300

Taphill Strong lat - 275

Losay Sand. 500 100

Other Clay. 750 85

Other Clayt baa 500 75

Other 985 415

Urban Land 750 -

Total 75_370 8_550

I/ Ic Greada, Include bhe-h ..and, cliffs, etdc Iaad, rnagraves. penda s.d lakba, river
tabh, atlirec and vtnap; in Carrit-os, Inalodee beach cand, encgr-ve. end ealinca.

Source: FAO Agrictlt-al Statistics Handbook Crenada.



Table 7.2: TREE CROPS - ACREAGE AND PRODUCTION, 1961, 1965. 1971 AND 1972-73

Unit 1961 1965 1971 1972-1973

Avocadoe.:
Area planted acres 440 760 800 536
Production:

No. of frvits ('000) 1323 ... 1400 6000
Pounds (ave. of 0.5 lb/fruit) ('000 Ibs) 661.5 ... 700.0 3000.0

Banana (Export varieties):
Area planted acres 2720 6220 4000 3750
Production: ('000 Ibs) 25943.3 47164.8 31531.3 25100.4

Banana (non-export varieties):
Area planted acres 1380 1820 1600 500
Production: ave. 15 lbs/scem (000 ibs) 8314.5 7611.0 6000.0 1600.0

Plantain and other cooking varieties: 1/
Area planted atres 40 330 300 58
Production: ave. 15 lbs/stem ('000 Ibs) 273.0 1696.5 1500.0 1032.5

Breadfruit:
Area planted acres 3800 2900 2000 2683
Production ('000 fruits) 2830 ... 2000 2000

Cocoa:
Area planted acres 13000 14321 3/ 21804 21804
Production:2/ (dry beans) ('000 Ibs) 5415.8 6084.3 6279.9 5820.1

Coconuts:
Area planted acres 4760 4710 5000 4045
Production ('000 nuts) 4626.4 7573.5 8000.0 24372.5

Grapefruit:
Area planted acres 210 370 400 300
Production: ave. u.75 lb/fruit (v000 ibs) 165.0 164.0 197.5 168.8

Lima:
Area planted acrec 260 260 240 356
Production ('000 lbs) 1347.8 848.4 700.0 2125.3

Mangoes: (grafted varieties)
Area planted acres 120 190 200 197
Production: ave. 0.4 lb/frsit ('000 Ibs) 125.3 .. , 200.0 441.5

Mangoes: (seedling varieties)
Area planted acres 1680 1640 1600 ...
Production: ave. 0.25 lb/fruit ('000 Ibs) 2196.0 ... 2000 ...

Nutmegs:
Area planted acres 11917 15493 15500 18000
Production 4/ ('000 Ibs) 1205,6 1816.3 4115.1 3282.6

Oranges:
Area planted acres 450 580 600 414
Production: ave. 0.25 lb/fruit 000 Is) 224.1 2;9.9 500.0 1344.8

Other crop trees 5/
Produ,ction ('000 Ibs)

Cinnamon . .. 10.7 ... 20.7
Cloves ... 16.0 ... 20.0
Pimiento .. 13.9 ... .
Golden Apples ... 200.0 150.0
Guavas . .. 90.0 80.0 
l'ola nut ... 4.7 3.7
Mamie Apples ... 4.2 4.2 ... 6/
Paw Paw ... 7.0 8.0 10.4
Plums Jamaica 275.0 200.0 ... 6/
Sapoditlas .26.0 !9o.0 8.9
Sour Sop .. 675.0 700.0 
Sugar Apples ... 94.2 50.0
Tamarind ... 120.0 90.0

li Trees bearing only
2/ Year ending September 30
3/ 1966 production data
4I/ year ending June 30
5/ 1970 production data
6/ 1974 production data reaching the markets only.

Sources: Grenada Agricultural Statistics llandbook and Ministry of Agriculture estimates.



Table 7.3: ARABLE CROPS - AREA HARVESTED AND PRODUCTION, 1961, 1965, 1971 AND 1974

Unit 1961 1965 1971 1974 1/

Cotton:
Area harvested acres 896 434 400 2/ ... 3/
Production: dry seed cotton ('000 lbs) 154,6 77.0 278.2 139.9

Corn:
Area harvested acres 3397 4322 1500 ...

Production: Green corn (:000 ears) 1464.3 966.7 ... ) 134.5 -
Dry shelled ('000 lbs) 1706.5 1997.7 150.0 )

Pigeon Peas:
Area harvested acres 3039 2067 1500 ...
Production: Green in shell ('000 lbs) 986.7 527.1 ... ) 50.1

Dry shelled ('000 lbs) 773.9 484.0 150.0 )

Sugar cane:
Area harvested acres 998 1080 750 ...
Production: cane delivered (tons) 9504 15029 13317 -

Sugar (tons) 880 1354 1001 77 /
Rum ('000 proof gal) 87.3 85.2 104.7

Cassava:
Area harvested acres ... 23 15
Production: tubers ('000 lbs) ... 257.6 150.0 20.6

Tannias. Dasheen & Eddoes:
Area harvested acres 258 324 250 ...
Prodlutinn: tubers ('000 lbs) 1495 844 500 198.6

Sweet potatoes:
Area harvested acres 549 719 300 ...
Production: tubers ('000 lbs) 1162 1061 120 130.8

Yams:
Area harvested acres 336 i99 iOO
Production: tubers ('000 lbs) 1788 1082 150 241.7

1/ Produce reaching the markets only
2/ 1968 data
3/ 1969 data
4/ Data from October 1974 to January 1975
5/ 1970 data
6/ 1971 at0 a

Sources: Grenada Agricultural Statistics Handbook and estimates of the Ministry of Agrieulture,



Table 7.4: VEGETABLES AND OTHER ARABLE CROPS - AREA HARVESTED AND PRODUCTION, 1964-65,

1971-72 AND 1974

Unit 1964-65 1971-72 1974-

Beets:
Area harvested acres ... 15 .,
Production ('000 lbs) 3.4 65.0 3.2

Cabbage:
Area harvested acres 44 80 ..
Production ('OOO lbs) 2)661 48.0 35.0

Carrots:
Area harvested acres 26 10 ...
Production ('000 lbs) 130.8 50.0 17.5

Cauliflower:
Area harvested acres 15 5 ...
Production ('000 lbs) 7.7 2.5

Cucumbers:
Area harvested acres 10 5 ...
Production ('000 lbs) 43.3 22.5 8.2

Eggplant:
Area harvested acres 2 5 ,
Product-ion ('OO 'Is\ I., .

Lettuce:
Area harvested acres 75 20 ...
Production ('000 lbs) 22.6 6.0 11.2

Shallots:
Area harvested acres ... 5.0 ...
Production ('000 lbs) ... 1.0 ...

String beans:
Area harvested acres 4 2.

Production ('000 lbs) 26.1 175.0 10.8

Tomatoes:
Area harvested acres 42 50 ...
Production ('OOO lbs) 250.0 300.0 10.3

Peanuts:
Area harvested acres ... ... ...
Production ('000 lbs) ... 3 = 0

Pineapples:
Area harvested acres ... 3
Production ('000 lbs) ... 60.0 ...

Pumpkins:
Area harvestled acres 2'0 220 .,.
Production ('000 lbs) 101.1 110.0 25.8

1/ Produce reaching the markets only.

Sources: Grenada Agricultural Statistics Handbook and Ministry of
Agriculture estimates.



1/
Table 7.5: PRICES OF SgLECTED CROP COIOSDITIES. 1971-72 AND 1974

1971-72 1974
Unit Ninimm Miaximum Minimum - Maximum

Vegetables:
Beans, dry shelled
Beans, dry shelled c/lb. 30 35 ... ...

Beets C/lb. 50 60 50 90

Cabbage C/lb. 25 60 70 100

Carrots C/lb. 30 60 80 100

Cassava C/lb. 5 - ... ...

Cauliflo.er c/lb. 60 75 ... ...

Cotton C/lb. 12 - ... ...

C_cum_ber__ c/lb. 25 40 30 50

Eggplant C/lb. 25 30 ... ...

Cern, green c/ear 15 ...

dry shelled C/lb. 12 14 - -

Pigeon peas C/lb. 20 25 25 30

Shallots C/lb. 25 30 ... ...

String beans c/lb. .25 40 85 90

Sugar cane S/ton 14 17 ... ...

Sweet potatoes c/lb. 15 20 20 25

Tannias, dasheen & eddoes C/lb. 12 - 20 25

To-atoe. C/lb. 25 120 60 100

YamS C/lb. 14 25 20 30

Tree crops:

Avocadoes c/frsit 3 ... ...

Basanas, nsn-export C/lb. 3 6 8 12

Breadfruit C/lb. 2 3 ...

C:r.r.--.on C/!b. 120 160 ---

Cloves C/tb. 200 375 ... ...

Coffee c/lb. io ;2 ... ...

Copra C/lb. 16 - 25 30

Golden apples c/100 75 - ... ...

Grapefruit c/fruit 3 6 10 15

Guavas c/lb. 5 10 ... ...

Limes C/tin 84 - ... ...

Mangoes c/fruit 5 10 25 40

Oranges c/fruit 3 10 10 15

Papew C/lb. 12 25 15 25

Planroin */lb. 10 12 25 30

Sapodillas c/100 100 150 ... ...

Sournop /,b. 2 5 .. ...

Sugar apples C/lb. 12 25 ... ...

Tamarind C/lb. 10 25 ... ...

1/ Prices are in local currency (ECS)

Sources; Grenada Agricultaral Statistics Handbook and estimates of the Ministry of Agriculture.



Table 7.6: PRODUCTION AND SALES OF NTUTMEGS AND RA CE, 15970 DE(:4ER. 1'7L,

(Year ended 30th June)

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 July-December, 19'74

Production: ('000 lbs)
Nutmegs: Green 5834-5 6703.7 51401.7 7111.3 4343.9 43',6-5

Dry 882.8 105b.3 786.9 923.1 1383.9 58 6. 4
Cracked Grinders 58.5 61.6 58.3 75.8 59.7 142.1

Mace: Dried No. 1 303.3 329.7 243.3 335-9 230.2 22 3.1
Dried No. 2 125-.4 1 41.8 102.5 139.7 98.6 85-3
Pickings 93.2 116.0 93.3 127.9 95.9 85.6

Sales:
Nutme E: Vol. ('000 lbs) 3228.3 3735.8 14347.8 2888.1 3015.4 1290.6

Value ('000 ECW) 3199.3 3262.0 3348.1 2785.8 5743.9 36148.14
Ave. price (!t/lb) 99 87 77 96 190 282

No. 1 Mace: Vol. ('000 lbs) 199..8 274.7 368.7 3143.14 2148.5 77.1
Value ('000 EC$) 367.6 469.1 562.7 692.8 1090.5 433.5
Ave. price (O/lb) 1814 170 152 202 438 562

No. 2 Mace: Vol. (' 000 lbs) 174.1 246.2 364.8 285.9 204.1 655 *
Value ('00O EC$) 2259.6 251.6 279.9 3125.3 711.7 327.0
Ave. price (O/lb) 118 102 76 114 348 1499

K)ort Duty: ('000 EC$) 5§87.6 5651.1 654.8 602.0 1278.0 776.2
Nutmeg 14 3717. 7 M 777 1K6.1 9 77 3l5
No. 1 Mace 51.8 59 .5 79.7 102.0 185.7 74.9
No. 2 Mace 27.2 214.8 27.14 37.9 i13.6o 55.8

1/ Deliveries made by growers.

Source: Grenada Co--operative Nutmeg Association.



Table 7.7: SALEs OF BANANAS, 1970-73

(Yefar ended Decerib'er 331st)

1970 1971 1972 1973

Sales: Volume ('000 lbs) 42066.2 31537.3 28027.8 24611.6

Value ('000 EC$) 2269.1 1561.4 1625.6 2732.7

Ave. price (¢/lb) 5.40 4.95 5.80 11.10

Payment to growers: Value ('000 BC$) 1941.0 1402.5 1255.3 143L.5

Ave. price (¢/lb) 4.61 4.J45 4.48 5.83

Source: Grenada Banana Co-operative Society



1rable 7.8: COCOA PRODUCTION AND SHIPMENTS, 1-970-74

(Year ended December 31st)

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974

Production: Vol. ('000 lbs) ... 5760.4 5867.5 4647.h 5648.7

Shipment-, : Vol. ('I000 lbls) 6363.8 6119 8 5817=1 5I 1. 5606.1

Value ('000 ECM) LL17.8 3513.6 3321.0 35Lh.2 5653.2

Ave. unit price
(¢/lb) 69.42 58.)a 57.09 69.21 100.84

Source: Grenada Cocoa Association



Table 7.9: VOLUME AND VALUE OF COPRA MILL]D AMD PROCESSED FRCOUC'1Ts 1969-74

Cop'ra Hilled Refined Oil Laundr SoM Coconut Heat
Year D'000 b (Eq) ('°Cg s TOOE) ('000 b E ('IOC _lb.) O0 ECS)

1969 981L.1 127.4 30.2 142.1 - .411.1

1970 1288.0 237.0 90.8 352.7 20.0 5.1 280.3 27.4

1971 1639.7 271.0 205.2 3 57- 4 103.3 26.1 406.5 26.,0

1972 1738.1 289.4 1L02.7 400.2 205.7 36).8 4()7.9 31.8

1973 1351.8 263.2 88.7 341.5 177.2 45.9 3830.5 22.7

1974 328.5 '90.3 23.0C 161.1 53.1 27.8 4 8.5 12.1

Source: Taupe Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Gre3asda



Table 7.10: EXPORT OF LIME, 1961-74

Lime oil Lime Juice Fresh Lime
'000 lbs '000 EC$ '000 gals '000 EC$ '000 lbs '000 ECI

1961 1.1 12.h .1.9 29.) 8.3 o.6

1962 0.8 7.7 12.2 8.4 8.2 O.h

1963 2.7 30.1 2.2 1. 8.0 o.5

196h 2.5 30.3 - - 8_5 0.2

1Q96N 5.6 73.3 3.0 2.q _

1966 I,.7 62.7 ?8.)1 16.3 _

1967 2.8 h3.0 2h.5 30.h _

19Q6 ), 71 .n 098 7n0-3 

1O6Q 1-7 27-2 11 8 202-

1970 2.5 38.9 70.0 129.2 -

1971 1.7 23.2 7.6 13.7

1972 1.6 26.h -= 

Source AulOeresTad eot

Source;. W'unual Overseas Illade Rnepor'.


